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V 

. MR. ROBERT · N •. WILENTZ {Chairman] : · I am going to 
start thJs hearing now. 

As you al.1 knq1N,, tl:lis is the ptiblic hearing qf ·. 
Task Force. E of the Go:v~rnor ~- s Ne~ Jersey T~:x P~licy' Committee. 

. . . 

. The Task Force title is Se;rvice Levels, Costs an·a Al-locations. 
I am . told that the sal~ of lo.ttery tickets i~ such ' - ., . '.' .. · ... · _.. ; . . ... 

that we may not even h~ve te.go o~ worryingabout -t::he fiscal 
needs of the. State of, New Jersey. ori the possibility that 
there still may' be so~ei problems af·t:er lettery sale~ are, 
over, we are g~ing:to continue anY\\7ay. 

I would like to introduce the members .of the Task Force 
who are here today. _O~ my_e:x;treme right, and not a member 
-of the·Task Force, but on~ of the :consultants ef the Task 

. . . - -~-- . 

Force sitting with us today, is Pr9fessqr Reeck, th'9 Director -
of the Bureau of Governmental · Res.ear.ch _at Rutgers.. · We _are 
very happy that you a.re abi~ tp join us. On his left is 

. ;_. . . . . 

Mr~ William Weathersby who is su1:?stitutirig for Dr. Goheen. 
Mr. Weathersby is the Vice President in Charge of Public 
Affairs at PrincetOn.. - Qn- my: rigl}t is the. dist.irig~ished -

. ··, . .' ,,· . ' ·.. . . -

- May'or.·of. t'he '(Ji,ty·· cif~ew· eruriswick';i;Mayo:r:'Pa.tricJaJ:'.\:Sheehan ·• 
On my extreme left_ is Mr.- Victor F~ank wh; is stib~titut•ing 
for· Mr. Harder. And on my le.ft is M~. Miller, who :j-s the. 
Chief Executive of•, the sta.fi of the St.~te .Tax Policy Co~ittee. 

We have a list bf approximately-ten witnesse.f:ithat_ 
we expeci;. tdl.hear from today. They include·MayorHolland of 
Trehton7 Mr. Male, the. Fo:rmer_Mayor o_f _Princeton; -·Mayqr 
HoJland has just wa.1k~din - Mr. Meholick, the head of the 
New' Jersey Municipal Manageme'nt Association; D~. Barone, the 
Mayor _of Woodk>rige, .~Y be he;e 1 Mayor Luther qf Parsippany~ 
Troy Hills: ·Mrs. Betty Little, Citizens ·fo;r; Conservatio~: 
Mrs. Ger.t~ude _ Unsel ,of, the Pede_~~tipn of New Jersey: Taxpayei:-s: 
Mre -George Smith, President of the. State Bo~rd of ~ducatiori1 
Mr. Kennedy Shaw, .1\dministratol:' .. of the City of Plainfield; 
Mr. Mark Jone~ of Princeton( a~d Prc;;fessor' Ylvisaker of 

. . . <: - -: ' 

Princetop, Ferm.er Commissioner of the ~epartmen,t of C.ommunity 
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Affairs. 
The schedule is not quite as certain as r·would hope . . . 

it would be, but man.y of these people have other commitments 
and the time o:f arrival and, in some cases, the' question of 
arrival remains a question. 

Some of the other Task Forces have been cha~ged with 
obligations of investigating things that are quite cl.early 
fiscal and concerned with the amount of money that is needed 
in New Jersey and methods of raisingthe money. Our Task 
Force has, in addition, the question, · I think,. of who should 
be doing what at various levels of government. Who should 
be taxing at various levels Of government? And how funds 
should be allocated? Where s.ervices can he·st be performed? 

I would hope that the witnesses in"addition to 
their prepared presentation inigtlt foCus on some of the questions 
that I think interest the members Of the Task Forceu. namely, 
just how bad is the condition of municipalities_in the:State 
of New Jersey? Are they as bankrupt as some of us may believe? 
Where can they go witl1out increased Federal or State aid? 
Should we be as·• concerned wfil:f,Jfj. the general level of services 
that are being delivered in municipalities as with the 
direct question of how we can refinance those services? 
In other words, shouldn 1 t bur cencernbe extended beyond the 
question of enabling municipalities.to. perform as they are 
now performing? And shouldn I t it be extended to the question 
of how we can deliver _better services - better quality services? 

. . . 
Should we be concerned with the question in connect.ion with 
some services of achieving a great.er degree of equality? I 
am particularly referring to the delivery of educational 
services. Should our Task Force be concerned with whe'ther or 
not in connection with the State tax· policy reform some 
effort shouldn't be mad~ toassure that a child in one 

. . . 

municipality has the same kind of educational' opportunity as 
a child in another municipality? Should we be concerned 
with the method of distribution of the proceeds of State aid? 
Should we be concerned with the amount allocated to the rural 
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and suburban areas as.compared to the amount allocated to 
our central cities? 

To what extent will regionalization of functions 
actually lead to cost savings? Or.should regionalization be 
viewed simply.as a method of improving services and making 
them rriore efficient? 

Is there any area in municipal government where cost 
savings can actually be achieved in substantial· measure? Are 

. ' . . 

the opportunities for cost reduction so limited that when we 
talk about tax reform, we are·. talking not only. about making 
the tax burden more equitable but we are also talking about 

' the need for additional tax resources? And to what extent 
is the State capable and in what manner of making.those 
resources available? 

When State aid is delivered, should it be delivered 
on condition? Should .it be delivered provided that municipalities 
conform to certain standards? Should it be delivered on 
condition that they deliver certain services? Or should it 
be delivered without strings'Z1 

If the witnesses believe that tax reduction. should be 
achieved in certain areas, but that services should be maintained 
at their present level or that services should be increased, 
if the witnesses care to, we would like to know what their 
views are on providing the funds for any such increase in 
State aid or1 if they think the Federal government is the 
source of increased aid, where that money is goin:g to come from 
and by virtue of what ta;x:es. 

I would like to call on our first witness, Mayor Arthur 
Holland of Trenton. Just by way of refres~ing the witness 0 s 
recollection of the rules, my understanding is that each 
witness is allowed ten minutes for his or her direct presentation 0 

after which the members of the Task Force that desire may 
ask questions of the witness. 

Mayor Holland, it is very nice of you to come. 
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.. ' MAYOR ARTHUR HOLLANDg First, I 
appreciate the opportunity to be here and I would be glad, 
and in fact welcome any questions following my presentation. 
I don°t have copies of this statement because it may be 
amended before I finisho But I will before the day is out 
have copies for youo 

Gentlemeno I appreciate very much the opportunity to 
appear before you. There is no subject of more essential 
importance to the future of our cities and, thereforeu of 
our Staten than the subject under consideration by your Com= 
mitteeo 

My presentation will be in accordance with your sug-
gested guidelines. I will follow literally the question 
outline. 

I believe that the pattern of new and old services 
over the next ten years will follow the present regional 
approach. Several years agoo the City of Trenton negotiated 
with the County of Mercer the transfer o¾ our municipal 
hospitalo The County Improvement Authority is presently 
planning a regional arrangement for the disposal of garbage. 
It appears, however, that low income housing and school 
needs will continue to be met by the old central cities 
unless the State adopts policies which encourage or mandate 
assumption of such responsibilities by the county and/or 
State governmentso 

The trends in current expense budgets are those of 
substantial increases each year. Police and fire salaries, 
for example, have increased $3,541,222 in the last six years. 
This represents a 52o5 per cent increase. Had it not been 
for the State 0 s Urban Aid in 1970, these raises would either 
not have been given or the real estate tax would have gone 
even higher" As it is, should Urban Aid be withhold, these 
salary increases will have to be met by real estate tax 
revenues, as will any further increase a~d, :in vi~w of the 
inflationary spiral, not to increase is in effect to cut 
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salaries and wages. There is a similar upward trend 
throughout the various e:qi.ployment categories. 

With regard to trends in capital needs, it is ironic 
that the old central cities are·now faced with doing for 
the second time what new municipalities are doing for the 
first. Trenton is replacing at a cost to the city of 
approximately $20 million large sections of its storm and 
sanitary drain system. This project will, assuming Federal 
aid continues, be carried on over a period of approximately 
15 years. Over the next 10 years, 8 additional schools will 
have to be built. And while such construction may be met 
through the EtnergencySchool Construction Fund, operating 
costs will continue to increase because of State requirements 
that class sizes be smaller and because of the need for 
more specialists to deal with school problems prevalent in 
the old central cities. 

2. There is a strong temptation to answer question 2 
by saying 09all of them. 01 This is particularly true of the 
county level; especially in view of the possibility of 
strengthening county government as a result of the recommeridations 
of the Musto Commission. Among those services which seem 
to lend themselves most readily to assumption by the county 
are welfare and garbage disposal. 

The State should assume responsibility for education. 
Welfare and education costs should'be completely financed by 
theFederal and State governments. Garbage and police service 
costs should be met by participating municipalities, that isu 
should there be any regional arrangement with regard to police 
protection. 

(B) There should be a maximum home-rule provision in 
the administration of services furided by the State and/or 
Federal government. The actual administration of such services 
could best be done by local officials. , Perhaps the receiving 
jurisdiction could participate financially through assumption 
of all or a part of the administration costs of services 
transferred to the State and/or Federal levels. 
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3. Those services. of local governments should be 
aided financially by the.State which are meeting a national 
and State responsibility. The old central cities are being 
asked in effect to be the housing, job and education centers 
for the Nation° s disadvantaged.· It makes sense, therefore, 
that higher levels of government share the cost of such 
services. 

3 (A). As indicated above, costs of such services, 
except perhaps for administration, should. be borne completely 
by higher levels of government. 

3 (B). There are obviously vast differences among 
urban, rural and suburban areas in costs of service and in 
need for such aid. The old central cities are increasingly 
the clustering places for the poor and the old. Suburbia, 
except for pockets of poverty, is becoming relatively 
increasingly affluent, and exurbia is relatively untouched 
by the problems we call urban. 

Trenton which has less than half the equalized valuation 
per capita that Lawrence Township has spends 50 per ce·nt 
more than Lawrence does for police protection, 3 times as 
much for healthu 4 times as much for welfare and 20 times 
as much for fire protection. Similar comparisons could be 
made between other old, large cities and their surrounding 
municipalities. Those figures are from the Third Report8 
Joint Services, A Local Response to Areawide Problemso the 
Musto Commission. 

3 (C). I believe that cu~rent urban aid programs 
have worked well in New Jersey compared with other states. 
I would like to submit in documentation of that statement 
a copy of a report of the National Survey conducted by the 
Urban Study Center at Rutgers, now known as the Center for 
Urban Social Science Research. The report is titled, uThe 
Roles of the Stat.es in Solving Urban Problems, 1' and I would 
like to leave this with the Committee" New Jersey emergeso 
relatively at least, as a model with regard to assisting 
in :.the solution of urban problems. 

With regard to Question 4, again many recommendations 
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are contained in this reporto Especially necessary, however, 
as is pointed out in the report on page 136, is a program 
which would subsidize the real estate tax required by 
municipalities of de~elopers or purchasers of rehabilitated 
low-income housing. In this wayo rehabilitationo low-cost 

. . . 

housing under present Federal and/or State programs would 
be feasible in high tax-rate municipalities. 

It is the tax rate alone which is · interferring with 
programs such as those undertaken by the Urban Coalition. 
The tax rate normally shouldn°t be greater than 50 per cent 
of the total cost of owning a house.·· 'But .in Trenton, the 
tax rate exceed$ :.the cost of amortization payments on the 
principal and interest. This makes it impossible •. 

Coalitions make it possible for low=income families 
to obtain decent housing, but then they can°t pay the 
taxes on it. 

5. In the absence of a State income tax, which would 
enable the State to.meet revenue needs of local governments, 
permission should be given to counties, municipalities and 
school districts to levy and collect local non-property 
taxes. It should be kept in mind, howev_er, that such an 
approach may be self~defeating 0 that the only fair, sufficient 
method of meeting the State 0 s and the cities 0 revenue needs 
is through a State income tax or some other such Statewide 

levy" 
6. This opportunity is present through the Municipal 

Charter Law of 1950 and hopefully through the Musto Commission 
recommendations becoming law. Also productivity of employees 
can be increased through introduction of a merit system 
and in=service training program. During our previous admin-
istration, there were after four years 128.net fewer positions 
at a savings of approximately $500,00·0 per year. This was 
accomplished through a review of each position when it became 
vacant to see whether it needed to be filled and the intro= 
duction of modern administrative techniques in the running 
of the governmento 
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The New York City Educational Construction·Fund 
provides for private financing for educational facilities 

. . . 

by making available. to a developer land and joint development . 
rights for revenue...:producing purposes., For example, the 
school board would use its power of eminent domain to assemble 
a piece of land on .which a private developer would build a 
school facility and an office building, ~hereby paying con-
struction costs of the school for the right to erect an 
office building for his purposes. This technique may also 
be used for other public works as .well as for providing 
the city with an in-kind urban renewal credit. 

I believe that I must in conclusion point ou.t that 
the real answer to the pressing financial problems of·the 
old central cities lies in long-range legislative remedies of 
a non-fiscal nature. If the problems were distributed, 
there might not be a need for a State income tax or for local 
non-property taxes. 

Examples: States should require, as has been done 
in effect in Massachusetts, that all, 'cit.:ies and towns allow 

. . . 

for the use of a· certain percentage of land for the erection 
.of low-income housing. 

States should pass a law requiring county govern= 
ments to foster the.finding of homes for welfare clients 
throughout the county of residence. This could result in 
maintenance or restoration of socio..;economic balance in the 
central cities and at the same t.:ime afford affluent America 
an opportunity to share what is now central city America 0 s 
burden at a time when the central cities are least able to 
bear it. 

MR. WILENTZ: Mayor, thank you very much for a very 
stimulating presentation. 

Do any members of the Task Force have any questions 
they would like to ·ask? Mayor Sheehan? 

MRS. SHEEHAN: Obviously I am in some sympathy with 
much of what Mayor Holland had to say. I would have two 
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specific questions. With regard to your comment on urban 
aid, that was limited, a~ you know, to the so-called big 
six·cities. Do you .think that tha.t really represents a 
solution to the city problems throughout the state? 

MR. HOLLAND: No, I think there was no rational ba.sis 
for that program. The big six, ranging probably in need 
from Newark to Elizabeth, certainly required.and were 
entitled to ito 13ut New Brunswick, Perth Amboy, Hoboken, 
Union City, Bayonne, and many other municipalities throughout 

. ' . 

the' State relatively, I think, had equal need and equal right 
to such assistance and I think any E'uch future programs 
should take the needs of these municipalities into consideration. 

MRS. SHEEHAN: Following through bn that point where 
you indicated that the right of local areas to levy non-
property taxes might well be self-defeating, :i.n a city like 
Trenton or New Brunswick or any of the other so-called core 
cities, don 8 t you think we have to face·the problem where 
we are surrounded by a suburban area that has a great deal 
of land and an anxiety, if you will, to attract industry 
and ratables, that a city tax is going to encour'.3-ge the 

-. \, ·, -._._:- ' .. · ' .--'_ . . . ' ' 

flight of c,ornmercial and industrial taxpayers to those very 
suburbs, thuscompou.nding the problems of the cities? 

MR. HOLLAND: Except that Mayor Gibson claims to have 
two reports,and a third was upcoming when I met with him on 
this, that document ·the premise that such an approach, a 
local payroll tax, income tax, earnings tax, whatever it is 
called,. is no more of a deterrent to retention and attraction 
of industry and business than is an increasingly high real 
estate tax. At least, the paryoll tax gives an opportunity -
I don 1 t think those who live outside·the city will call it 
that - but it gives an opportunity to those who make their 
living in the city to share in the cost of the .services which 
make it possible for them to earn their living in the city. 
In effect, I would think, the local residents who would pay 
it would be getting their money back in that it should cushion 
the real estate tax, whereas those who live outside the city 
would be making a contribution. That's why I see it0 even 
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though as a last rer,;ort,. as a rieed pending the passage of 
a State income tax and the keeping or returning of money 
to the cities bn the b~si~ of guidelines of need. New York 
State 0 for example,·- this takes effect April 1st of this 

' ' ' 

year - is going to return 21 per cent of the revenue from 
its income tax to the cities - 10 i/2 per cent on a per capita 
basis plus a wealth factor.··• I see no great assistance for 

' ' 

the cities - well, I dO see assistance, but I don°t see any 
fair assistance for the cities if·we have additional State 
revenues which are distributed on a per capita basiso To 
me, the major premise here has to be that of need.· 

MRo WILENTZ: Any further questions? Mr. Frank? 
MRo FRANK: Do you have any figures on how much 

revenue could be raised by a payroll tax? 
MR. HOLLAND: No, 1 don°t. But obviously for every 

hundred million dollars of payroll, we would realize a 
million dollars. I haven't had an opportunity to research 
thato 

MR. FRANK: In so far as the.shifting of responsibility_ 
from the city to the county or the State, do you see any 
possibiJ;ity of it reducing·costs or do you feel it is just 
a question of equity demanding that it be shifted to the 
county or State? 

MR. HOLLAND: Well.,· I see better service and some 
reduction in costs. Obviously a regional arrangement for 
the disposal of garbage should be less costly, given the 
market-place principle of less cost with volume than if each 
of the municipalities within a region conducted its own 
disposal system. 

MR. FRANK: Do you have any examples of that though? 
MR. HOLLAND~ No, because it is·a beginning approach" 
MR. FRANK: There has been some concern that maybe 

that wori 0 t turn out to be the case. 
MR. HOLLAND: I. think we have to make sure that 

bidding techniques are such that we profit through competition. 
The present proposal which calls for franchising against the 
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background of our present regulati0on, should assure an 
honest situation. It' is up to local officials, municipal and 
county 0 that whoever serves on a board such as the Mercer 
County Improvement Authority, ·which consists. of citizens as 
well as public officials, to make sure that we do realize 
what we should under such an arrangement, which means less 
cost. 

MRo WILENTZ: Mayor, I take it ~an~ one of the basic 
questions facing this Task Force, namely the fiscal capability 
of municipalities, especially central cities, under the··.pre:sent 
tax system and the resources available to the central citiesu 
that it is your opinion that these cities come nowhere near 

I 

having the capability of meeting their present needs and their 
likely future needs without further aid. 

MRo HOLLAND: I gave as an example Trenton and Lawrence 
costs of operating the government. We have leps than half 
the assessed valuation of Lawrence, even though our costs are 
many times over. 

MRo WILENTZ: And those costs are going up, up, up, I 
take it. 

MR. HOLLAND: ·since 1 64, our police and fire costs have 
gone up over 50 per cent and we have 20 times the costs of 
f-i: t.e protection that Lawrence has because they have a 
volunteer fire department. 

MR. WILENTZ: How long can you go on without substantial 
increased aid? 

MR. HOLLAND: Well, the only difference really between 
Newark and Trenton and the other old large cities is that 
Newark has this monumental deficit~ Our tax rate is only 
about 10 or 15 points behind that of Newark. If you use 
that as an index, because problems of Newark have attracted 
so much attention, I am afraid that·committees like this may 
not give sufficient attention to cities like ours. We have 
done everything we can - at least I have in the past··.- and 
we are continuing on to economize. We cut the tax rate in 
1966 in Trenton by 65 points through this half million dollars 
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in payroll savings pl'l.ls anticipated revenue from the sa,les tax, 
which had to b.e applied, a percentage of it, to educational 
costs that year. ,l3ut all ·the economies in the world in 
a gover:nment because of its limited potential.will not enable 
us to pay, because of inflation. especially, the increasing 
costs of payroll which are ab.out 80 per cent of the costs 
of governmento 

MR. WILENTZ: Do you think realistically there are any 
present avenues open for substantial cost reduction.in .the 
operation of a municipal government and the delivery of ser.vices 
within municipalities? 

MR. HOLLAND : Not of the. ---
MR o WILENTZ: . -= meaningful, , s ub.stantial reductions. 
MR. HOLLAND: I don°t k.now of any potential now that 

would enable us to meet.the rising costs of government, and 
this is what I have in mind: I checked before 'I came here -
on our ratable picture._·· It is going to remain ab.out the same. 
Tax c 1,.:rt.E' will b.e balanced ·pretty much by some new rat-ables. 
Given inflation, given the granting of .normal increments - we 
have asked for reclassification - ·g,ivem t)J.e::.in,o:tease'.1in some 
maximums, we are go{ng to have an incl:'ease in our tax rate. 
We have to go increasingly t.o people on low-fixed incomes. 
In recent yearstheSocial Security Administration has been 
increasing the pension payments tobeneficiaries, but.not to 
a degree that would enable them to keep up. Also increasingly, 
the self-sufficient people are leaving the city and people 
are coming in who need help. 

When I mentioned long-range legislative remedies of 
a non-£ is cal nature· - a block may b.e ·perhaps ;abie::'.b:,, ·-· -
absorb. one large fatherless family. If you put two or three 
such families in that block,·- people aren I t then running away· 
from anything hut noise and dirt and disruption and how do 
you measure the impact ratablewise out in such a situation? 
It is a very complex situation. 

MRo WitiENTZ: · What kinds of things would you anticipate 
would happen in a city like Trenton unless substantial increased 
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aid- is forthcoming? 
MR. HOLLAND: I have said before,· unless the ,State 

had done something in the case of Newarko the State would 
have a city on its hands. It 0 s that simple. And the State 
could start having more th9-n one city on its hands.· This 
is why as a last resorto I trdnl< we need .and every other such 
city in the State needs the option to impose a payroll tax. 
It. is the on;ly fair way I know in·tbe short run of meeting 
the needs. The_thing·that disturbs ine is that this committee 
was not given the challenge, the urgent command, that was 
given to our Welfare Study Commission. We have·to report in a 
month. This is basic i:.o every othet' Study Commission. I 
would hope that you would report as soon as possible. 

' 
MR. WILENTZ: You indicated that you thought that 

New Jersey was a model for urban aid. T assume that is in 
comparison with other states~ In other;words, I take it from 
your testimony that you do not agree with the kind of distri-
bution of urban aid that we have had in the past, namely, re-
distribution of sales tax funds on a $t:i;:-aight population 
basis, the distribution qf $peciaL _school aid on:a peJ:". student 
basiso You don°t regard that ---

MR. HOLLAND: ! ,was n° t referring to that. I was 
referring primarily to the State Department of Community 
Affairs and the programs. which it initiated in recent years. 
We were the second state in the Nation to have s,uch a depart-
ment o 

MR. WILENTZ: The dollar valu~ Of the State aid programs 
that were distributed on a straight population basis on a 
per student basis in the educational field far exceeded the 
Community Affairs aid. 

MR. HOLLAND: Such programs are almost immoral, if 
not immoral. 

MR. WILENTZ: Do you have any views about the wisdom 
of attaching strings to this ai<;J? In other words, do you 
think that the State, assuming it gives further State aid, 
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should r;equire ·c:1erta, :iri performance from 'municipalities? 
What is your view about·- that? --

MR. HOLLAND: Abso1,utely. In fact, for a long time, 
I opposed revenue·_ sharing·-· in "biock grants,_ specifically 
block" grants, because r ,felt there-wa~r a need for the 
guidelines.that accompany categorical programs. So, just 
as was j.ndicatced according to the news st0ries, in the case 
of Newark, any·· city which is given State funds, ! think must 
expect to have a close· review of the expe~diture of tn.ose 
funds and, if they pr~ve unworthy of·the confidence of the 
State, then they should'be den.ied such fµnd-s. Then the 
State itself would have tO'administer'what.ever programs are 
required. 

MR. WILENTZ :_ . Not only a dlci$e reviefw _of the expenditure, 
but· would you agree .there sh_ould be a functional obligation 

. . . . 
of the municipality? For instance, in ·the State aid for·· 
health purposes,.: there -- are -- certairi standards and levels of 

. . . 

-- achievement that· m~st be complied with.before you qualify· 
for State aid. 

MR .. HOLLA:ND:- Philosophical~y,r·am oppo13ed to dedicated 
funds. I do.believe there is a kind of general dedication 
accompanying grants.· For .example, the·urbanaid package -
I did not think that such funds should be used for salaries 

- . . . . 

ana·- wage_s. _A good example, I think·,·- of a program which·· 
is peculiar to citi~s ·'iike ou·rs and for which such urbah · 
aid money ought to be. used is a hot lunch program. T.q me, 
a hot lunch program is a:-public health':tneasure·in a city 
like ours as well as an educational assist. I know, first 
hand, that childre~ don 1 t gcf"to s'chb0l beca·use they don't -· 
have their snack money. 

MR. WILENTZ': So while you _are opposed philosophically 
to dedication, yo.u woulo. thin:k there would be some sense in 
requiring certain kinds of performance.-. 

MRe HOLLAND: There is a happy medium there and I think 
that is up to committees like yours· to recbrmnend, in consultation -

14 
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with local of f.icials. 
MR. WILENTZ: You don°t view the studies of this State 

Tax Policy Committee as simply being a..· rendering of a more. 
equitable tax struct.ure for. the State, but apparently from 
what you said about housing, you think weshouldbe very 
much concerned about what is ultimately delivered to the 
citizens. 

MR. HOLLAND: I think you should·relate your deliberations 
to hon-fiscal matters because the.fiscal considerations grow 
out of the other conditions • 

. MR. WILENTZ In other words, if the Tax Policy Committee 
as a whole came in with recommendations which in your mind 
did not.show some promise of moving towards a solution to 
the· hous,ing problem, you would be gravely disappointed? 

MR. HOLLAND: If you pour money i:nto cities like ours, 
for years to come you are simply going·to harden the present 
social situation, which I think is a blot on our democracy. 
We will becornemore and more then the housing, .employment 
and education centers for the disadvantaged. I think this 
i s unhealthy. Busloads of children are brought into our 
cities so these young white children may see what a blighted 
area looks like or what a slum looks 11:'te. They come on 
excursions or field trips into the city·. 

MR. WILENTZ: Two things disturb me greatly apoµt_.your 
suggestion of interim,of sort of local option,non-property 
taxes. Isn°t there a danger if you gave as an interim 
proposition every municipality the right tb impose non=property 
taxes that you would be·compounding the problem, mainly you 
would be giving to some high income a.reas the right to raise 
their own tax, either throug,h a payroll tax or perhaps some 
other kind of non-property tax, thereby exaggerating the 
inequities even more.· But perhaps even worse, wouldn't you 
be building in a political force against any kind of Statewide 
tax, and particularly a.Statewide income tax, where these 
municipalities or··areas might say tothemselves, 00Well, we 
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now have a·local option tax where we can apply the money 
to our own area and we know very well that Statewide income 
tax is going to ·apply it differently, namely, .more to the 
central cities 11 ? Aren 1 tyou recommending something that 
is terribly dangerous to the central. cities? . 

MR. HOLLAND: I am not really recommending it. As I 
said 11 I would want it there in casewe needed it as a last 
resort and I was pleased to see that the Legislature put a 
two-year limit on this privilege for Newark. Gentlemen and 
lady, I am convinced that you must,and if your Commission 
were succeeded every year by a new one,·tp study..:th:±s::matter, 
that you would have .to come up wit.ha recommendation that 
there is only one fair and sufficient solution to the revenue 
needs of this State ... and I said this .ten years ago mo I openly, 
unequivocally advocated it then as· I ha.ve since then - and 
that is an income tax. 
structure. 

Also it woUld'simplify the whole tax 

MR. WILENTZ: I didn 8 t say it ten·years ago, but I 
agree, Mayor. Professor Redck? 

MR. REOCK: r have jus.t one question. Mayor Holland, 
. . 

would you say asa general rule a governmental service should 
be administered at.the government,a.1 level at which the major 
part of the financing takes place? For;, example; you suggest 
that the State take over the financing of education. Would 
you accept the premise then that the /State should administer 
education? 

MR. HOLLAND: No. I think in our society maximum 
local discretion should,be given with regard to implementation 
of funds from a higher l~vel. 

MR. REOCK: You' t£;ee no essential relationship then 
between.the level at which :financing' fsprovided and the 
level at which the services are administered? 

MR. HOLLAND: It is a natural relationship, but I 
think we have to fight that in the interest in the long 
run of retaining democratic decision at the local level. 

MRo WILENTZ: Anything further? Mr. Miller? 
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MR~ MILLE:R: Mayor, I have been.taken with your 
suggestion that non-fiscal remedies are impor-t.ant too and 
perhaps in the long run if cities are:to be viable entities, 
more important. But rem~dies-so.far are to prov:i,de State. 
aid, which is fiscal. The .non-fiscal -ones are to shift the 
responsibility for serviqes from th~ municipality to the 
county, to the State - somewhere else. - If you follow that 
process, ·are you saying that the big cities. are no longer 
viable entities as we have known.them?· 

MR. HOLLAND: No. I say the big cities always have 
been and always will be centers of not only residents but 
commerce and industry. I think they will always be central 
points because if they aren°t, you will· simply have new 
communities which, by whatever name, will be replacing what 
we now call the central city. FirSt of\ all, you have large 
institutions located in central cities which it .is just 
economically.not feasible to relocate~'. They are always going 
to be there. So we start, I think, with the premise that_ 

/( 

we must proceed on the basis of the recommendation, _for example, 
of the Regional Plan Association of tw? years ago which says, 
as we build new towns on the one hand ;·c·we renew our old central 
cities, and we relate the two processeso., 

When I talk about non-fiscal legislative remedies, I 
mean such a: law as Connecticut passed apout a year ago which 
es_tablishes a statewid.e uni,form huildi,1ng code, This makes 
it'profitable for prospective manufacturers of housing, not 
only for the central city but for suburbs, to go into a 
state and know basically the code i:;s•th@ same, in our case, 
in each of the state's six largest citieso We don't have a 
statewide uniform building code in New·.Jersey. We need one 
I think. 

MR. MILLER: We.have one that is recommended but not 
used. 

Take the view that you want the city in the long run _. 
' ' . 

to be economically a viable entity, to be able t<:>. support 
itself really as much as popsi13)le. _ 1-\.re there other ways 
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the State could do this? For -- example, I know I shouldn I t 
. ;\ 

mention the word urban renewal in-' Trenton~ But in the long 
run is there. any way that the State should 'have a role that 
would improve the prospects of that kind - o,f thing? 

MR. HOLLAND: Yes. It is hard to mention urban renewal 
in connection with Trenton. The Mercer-Jackson Project right 
now is booming. In fact, whites are competing to move in. 
This is not a formal renewal project. But in one of the 
finest residential sections of the'city where we had fine 
old houses going begging recently, people are moving in.from 
Long Island now because it is easier to commute to New York. 
So there are some bright· spots. And as we restore the e·conomic 
base,. which was the ultimate goal, of course, --of urban renewal 
in ~ther programs, we won I t need hopefully state and/or federa-1 
assistance.' But we can amend certain programs. For example, 
the Urban Coalition in Trenton has taken tens of houses -
there is a block on Olden Avenue near State Street, for· example, and 
there is Wilkinson Place, the city 1 s only private street - where 
they have acquired· and rehabilitated ana are making available 
at approximately $10,000 good decent housing. The only thing 
that is giving them real trouble and they may have to go out of 
business is because they are losing about $5,000 on a house. 
They are keeping the price down in order to make it possible· 
for the person needing the housing to acquire it. But related 
to this is the problem of what happens after the person acquires 
it because the real estate tax is so high that the person can 1 t 
keep up the real estate ,payments. He is liable to lose that' 
house. That is why I say Trenton has a problem similar to 
Newark 0 s. So has Paterson, Camden and Jers;y City, and to 
a lesser extent Elizabeth, in that: r·aon°t think the real 
estate taxes can go any higher for those specific reasons as 
well as just general reasons because of the nature of our 
population. 

When I talk about long_..;run remedies,· let O s have some 
public housing projects fdr the elderly, for example, elsewhere 
than in Trenton. We are the only municipality of the 1:3 that 
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has low-income ,housing. Here is what this means: I go.as 
Mayor to. a senior, citizens .1 Christmas party and an elderly 
woman comes up.and asks how :t;o get in the JosephsonApartments. 
I said, 9'Do, you live in Trenton? 11 She said, uYou know I 
lived in Trenton most,of my life but I moved out to Hamilton 
Township.~• This proves one thing = people do grow old in 
the suburbs. Now she wants to come back to Trentone Why 
can°t she be accommodated in Hamilton Township? Maybe we 
need a Count'y Housing Authority which would see. that such 
facilities are placed throughout t.he county. These .are the 
kinds of remedies which would make unnecessary perhaps the 
convening of your Committee. 

MR. WJLENTZ: Any further questions? 
MRSe SHEEHAN: I am concerned with the rate of.the 

property tax and.Lunderstand that we really in the cities 
have reached the .limit and the problem:that it entails. But 
my qu,estion really I guess is,: , In terms of the allocation, 
not of a new ta.x but of a new base upon which to raise the 
money, if you will, what would you think of the concept that· 
the.cities could handle on a property tax basis the normal 
municipal services if the.cost of education were on something 
other than the property.tax? I take the position, as I assume 
most of us do, that children are our resource. But the 
property tax cannot Pc!-Y the cost of this. education. What 
would you think of having that kind of an allocation taking, 
sayo for example, education out of the property tax pot, if 
you will? 

MR. HOLLAND: Then we could adjourn the meeting, but 
not without providing for a source of revenue for the State 
to do that. I won°t talk programs unless we go to the other 
side of it which is, where does. the State get the money to 
do these things? 

MRS. SHEEHAN: Hut i~ it allows the municipality to 
raise a non.;..propertytax, you still decrease the property tax 
because it is not paying its way now. Where you have old or 
marginal facilities, comruercial and industrial, which .are 



staying because the cost of the mover iEi .-prohibitive .. ap.d you 1.add 
t6. their cost by, . say,· a. payroll tax .er business tax of ·some 
kind, it then . makes ··it· profitable · for·· them· to ·move. 

MR. HOLLAND: This is why I wasn't in here fighting as 
Mayor Gibson· was for·· the privilege that was ,granted to · 
Newark. J: still have serious reservations. I am glad there 
was a limit put upon it.·· I do believe,· in•·order to be on the 
safe sideu until we get a State·incotne tctx, - our- city and 
our council. president whe .. is here today,· David Schroth, 
supported me on tpis -as did the entire· bouncil -··that we . 
ought to.have this privilege if we need it. We den°t want 
to face the kind of ·crisis .situat.ie:m Newark did. · We could 
be on the verge of it. ·until• ·the · in6eme ·· tax · is adapted and 
the funds. made. availab),.e, we need to be assu.r-ed, I think, as 
responsible public officials that if necessary we can iook 
to a . source of income ether than the p:i::-'Oper:ty tax • 

. MR. FRANK: Yot:1 nieritioned one non-fiscal consideration, 
a uniform building cede throughout tl:ie St.ate·. Do you have 
Others; in mind? 

' ' MR. HOLLAW ':; 'My thte~'; maJdr ehes a-ref~ an absolute 
. requirement by the St~te that every municipality provide some .. 
low-income housing. Now. you cari put. a ·ceiling on ft - 3 
per cent, 5 per cent, 7 per cent, whatever. And I realize, 
of course, this·leads you into providing·services too. The 
real answer was Secretary Uda-11 1 s. As people were automated 

: . . . . 
out of jobs, :keep them down where at least• they can· breathe 
and put up .the factories and the houses and the schools, 
instead Of having this constant flow to the cities, which 
fortunately has been levell'ihg off. But there are three. 
major ones and there are others· in this• report which !would 
.like to leave with the Committee. One, distributieri, if the 
client is willing,·and I am sure '!=,hey would be, of ADC cases. 
They are ,considered city cases enly because there is ,no place 
else for them to go when they leave the rural areas. But this 
doesn I t- mean ~ince they ,ar.e a county respensibility that 
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they have .to be housed in Trenton. You can't tell me there 
aren°t more houses available in the other municipalities of 
this county. I have talked with our Welfare .Director about 
this. He says they can° t find b.ouses elsewhere. These are 
the real reasons for the wrepking of the cities. 

I am not blaming the·people themselves1 they need help~ 
. and we are least·able of the municipalities these·days to· 
give that help. There was a time when we were the counties. 
We were the economic base of the riation·as wel:l as of our 
counties. It,is an entirely different situation now. 

MRS. SHEEHAN: Mayor Holland, do you have children in 
Federally-supported housing without·regular property tax? 

MR.·HOLLAND: Yes •. Vie have too much public housing. 
I am against any more public housing because we are not meeting 
a need; we are creating it. 

MRS. SHEEHAN: Is that all payment in lieu of taxes? 
MR. HOLLAND: Yes, 15 per cent, I think it is, of 

gross rental. Another problem has been when we set out with 
urban renewal to restore the economic base, it was to be on a 
full tax basis. Everything has gone up practically now. It 
has been on a limited dividendl:>asis or on some kind of 
subsidized basis. So we are not realizing anywhere near the 
return that we had hoped. 

MR. WILENTZ: Mayor, one last question unless some of 
the ot.her members have. some more because you have been very 
helpful and very informative: The idea of taking over the 
education bill is, of course, very appealing because ---

MRo HOLLAND: It would account for about half of our 
budget . 

MR. WILENTZ: It relieves the property tax of this 
tremendous pressure. But if you simply take. over the education 
bill, if the State simply does that, that would be a little 
over a billion dollars, I gather, isn°t that exactly the 
same as a direct State grant without strings unless there 
are some very, very careful pr:-ovis.ions? In other words, if 
the State simply picks up the education bill, it is a subsidy 
very, very badly needed, but without any assurance as to 



where the new funds, the new ability to ra.is e . revenu~, is · 
going to go. 

MR. HOLLAND: Wel;l, there is' a lot of regulation now 
as you know by the. Stat;e Depa:i::-tment of Education of>. local 
school districts. I am glad this carneup because I supported 
educators.. No one more strongly supported educators than I 
did over the years. I felt·theyhad been .held.back and they 
weren°t being coIJ1.pensated in accordance with their contri-
bution. to society, . ever1 thcmgh we understand traditionally 
they were to beself-sacl:'ificing in that regard. So I 
supported the act of 8 65 which made it impossible for a 
governing body to upset salary policy- set ,by a school board. 
I want that law repealed today because the pendulum has 
swung in the other dire,ction. They are telling us to. raise 
money which we simply can 1t raise. Do ypu know that right· 
now if the Commissioner and the St$;te Board and the courts 

. continue to rule the way they are, we owe the School Beard 
another $700,000. So in that sense we are on the verge of 
a Newark crisis. 

MR. WILENTZ: My point was this.~ Mayor,..;,-- . 
MR. HOLLAND: Yes., there has .to be control. I think 

I ihdicated that earlier. 
MR. WILENTZ: [Continuing] --- that is one billion dollars 

you' are going to spend. Presumably you will still have 
' regulations about education. But what other non-educational 

needs wil.l you have served because the municipalities may 
with their then refreshed revenue power·not go into the kinds 
of housing that you are concerned about?· They may use their 
new found ability to raise funds for gpals that you may.feel 
are not proper. 

MR. HOLLAND: If we can cut that tax rate, we have 
homeowners in this city who will renovate their homes as soon 
as they get a reduction. It will be sort of a b.Uilt-in, 
private renewal impact program. 

Incidentally I would 1.ike to see a State law - and I 
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am going to propose this . ..; wh,ich weuld declare a moratorium{for 
five years on increased assessments which ordinarily result 
froin improving one 0 s property. In fact in some states they 
are penalizing people now for letting their property deter-
iorate. 

MR. WILENTZ~ Ybu have a lot of 'great ideas, Mayoro 
and I think it is a tribute not only to your imagination but 
to the number of problems that the State has amassed in 
order to have so many very provecative ideas. 

Are there any further questions?" If not, 
thank youo Mayor. You have been most helpful. 
lon·g time with you because you had quite a bit 
Thank you very much. 

MR. HOLLAND : Thank you. 

I want to 
We took a 

to offer. 

.MR. WILENTZ: Is Mr~ Male here? · [ N/o 
i 

response.] 
Mr. Meholick? [No response.] 
Dr. Barone isn°t here,. 
Mayor Luther? [No response.] 
Mrs. Little? Mrs. Little, before you start, I assume 

other members·of the Task Force are-petter aware of your 
organization than I am, but ·if you would just.tell me briefly 
what it is and what your position in it is. 

M RS. B E T T Y L IT T L E: I am the Co=ordinator, 
which is sort of like the unpaid employee. I am doing con= 
servation work on a professional basis too. I do spend pretty 
nearly full time on conservation one way or another. I think 
when you get my statement, I have on the back attached my 
qualifications so you will know what. my background is'. I am 
an economist.· I was teaching at Fairleigh Dickinson University. 
About a year and a half ago I decided there was an environmental 
crisis and the place to solve it was where it was worse, which 
was right here. 

MR~ WILENTZ~ Eow many members are there in the 
Citizens for Conservation? 

\ 

MRS~ .. LITTLE: I would say there are over 300. We are 
a very strange sort of 6rganizati0n. We started out being 



- Bernards Township only. To Bernards Township have come 
an awful lot ot'·people_whoworke.d hard for their money, 
who have fled from the environmental'' cr1sis :from every place 
from· Staten Island tq Newark, - Jer~1~y cily and Trenton, arid 
we all of a sudden found out that we were running into .each 
other and said, this -is the' ·:place we· stop and •fight. 

MR0 WILENTZ: - Your position with the •citizens' group is 
what? 

MRS~ LITTLE: T a;m co-ordinater. -- In. other words, I ·¢1.o 
their hearing W'Ork .. · 

We a1s·o have as members llow ind:i;viduals who'- represent 
similar organizations -throughout the -.Passaic· Basin, a.bout 25 
of ·them, so that our influence:: is 'beyend the immediate 
membership. 

MR·o WILENTZ: - Thank you: You Can go on with whatever 
you have prepar7d. 

MRS. LITT°LE: One of the·reasons·I am here teday is 
because we feel that What the Tax.Cenunission does will 
determine in.large part the fate of municipal government. 

This ·is-my,thirda~pearanqe l;>efore theTaxCemmittee. 
I am well known to your regular staff, arid -r welcome the 

' ' ' 

opportunity to speak today forCitizens for Conservat"ion -
Bernards Township. Answering your questiens provides us 
with. the opportunity to make. clear. the concepts of the new 

. . . ' . . / 

conservation which is. concerned with the total environment: 
everything from Where and how_ a man lives and works to what 
he·thinks and feels. 

We .. thin]5. that the eI'l,vironmental eris.is· in New i:fersey, 
as elsewhere, can ,only.be sqlvedby st:rong citizen'.involvernent. 
with.a great deal of emphasis_on lecaL governmental. action. 
Because of this wE\l support t;.he·est~blishment of-Conservation 

.Commissiens throughout.the State.· The concept ef.these com""'. 
missions should be expanded to i.nclude .total environmental 

: • •' •· • • • • I ,· • 

concerns so that the problems can be solv:ed as _close to. the 
source as possible.and at. least exJ?ense. As soon.as·you 
begin t<:> put these things, _all into pne hamper,_ they get much -
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more expensiveo If we can tie them to the people who are 
causing them, it dan redupe rnunicipal,.county and state 
government costs. Thesetbommissions should be provided as 
soon as possible wf,th f·~:hds f<Jr thE! pe,\rcha:se of open space 
and recreational 1fuids Oh a, Il'lab:;:hing bai.sis O We have been 
here several timeS.''au-;.i.':t-ig the last year to ask for this kind of 

_. :J 

funding. There is a need for a- ~lew Green Acres bill u and 
afterwards for inclusion in the 1State level in the annual 
budget, funds for the acquisition of new lands or ea:sements. 
We are getting 12,000 n·ew residents in this State every year. 
Some provision has to be made for them or the quality of living 
in the State of New Jersey will suffer a further sharp decline . 

. While we believe .firmly in the need for home rule and 
the desirability of developing particularly in our cities 
a sense of 81 community, 0" there a:re certain areas of environmental 
concern which can only be handled on a State level. For example, 
A-1321,now under consideration, provides for much.needed flood 
plain zoning but places the responsibility for standards and 
policing in the hands of municipalities. We believe it is the 
necessary and rightful concern of the Si;:.ate to enforce uniform 
standards throughout the State~ In fact, I don°t think flood 
plain zoning will be meaningful unless you do that because 
it'will be piecemeal. Flood plain zoning will be an effective 

' 
means of controlling heavy future expenditures on· every 
government level. If building i,s allowed to continue in the 
flood plain, we have no alternative but to build huge dams 
and dikes costing billions of dollars and resulting in a 
deteriorated environment for millions of citizens of this 
State. The Corps of Army Engineers is working on such a plan 
forthe Passaic Basin at the present time and they have 
admitted that unless flood plain zoning comes in, it will have 
to be built bigger'and more of.it. 

On this vital issue we need State leadership. On the other 
hand, certain other environmental concerns are rightfully the 
responsibility of municipalities. Each municipality should 
adopt a recycling ordinance. The handling of such recycling is 
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proving difficult for volunte.ers and- would prove ·expensive· for 
higher levels· 0f government. It would inevitably resul,t' in 
pick~up centers closer to the sources.and would-enlist the 
services of volunteers, such as the Girl· Scc>Uts, o.n: a re~ula:r 
ba.sise We can no longer handle our garbage by moving it 
west because this is expensive and we a~e losing valuable· · 
and irreplaceable resources. 

A great ·1:1,umper of 'communities ih 'the Passaic River Basin 
are trying to do ,this on:, a -voluntary-~Joasis and I think .it 
could result in a s.ubstantial' reduption .. i,n municipal costs .. 
Your garbage disi;>esa.l i:s one -.of. you;r la:r:-ger- expenditures in 
mariy of these communit1es .' 

Our exploration into the many: -programs of _·. government 
financial aid disclos.es, a failure t9 :c.0-0Fdinate activities. 
We ·need .a sys.tams approach to;the restoration of our cities 

·· .. and' the development of the State •. What is so. commonplace 
in· industry appears to be a ·startlingly.new concept to govern-
mei;it. .,::,c was;-.a; .security· analyst ana one has to be- planning what 

·· a whole industry is going to. be doing. One has to be looking· 
·.· at the whple . p.ictu:re ,_ y~tir: :s~urd~ b'f/ skpply' aric1 y6u;. source 
of- outle-t.~ In many bran~heS of goverritnent we fine:;t trans-

. . . . . : . 
pe;rtation, · _education; health, all e~rating separately as 
though· the other_ one didn't exis.t. ·-· No cme. seems to be pulling 
all thi·s to.gether •. 

The failure, of· existing pregrams· in spite of. their 
. ' . ' . _. . 

enormous expense.can be laid sguarelyen·the failure to take 
an over-all view . to. the needs of.: man. 

·.· . ·. ' - ·.· ' . . .. . 

We .. have spent seve.ral months- rev:i.ewing the expenditures, 
forecasts, p.n.d ~ei sul ts of education .i EclucatioI'lal -expenses are 

I 

large and apparently limitless. I have even been to meetings 
.on how te forecast futu_:re expenditures and it looks to me, unless 
we ·-change the way we are doing it, all the money in the State 
wi,11 be_.absorbed ,by equcation. ·. Since it is the largest ,single 
item of municipal expense, taking,en the average over 56 per 
ce~t of local budgets 'ali.d for .ma!;:ly. communities·, as high as 80 
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per cent. -~.and, ·.incident.ally. sorrie, of those with the 80 per cent 
couldn 1 t adjust it downward if they wanted to, even if they 
found a·cheaper way to do it - the State has set standards 
so they can°t lower it..;,~ we call for you to hold a special 
hearing on educational expenditures and results in this State. 
We :heed some statewide standards and it doesn 1 t have to be 
uniform. What we·are finding is - and I am taking Somerset 
County because I spent a lot of time talking to the County 
Superintendent of Schools - he has been very sympathetic on 
this - out of our vocational school we are placing almost 100 
per cent people in industry. We are actually training in that 
county people for jobs. Now the sarrie thing is not happening 
in the cities. In fact, one of the things that industry is 
saying about wanting.to move out of the cities is the fact 
that we are not training the people to fill the jobs. They 
can°t read and they can't w.rite,. so they dori 0 t want them. 

We need some statewide standards. Education should be 
aimed at producing a person who will contribute to the quality 
of life index. Because of the environmental crisis; we must 
abandon the concept of producing·buiit;....in obsolescence. We 
must return to the craftsman concept of quality. There should 
be a re-evaluation of the needs for servicing existing 
products and building new products for durability and environmental 
quality. Education should become functional artd,in so doing, 
less expensive. · I would like to quote Mrs.' Margetts O statement 
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States. 
Senate, with reference to environmental education: 

. "Most people today do not realize that the human 
relatio'nship to the·· environment presents one of the 
century 0 s·greatest changes and oqe of education°s 
most serious challenges. ·we need to educate an entire 
generation of citizens, planners, developers, engineers, 
economists, and scientists to understand-. that people 
are part of the environm,ent and what effects the 
environment ultimately will affect man. 11 
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This statement only .emphasizes the need to reappraise 
our entire educ~tional system •. 

Local government .can be made less expensive by a 
change in attitudes, b:¥ the development of the concept of· 
''community'' and the use of citizen volunteer services. It 
caribe made less expensive by elim.ilJating inflexibilityo 
by a change in civil service which keeps in ~overnment those 
without the necessary skills at public.expense. It can be 
made less expensive by eliminating short ... term expenditures, 
such as the dredging and desnaggin9 of oUr rivers,and finding 
long=term less expensive methods. s ... 298, for example, proposes 
$4. 5 milli,on be made .available for dredging. Such a solution 
shifts flooding aewnstream,. increases poll,ution, destreys 
wildlife habitat, kills vegetation along·. eur rivers and 
results in a need for more dredging and desnagging in only 
a couple of years. As long as this expensive·practice .is 
continued, real solutions will not be sought. 

In all of our planning, we must begin to.relate the 
effect of our actions .in costs to every level of government ano. 
ip terms ofenviror1mental quality. In a quick review of the 
Hackensack .Meadows Land Deveioprnent Plan, we see just such a 
failure. The plan does not include water supply, and yet 
200·, 000 persons will live therE:l and more thousands work there, . . 

with a minimum daily reguirement of 200 gallons per person for 
individual use. Industry is planned for.this -area which will 
require t.housands if not millions oLadql_itional gallons of 
water. Who will pay for the water supply? This .should be of 
concern to every municipality i1,1 the State. Our failure to 
consider the Meadows asan integ;:al, part of.the State may 
result .in higher costs for every level. of government. If 
such a 0'modern-day Venice" is competitive to. areas like Jersey 
City and Newark, if it prevents the .revitalization of our 
cities, it will be an additional b4rden pot only to those 
municipalities but. to the State as weLl. Should we not ask 
ourselves what we are d9ing -w:ron9 that s.uch a city is proposed 
for an area of unnatural development when vast sections of 
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our cities so padly 'n~ed ju:st_ .this typ,e of ,d,evelopment. 
Tre fault -lies· in oµr _t_ax _s_tr_4~ture;. it li~-~ in our, educa,tion 

·!:· . . . . ' ., • •, 

systern; it lies in our concept. 9f c_i tizen participation. 
. . . . .. . . . '. . 

t 

. Certairily a critical appraisal-
. . ' ' 

sho~ld-be_ made of any large 
_,. -. ·l: 

regard to future public . 
expense on a broader pas is. ,- Withoµt such _an environmental 
economic approach, we will ,hav'.e no m~a.ns_. of_ meeting the, 
.financial crisis in' this State. What we. need now is a state-
wide commitment to _the environment .. 

This type of planning will.complete the circle. It 
involves all areas of development · including the burd~:m or . . . . . 

benefit placeq upon tlle rest o:f ourStat,e or neighboring states. . . 

We can no longer c_onsider one area isolated_ from another, 
whet_her it_ be _education, .. i;:>lanning, - or taxes. Therefore, -

-afte_r having duly studied. the impact· of environmen;t upon our 
municipalities and State, we suggest that this Commis.sion 
submit· a special report on this . subject because _of the 
impo:i:::tant role- play~q. by all leveis of government i~ thts . . . . ' . . . '• .. · . ~· . 

regard ... This is the .first opportunity given the public to 
inclup.e erivirqnmertt,~l J?,iOblems:a;nd. sblution~: in~o "the bu<:,lge_t· 

. . . . . . 

projections of mu_nicipalities and the State. 
', . •.' . . 

MR. WILENTZ: .-••_ Mrs. Little_, thank you very much., Some 
merribe_rs of the Task F_or.ce may 1:lave., some questions. 

MRS. SHEEHAN;. On your point'.about educational expenses 
and the results -of _lthe impact. on the local budget, you suggest 

,· . . •' . . 

having a special he·ar).ng on, the expenditures and .the results. 
' . .· . . . . . . . . . . -, 

What would really be t:he .purpose of this hearing? -
MRS.. L IT'rLE : . I th ink ,to , ~xplore: -- the possibility "'."'-

Yqu see, the way we are going now - one of .. the things that 
interested me _as I. :went to our Department of Education and _ 
several county D,epartments of E.;ducationwas when I asked them 
€0 .·fore ca.st not -for,, 10 years. but .for 5 years,. they told me 

!' . •' , 

- they._ oould.n 1 t. 
ha,d inc::reased. 

Then I went and checked how.much, expenditures . ~-. ·.. . , . . ' ' ; . 

.,FoJ:'. my cotmty alone, · it has gon~ up 18 
per cent .~n theJ .. a~t. yea:r.: ~en,I went.t.,o them, I,.said, 



/ 
! 

0'What is it going to be in 5 years? 11 They<li?l:id, "It 0 s impos-
sible - we can't tell you. The· sky is the limit. 11 Then I 
went and talked to the men makingthe projections, the 
statisticians, the people using the calculators. They said, 
0'Well, we can°t do it. We can°ti forecast it. Education may ,, 
double . " So I said, 11What can ewe do tb cut the cost of 
education and at the same time.fimprove the results?, 00 /I think 
educators themselves ought to·~,; _involved in such a discussiono 

<'· 

I asked them if we could use ~¢ir buildings betters. They 
said, 0 Yes. We might get anothe-~ · s~_!Iiester but of it. We 

:;r}•·••' 
might' get a little bit there. 0' -:1?• -

Most of our education costf!±n this State are involved 
in two kinds of things. Your sa+aries run sometimes 60 to 
70 per cent. Sometimes your tra~sportaticm cost is a major 
factor - is like 25 per cent. T~ese things are inflexible. 
We don 1 t know how we can change them.; 

So I think if you would hold such a hearing and see 
if we can°t work out some new ways to handle the education 
problem in the State, it would be helpful. I even have in 
mind using.some o.£ our high i;;chool kids to teach.the Y?Unger 
grades. That sounds fantastic. But with the population 
increase like we are' getting, I don° t. see how we are going to 
be able to support the cost of education as it is presently 
constructed. I also look at these kids and f'ind that some 
of them· are bored by• what they are getting in their school 
systems. So I think maybe an apprentice type situation in 
your high schools or in your junior colleges may be your 
only answer. I am very ·much opposed to increasing the size of 
classrooms. I have been working in environmental educatiori 
and one of the greatest emphasis we have is on individual 
contact. I don 1 t like to deal with more than 15 children at 
a crack because they lose their individuality. They lose 
their interest. They donit learn as well.when you throw them 
into 30 1 s and 401 s. So the answer is not in increasing classes. 
And perhaps the answer is in some· sort of way of using the 
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children already in the school s~stem to help tis educate those 
in ttie lower grades. That 9 s revolutionary •. They will throw 
me out for that oneo 

MR. WILENTZ: Any further questions? Mr. Weathersby? 
MR. WEATHERSBY: I was just wondering on the Hackensack 

Meadows. Development where would you put the responsibility 
for that? 

MRS. LITTLE: Well, this is a private development and I 
think when you take ,a look at this thing r it is for the weal thy. 
There is no provision in here for ~~en the middle-class. 
I think you have to be very critical of this. Why should the 
State of New Jersey be respohsiblef;.. and .reading ·.this 
report I would say they are going_to be responsible not only 
for the water. supply, which is totally missing-= I-have a 
good idea where the water supply may c_ome from and I know who 
may have to pay for it because I have been studying water 
problems in northern New Jersey. But suppose you:.have to 
build a reservoir for those people. That is going to hurt 
somebody. If it isn°t in the meadows, it is going to hurt 
somebody 9 s standard of living. It is going to increase 
municipal costs across the board. And if the State pays for 
the building of the reservoir, it is going to be a pretty 
sizeable hunk of money. It seems to me that anybody now 
coming into the State of New Jersey has to bring their own 
stuff with them. A city that size has got to bring its own 
resources, especially the water resources. That 0 s only the 
beginning, incidentally. They are expecting some help on the 
building of the city. 

MRo WILENTZ: Mr. Frank? 
MR. FRANK: I take it that while you state in this 

report here that you believe firmly in the need for home rule, 
but you see the answer, if there is•an answer, primarily with 
the State. You are talking 'about a_ State Conservation Com-
mittee, a statewide.environmental.-program, state educational 
standards. Where is the home rule? 

MRS. LITTLE: My thought here is, what we are missing 
even in our cities is this sense of Gommunity, pulling people 
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together. What happens when you lose a sense of community is 
that people pass it on to the State. They pass everything on. 
You don°t get any volunteer services anymore. As a result 
of that it increases the cost of government, if in nothing 
else, in indifference. 

MR. FRANK: But doesn° t your program increase by 
passing more and more things to the State? 

MRS o LITTLE: No. '_I think the position of the State 
sho~ld be a policing function, an equality-setting function, 
and some of these. quality standards cannet be set by municipal-
ities because of the difficulty of their meeting local pressures. 
If you_try to make a statewide standard' for flood plain zoningo 
you find one municipality giving something a little extra. 
You can build closer .. to the river in community A than you can 
in B. So come and build here· - industry come and build here. 
If the flood plain is not protected.the total State pays. 
If you build in the flood plain, the result has to be a darn 
or a dike. So I think where those kinds of things exist -
and education is another-one .... where those kinds of things 
exist we want to set quality standards and we need to do 
over-all policing. The leadership then.comes from the State. 
But on certain things where we can push back or roll back 
costs or get citizen involvement, then yeu should try to 
put it up te the municipalities to do it - the handling of 
your local garbage, when yeu are talking about recycling, 
when you are talking abeut crushingcans. Let's not throw 
all the cans into a big barrel andsend"it down te Trenton. 
Let~s crush them and take care of them at home and see how 
many people who live in this area will -- contribute their time 
and energy to it. 

The only reason I bring up recycling is this thing bugs 
me. I am interested in the big things like taxation. But 
the people who live in this State are very concerned about 
the environment and they are demonstrating this by month 

' 
after month trying to do their own gi:l,rbage collection. I am 
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talking about Florha.m Park and Bedrninste~ and Randolph 
Township and a· thousand other place·s. All these little 
people are trying· todo this as their commitment. Now if 
you could get that kind of commitment in local·government, 
you could reduce the cost of local government because you 
would have volunteer services. This is what I am after. 

MRo ·WILENTZ: Any further questions? 
I take it that you feel there·wou.idbe economies in 

having each municipality do its own recycling. 
MRS. LITTLE: I think so up to an area" It depends 

on population. 
MR. WILENTZ: Do you think that the State needs a new 

revenue source, Mrs. Little? 
MRS. LITTLE: . r am afraid so. I am not sure income 

. . . 
tax is the answer .. We have been kind of kicking the thing 
around~ I think what we need is kind 6f a moral reawakening. 
Why must even the wealthiest cornmunitie~ come for money to 

'l 

the State and Federal government? Let 0 s try to get users to 
pay. 

. . 

I have one really wild idea :and that is ·when we are 
. . . 

acquiring open space land, why can°t we use some of this on 
a revenue-raising basis and until we have paid for it, certain 
uses of this property would be on a fee basis? You do this a 
little bit anyway with hunters. You charge a hunter to 
go hunt on a piece bf property.· You charge this kind of thing 
when you run a turnpike. You put the turnpike up and until 
the turnpike is paid for, in most areas you make a charge 
for it. I think we have got to begin to seek that kind 6f 
revenue • 

The trouble with. the •·income tax, it is open-ended. We 
start having an income taxand where do we stop?· 

MR. WILENTZ: · You wouldn't charge revenue for education, 
however, I assume. 

MRS. LITTLE: Maybe for certain kinds· of education. 
Maybe that is one way to use your building. Hold dancing 
classes in there afterwards. 
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I think your basic education very definitely ought 
to be available to the public. This is·part of our democracy. 
You can°t teach people to be citizens and be responsible 
if you don°t give them a place to learn. 

MR. WILENTZ: Professor Reeck?· 

MR. REOCK: Just to pursue the subject of statewide 
educational standards a little further - were you suggesting 
both the es.tablishment of performance standards which might 
provide for a minimum level of performance in terms of 
education and also the establishment of expenditure standards 
which might provide a ceiling? You seemed quite concerned 
with the expenditures. 

MRS. LITTLE: I will start with your first question. 
I think we should have standards and I think one of the 
things that is missing--no matter y,ha.t community you are 
dealing withe we have put a tremendous emphasis on sending 
children to.college and I think some of t:,hem are not mature 
and ready for that. I have met in con-servation many people 
without a college education who are very, very well self-
educated. They be.came motivated later in life and they have 
learned what they need to know. 

I think the kind of thing we need is to find out 
what jobs our society needs done and to train people for what 
they are capable of doing and to try to get them out and 
function in the society. Now I have taught at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University for seven years and I struggled with 
this problem. I had text books which didn't relate to the 
real world. So I said, 11 Fellows, read the text book and I. 

am going to bring in the stuff from the brokerage house and 
I will show you how it is done when you f10 out in the real 
world. '' I think we should try to relate what we teach in 
.the' schools to what is needed in life. That O s the first thing. 

What I mean by standards is that you might have a 
series of standards. Someone might be going for a vocational 
background. Somebody might be going for a college background. 
There may be different kinds of things - A, B, and C that you 
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set up. 
The second thing is the inflexibility in the way our 

school system is handled. We have certain regulations. 
For example, in my .town we had a bulge a couple of years 
in the fourth grade. I went to the Board of Education and 
said, uHow about using some of this pre-fab housing? This 
is one class that iS a huge bulge. Are. we going to have to 
build a whole new building on account of this? 88 The answer 
turns out to be, yes. ·We are inflexible in the way we handle 
our·expenditures. Our whole society is ·going to have to 
become more flexible. We can° t build all the roads we want. 
We can°t have all t:he things in the same way we have always 
had them because there are too many of us. 

MR. REOCK: They are very valid concerns, but I am not 
quite sure how you would translate them into standards. 

MRS. LITTLE: This is why I think it would be nice 
if we could get the educators themselves to work on this • 
They probably very much resent me. I am a new-corner in the 
field of environmental education. ·ram getting some recognition 
for the work I am doing. I will probably have my head chopped 
off for what I have said about education. 

MR. WILENTZ: I doubt that very much, Mrs. Little. The 
educators are getting quite used to hearing from the citizens 
and maybe some day .they will be re'signed to it, but I am. 

sure they don°t re~ent it. 
I want to thank you very much for corning here and for 

your testimony. 
I assume that Mr. Male, Mr. Meholick, ·Mayor Luther, 

are not in the room. 
Is Miss Ui1.sel here? 
MISS UNSEL: Yes. 
MR. WILENTZ: Miss Unsel, before you start your testimony 

'· . . 

I wonder if you could tell Irie very briefly about how many 
people are in the Federation of New Jersey Taxpayers and 
what your position is with them. 
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GERTRUDE UN SE L: I mention it in my 
testimony here. I am on the Board of Directors of the 
Federationo I couldn°t give yo1:1 the number inasmuch as it 
is made up of local groups throughout the State. It would 
all depend upon what the total membership of each group was. 
I don 1 t know whether that has been tabulated or not. 

MRo WILENTZ: Thank you. You can proceed with your 
presentationo 

MISS UNSEL: My name is Miss Gertrude E. Unsel. I 
am a resident of East Paterson, a member of theEast Paterson 
Homeowners Association, and a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Federation of New Jersey Taxpayers, Inc. 

Before any thought be given to costs and allocations, 
the topmost question should be: What services are legitimate 
under our American system of government? Police and fire 
protection, water supply, sanitation facilities, roads,•and 
basic educatione are these services which rightfully belong 
to local government where the people can control costs and 
allocations accordir,lg to local needs, which differ widely. 

Transportation, housing, banking, insurance, mortgages, 
medicatione and the like, government-owned or subsidized, belong 
to the ~ocialistic totalitarian systems of Europe, Asia an~ 
other areas of the Old World. In fact, under the New Jersey 
Constitution subsidies to any private company are strictly 
forbidden, and the::re is no provision for government take-over 
of any of these operations. Paradoxically, another section 
of the same Article of the Constitutuion permits tax abatements 
to developers under urban renewal and model cities programs, 
much to the detriment of financially-stricken cities like 
Newark and Paterson which are now crying to Trenton for help. 

What has happened to America? What has happened to 
New Jersey? Why cannot private industry provide transportationu 
housing and like services at a profit as it has done in the 
past? Because o:f government competition? Repressive regulations? 
Profit restrictions? You businessmen know the an·swer. The 
population cannot be blamed. It has increased only 18.2 per cent 
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in the past ten years while State expenditure has reached 
outer space.with an increase of 270 per cent. 

What are the trends in current expense budgets and 
capital needs? Up, up, and up, in total disregard of current 
economic trends~ What services of municipal government should 
be made a county, State, Federal or regional responsibility? 
None! The cost would still come from the pockets of local 
taxpayers with a resulting loss of control by the citizens, plus 
an added cost for the trip up to the higher level of govern-
ment and back. For this reason, any proposals for so=called 
Federal sharing should be dropped. 

The Federation of New Jersey Taxpayers is opposed to 
the granting of power to counties, municipalities or school 
districts to levy and collect local non=property taxes. We 
oppose.any increase in taxes in any form. We also oppose 
the unconstitutional so-called cooperative use of public and 
private capital for government operations. Mixing of public 
funds with private capital is immoral as well as illegal. 

We have stated it before and we will repeat it again 
and again: Taxes must· be redu.ced - government spending must 
be cut~ The people must be allowed to keep more of their 
wages so that they can afford the services they need. They 
must not be compelled to become dependent in a country which 
guarantees independence~ I thank you. 

MR. WILENTZ: Thank you, Miss Unsel. Do any members 
of the Task Force have any questions? [No response.] 

Miss Unsel, even though I respectfully disagree with 
practically every point that you make, .I want to thank you 
for corning here and want you to know that the Task Force 
appreciates your presence here, as I gather you have been at 
other meetings. 

MISS UNSEL: I would like to ask you something. Would 
you be opposed to the principles of the Declaration of 
Independence and our United States Constitution as written? 

MR. WILENTZ: Perhaps we can continue that discussion 
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later, but right now we. are going to P.roc;:eed ---
MISS UNSEL: Well, you disagreed with my points and 

my points were based on the Constitution of New Jersey and 
of the United States. So I think this is where all the 
trouble comes in. We are departing into another field which 
is not authorized by our written charters. 

MR. WILENTZ: You are entitled to your point of view 
and I am to mine. 

MISS UNSEL: I think the Committee should consider 
these points. 

MR. WILENTZ: I gather Mr. Meholick is in the audience 
now and we would appreciate it if he would give us his 

" testimony. 

G E O R G E T • M E H O L - I C. K: - , Mr. Chairman and 
members of the Task Force Committee, I am here today 
representing the Honorable Dr. Ralph P. Barone, Mayor of 
the Township of Woodbridge. 

MR. WILENTZ: May I just interrupt one second, Mr • 
. Meholick. Are you also appearing in some capacity on behalf 
of the New Jersey Municipal Management Association? 

MR. MEHOLICK: No, sir, I am not. 
MR. WILENTZ: All right. Thank you. 
MR. MEHOLICK: The presentation that I am giving is 

a presentation of the Township of Woodbridge through its 
Mayor. 

Mayor Barone asked me to express·-his regrets that 
he could not be here today. But I did review and go over 
with him very carefully the various points that he has made 
in•his presentation. 

I know you are busy and I doh 0 t want to take too much 
time, so rather than read his statement, I will review each 
point. 

[Co~plete statement of Mayor Barone can 
be found beginning on page 107 of this 
transcript.] 

It has been brought out that there are approximately 
five areas that we are concerned with. The first point is 
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the matter of. education. ·· bur educational costs in Woodht"idg.e 
constitute almost 7:0 cents· out· of every propertY dollar 

. . . 

of tax that is rais.ed. · Arid'although we are the fourth largest· 
school district in ·the State~- the percentage of our total 
school revenues which comes from St.ate aid is only l5percent,,· 
while the State average is close to 30 per cent •. There 

. ' 

are other similar communit'ieswith·these kinds of problems. 
We are not unique. 

., ' 

The Mayor feels that ,.we o:ught to. seriously consider the 
Commission Report q_ri State Aid to Loca.l qovernment issued by 
the'Advisory Commission·on Intergove~ninental·Relatidns .that 

- . . . - . . ' . . . . . 

was published in Ap,ril 1969, and ntay I quote from one of its. 
recommendations on page 2 ne·ar the top: ···111 . ' . . -.-11_. : •.• _· • assumption 
by the State of sul:);stantially all fiscal responsibility for 
financing local s:chools. · • and. assurance of . reten:{ion of 
appropriate local P'.olicy--<making authority. 1" However; because of 
the very dire situa:tion facing Oti~ homeowner-taxpayers todayo 
it is felt that some substantial ihcrea.se as·an interim kind 
of thing ought to be considered immediately~even before a 
restructuring, so tb sp'3ak, of th.e State O s ~ax sy'stem is· 
completed. 

Another probl.em·that is facing many, many locai com~ 
munities is the matter raised in point 2 of.flood control. 
Many cities kind-of! leave 'this, to the tail end of their 
expenditures. Yet it•is-very i,mportant. We are at the moment 
faced with financing $i2to $15 million worth to alleviate 
flooding in our community. Many, many cities have the same 
kinds of problems. ·. We feel that something ought to b~ done 
in terms of flood control and damage control,. 

. ' 

The third point h.as to do with the matter of re'fuse 
and sewage disposat. This is another service performed 
by our local munici~ality, .. but agai~ it is felt that this· 
ought·to be possibly a regional ~uthority of sorne•kind. 
Within. the next fofrr t6 five years, we will no·longer be 
able to sit· arid -talk about it;. .we will be iriundat~d = we will 
be in real trouble -~ith' the matter of solid :wastes. We feel 



this kind of a resource should not be necessarily limited· 
to the property tax, but ought to·consider other kinds of 

._ alternatives in orde:r to_ provide this service. · It does 
involve ecol<>gy •. · It does involve the wasting away of 

- re sources, clean ~ter, _ etc o 

However, it is felt without substantial aid from 
some kind of a broader-based. tax capacity, these facilities, 
which are lorig overdue, will simply not be built. We are 

·at the moment in the midst of trying to combine solid and liquid 
. ' 

waste together into one operation. As a.matter.of fact we - . . . . . :., 

·had a ·public hearing on an orginance•just yesterday putting 
the question to a public vote: Shall we do this? Shall we 
treat solid.and liquid wastes together in a given plant? 

Point 4 that we want to rais•e .,.. Although there are 
many other services that we feel ought tq have some aid, we 
feel, _at least. as far as Woodbridge is concerned, again we 
ought to. consider education, flood control,· solid waste · 

· control, as well.as air polll.,l.tion:and drug abuse. 
We.feel that home rule.would remain substantially 

unchanged •. We are just as~ing fer a •;redistribution of Federal 
and State monies. But what we are saying is t.hat we do not -· 

· have the capacity nor the means to raiE!e the kind of revenues 
that are going to be neeqed to _meet these demands that 
present,ly are being asked of the localcon'lmunity. We cannot 

. . 

afford· the necessary research and development techniques to 
. do this. We feel that many. of the·se are· consumer orientedo 

. . . . _. [\ . . 
that the problems, therefore, _ should be solved by .private 
industry, by•the private enterprise system, jo.:l.ning us in 
a team=work effort. But this means money. . 

Inconc].usion, what we are saying ~s that we need 
-immediately, short-range, some kind of immediate State aid. 
Now there has been quite a bit of. talk_going on this year in 
many qf the conventions - the City Management Convention, the 
Convention of the Mayore, and the othe_r large municipal and 
other professional organizat~ons - that there ought to be 
a Federal revenue sharing plan. We endorse .the principle of 
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Federal revenue sharing. As to the mechanics of this, this 
ought to be worked out. But I think·our main purpose, our 
main point, in this presentation is that we ought to look 
at alterna_tive ways of providing us with the kind of revenues 
that we need. 

Point 2, we ought to find and have the necessary 
research and development techniques to do·this. 

We think Woodbridge is outstanding in innovation and 
in means of trying to meet these kinds of problems. I cited 
the mat,ter of the combination of the solid and liquid waste 
treatment plant that we presently have on the drawing boards. 
We are presently asking for Federal and State aid for it. 

I would be glad to answer any questions that you ma,y 
have related to this presentation or any other matters relating 

··.to it. 
MRo WILENTZ~ Thank you, Mr. Meholick. We appreciate 

Mayor Barone O s concern about these·• matti3rs to the extent 
of having someone here to give us the benefit of his views. 
I believe you will have some questions from members of the 
Task Force. 

MR. WEATHERSBY: I just wonder in terms of the question 
of more revenue if you have suggestions or if the Mayor proposes 
new sources of revenue. Is he talking about new State taxes 
or does he have in mind a taxation program? 

MR. MEHOLICK: A good example is the Bateman-Tanzman 
Bill. That has been pending for some time. That would have 
provided some stopgap help until a master development plan is 
completed. But on the local level, I think it is well 
documented that State aid, at least to·the educational system; 
could stand a shot right now. 

MR. FRANK: I am just curious - what is the tax rate 
of Woodbridge? 

MRo MEHOLICK: We are About $6.50 per hundred dollars. 
MR. FRANK: Is that on a 100 per cent valuation? 
MR. MEHOLICK: That is on a 50 per cent valuation. We 

recently had the town revaluated so it is fairly recent •. 
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MR;'. FRANK: You also are· a member' of the New Jersey 
Municipal Management Association? 

MR. MEHOLICK: Yes, I am a member of the New Jersey 
Municipal Management Association. 

MRo FRANK: Are you convinced that the shifting of 
the responsibility of certain of t.hese services, suqh as sewage 
and waste disposal, will end up as a cost reduction or is it 
your view that in any event it is a more equitable way of 
distributing cost? 

MR. MEHOLIC:K: I think I can answer .in the positive 
in both ways. It will be equitable and there·willbe a re,;.. 
duction in cost. I served as a city administrator in West 
Orange for about six years •. They are a member of the Joint 
Sewage Authority. I was amazed at the cost to treat that 
city of about 50,000 - the annual cost of treating sewage -

.which completed the whole system, the interceptor sewers -
they are emptying it, by_the way, into the Arc Kill. It 
was roughly $40,000 a year. So you see regional planning 
makes sense. It is effective, efficient and everyone shares, 
depending upon the amount of sewage that is put into the 
system. You are reserved a certaitl'"per' cent, say, 10 per 
cent of the total flow and you are charged for that flow. 
And if you don°t need it all, you can reserve what you need in 
the' initial planning. 

So I believe that regional solution unquestionably --
we have a regional air pollution committee now that has been 
recently organized primarily through the efforts of Woodbridge, 
which is taking care, we think, very well, of at least a 
start towards our problems of air pollution. We want to move 
into the area of drug abuse and other kinds of things. We 
are'thinking or our solid and liquid wasteJsolution. We are 
involved in a consortium with three or. four cities. We 
think this is the way to do it. The boundary lines or corpoJ:"ate 
lines n9 lon~er are valid. 

MR. FRANK: Turning for a moment to assumption by the 
State of substantially all fiscal responsibility for financing 
local schoolsu do you think that there really can be any 
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effective retention of •local policy decision-making? For 
example, suppose the State allocates a certain amount per 
student, if that were· to evolve,. yet Woodbridge wanted to 
spend more. Do you see that being a conflict? 

·MR. MEHOLICK: No, I dontt. I think the Conr:,titution 
of the State, aswe have indicated here in the statement, says 
thereshall be a certain level of instructional conduct. We 
are saying that that is not being rnet and in many instances 
because of lack of junds. I am not saying that State aid is 
going to substitute for home role. At the moment, for example, 
the State has certification of teachers~ The certification 
program in no way is affecting home rule. You.still decide 
whether you want these.teachers or riot. Certification, I 
think, is a good thing. 

So.I think the certificationi State aid, all of these 
kinds of things, merely insure some basic uniformity through-
out the State. Whether you live in an Urban area, a ghetto 
area, a rural area; or what have you, quality .of education 
is a basic constitutional mandate of this State. The revenues 
needed to dO .this are mighty difficult •to come by because of 
the many different kinds of circumstances that our communities 
are found facing. Many of the corporate·areas were formed many 
years ago. As I understand j_ t, Woodbridge proper - the corporate 
limits that are there now are almost 300 years old. 

MR. FRANK: You don't see any danger tc:i reducing the 
level of the educational standards in a particular community? 

MR. MEHOLICK: .< I do not. What you are saying is that 
by raising others, .it i~ sort of like a levelling process? 
No, I. don 9 t see that. I see an upgrading. I don't think · 
anyone will tolerate the watering down of education. I see 
an upgrading. I mentioned the certification program. The 
stating that every teacller must be certified by the Sta.te 
certainly.has not hurt anybody. That used to be a decision 
made locally. 

MR. WILENTZ: Mr. Mel'l.olick, at these Task Force hearings, 
usually the mayors that appear are the mayors of the central 
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cities, the cities that are identified most prominently, 
certainly in the press and probably in the public 0 s mind, as 
those in the greatest need. I wonder if you might comment 
on what seems to be a built-in conflict between the suburl;>an 
areas and the urban areas. I ,am familiar with Woodbridge. 
I al:n familiar with some of its problems and the problems 
that the homeowners in Woodbridge feel affect them very 
badly. Ultimately when there is State aid available, there 
is always a question ·of distribution. · The Mayor of Trenton 
was here. He drew certain comparis·ons be.tween costs in 
Trenton and in Lawrence Township. .He suggested that prior 
distribution of State aid. on a State·· population basis- or 
perhaps on a per pupil, basis . ..:was·::immoral. I think that is · 
the word he used. What is your position or what are your 
thoughts about this question of distribution of funds= 
and I refer particularly to the suggestions often made that in 
distributing State aid the peculiar·needs and the peculiar 
burdens that the central cities have should be -taken into 
consideration and. that formulas for distribution of State 
aid should favor them ove:r the suburban areas? 

MRo MEHOLI-CK: There, is no question that the major 
communities do have a problem in allocating the property tax, 

.which is their main source of paying for the cost of the 
school distr.icts. Many of. the major cities are having problems 
in increas4,ng their rateables. In fact, they are probably -
I am speaking generally now - losfng them. I have spoken to 
Mayor Nardi of Camden. I.know some of his problems~ 

Now I do favor a formula,., developed by peopl~ who are 
competent in the field. i attehded a hearin~-not too long 
ago in this very,room where this subject was debated at great 
length •. I heard Dr. Marburger and many, many other professionals 
who are much more qualified tnan I~.· But in the main 0 as I 
rec,a.11 their recommendations, .they did, agree that there has 
to be some kind of formula,.-:;, that will take into account the 
economic, social, politi~a1, an~ all of these other ramifications 
that some of our major cities -ht;1ve Indeecft, many of the 
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problems ,stil,l eii$.t ip the smalle.r communit,ies •. ,New Bruns.wick 
is an. example: of. 1.~ma;i'1:er c~~~nit; ;itb b_i;-city prol:>le~s e 

•• : •• • • • -~- ' .·,·.;;··.; :··.· ~,·' .;,· • ;' :. • .. -; -~:· :· ~.:. _--~. ·._ J •• ,, ,,. ,.· ,, • :·~ ': .: • •. -i._ 

,So you hav.e ,to examiqe Y.e,ry carefql_ly the: ,ri9,t:ure _of the· 
.., ' . . - . . . · .. :.. '. . . ; ·, ' ·-~ .. , t?- :. ' . . ' ' ., , . , -~ . .. . . :. . . ' ·.. . . ·. .:· . -: 

community that yo,u are .spe_a~ing _of. . :, . .· -~ ,. . ' ' . ' ' ,, ,·· .... · ' \ ;;:· ·-: . 
I mentioned earlier the Bateman;...Tanztnan Bill. ;I; Jcnow 

they we_nt · int.q ;Jrea~ l~·~gth ·i,n·•~r:~~a;i·ri~.· t_~a~- :-~_il,l in setting 
up certain criterla -t.h~t ~pul,<i, ,:p:r:ov~d~ eligibility as -t;o 
certain kinds .of. :i:1Jnds, ·. the amount~ etc: . :C do &gree. ,- and 
I am su~e. Ma~o; B~rone agr~e's ~ith me-~ :t~?-t the.re has to 

·be some kind.of an ·equitabledistri.bution formula·t~~t ·is 
; .. _.. •:- . '. .• ' . ·.· : ' . ,. ·. · .. , , ·:' . :.. .. . ~- ·. ·. . ·:'t 

made up by pe~ple . wllo know the -: f.ie1:o., . 
· MR. WILENTZ: 1 ·no you have any point of v~ew 9n the 

question of whethet ;~r no-f::, Sta.t.e ai;q shoul,d cqntain stririgs, 
,.- . 1: .· . •.. .·,,., ·, . ' . ·. . 

·should contain standards ~s·distingi!-ished from outright 
grants to municipcllities?-

. . . . i . 

MR. MEHOLlCK: I fe~l, yes/ there. ought to be·certain 
basic standards. . And t th;ink thi's' 'i~ 'a mandate of the State 
to insure that: certain. st'ahdards are': met,.· particularly if. 
they ~re. to 'beccim~? i~volved > . I meritioned, cine earlier' ::r:~::t:i:/::::f ii!d~t!f t!!! ::f:tf 'i.t::t·re~~:erile·nts 
other standard~ may b~· set ~p, I ',think ~u:ld have to be 
determined aga·:i.~' tll'rough a s·e.riel df' ierigt_hy di~c'us~ions and 
possibly publici he~rings ~,_-.' But . I ·do agree' there are some . 
basic standa~ds' ·y~s. i ' 

MR". WILENTZ:' ;Arty ::eurthe:i-: qd~:~tioris ?. If h6t ;· we tharik 
you very much for 6ornihg h~re and giv-irig us the benefit of 
your views •. 

• Mr. Mark Jones, please. 
·' '.:, ... ,, ' ·, · .. 

MARK M. J O N E S: ·. Mr. Chairma.n and ladies . and . 
gentlemen . of.· the. Co~i;ttee: ... I· sot.ig-ht the opportunity to 
appear her~ _tod~X ,9:s .~- so,t:t. of self~~ppointed agent of the 
public intere.st.. .'1',he b~ckgroµnd fr.om Whi~ri, J: do so is not 
only that of: c'it:i~e~and -t~x~~ye,; o;f New: Jersey, ,but one, 

. ·.·- ·'• . . . . . ·. . 

who has devoted · a cc;>uple ·of l_ifet,irn~s .to the. i;tudy ,of· how , 
. . . 

really to improve the scale.of iiving of 200million people. 



\ 
'\\ 

\ 
~his was · carried on principally on behalf of' the large 
philanthropists and the large fbundations, the larg'e 
corpo~ations and'the Federal government. Detailed description 
of it, of course, would seem incredible. So I omit it, I hope 
anyway. I would ask that the prepared statement which I have 
here and which has been filed with~theSecretary be included 
in the record and that I· 'comment dri some of the basic 
questions which have been presented here by your questions 
and others. 

MR. WILENTZ: Fine. We will.see that it is includea 
in the recora, Mr. Jones, and you can just preceed in any 
manner that you see fit • 

. [Statement submitted by Mr. Janes can be 
founa beginning on page 112 .of this 
transcript.] 

MR. JONES: . Thank you. 
I think it is important t;o consider the background 

from which you have to approach this questien~ The fact is 
that we live in an era of a,pproximatelY 36 "years or a gener-
a,tion, in which we have pee_n tryi,ng as a na:tion to give 
practical expression to the dream of the~ide~lists who began 
with the thought that all.men are born equally intelligent 
and good and t_hat .it is only as their institutions. corrupt 
them that.they become something else. Therefore, if you will 
give them all an equal education, they will all be equally. 
inte,lligen:t and gc;,od. And that is,the basic philosophic 
principle which for a hundre.d years has been growing up and 
which now dominates our thinking, even though we aon°t know 
it. 

From that point I go to the fact that we are in an 
era.of false expectations. The effect of this exploitatien 
of enlightenment which has roughly dated frem about 1933 
has resulted in a terrific inflation-off educatien and of 
its possibilities and, of.course, has ieft a terrific gap 
of economic illiteracy. That on a large scale is a very 
difficult thing to deal ~ith. 
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I think it is us~ful tQ .tace the fact that the greatest 
development since Christianity has been the explosiqn of 
science .and tec:hnology in•the 20th century. One of the 
features of that explosion ,hcl.S been that.the masses have 
been·given a vision of the possibility of their being able 
to participate in.the fruits of science and technology in 
their lifetime. So the expectations of the masses have been 
fanned by people.who knew wriat they were doing and others 
who didn 1 t know what they were doing cl.nd now we are· in a 
real crisis of expectations, The unfortunate part of it is 
that even the most enlightened leadership gives no promise 
of being able to cope with it. 

The nature of the.problem basiCally that we confront here 
is not taxation. Taxation is not the problem. Taxation is 
an.effect. It is .not the cause. The cause is excessive 
spending. You have to face the· fact that in the name of 
taxation we have diverted -t;;.he attention of the· people and 
the reasoning of the leadership so that we have got our-
selves into the greatest inflation of the history of the 
country without realizing what we were doing. And I think 
that the professors anq. the politiC.ians, of course' are as 

. . . : ' .-,_ . 

responsible for that, in fact, mqre so in certain ways, than 
anybody else. But we arethere·and•the problem of what to 
do about it is basic in all these questions that you are 
considering. 

The primary .idea that is working against us in this 
inflation, which is, of course, an inflation of the public 
sector, mainly. i.s the non--prqductive overhead expense of our 
economy, which, is government •. Ypu may not ha,ve thought .of 
it, but government is a non-productive overhei:id expense of 
the ec;onomy from an accounting standpoint, and it, therefore, 
must be held in dµe.proportion, the cost of it, at least, 
to production and the.income of the people •. Our failure 
to realize that.during the.past generation is probably one 
of the main factors in.our present dilemma. 

· The non-productive qverhead expense, of course, is a 
formidable thing. That consists of the expenditures of 
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the.· Federal, State and local goveri:iment? of this' country, 
which number roughly 76,000~ This'year"the annual rate 
of expenditure of thc:ise · units iEr over $350 billion and it is 
estimated so far as you cah a:etermihe the;:real 'product, that 
is between 5o·and 60 per cent of the real product. We are 
not concerned about this apparently anywhere because no one 
seems to be willing to face it. But' that is the basic thing 
we are up against and ·u:ntii we re·a.1ize that there are very 
definite limits to spending by·government,· that we are not 
rich in 'the · real sense of the term, we will, continue to have 
these pains and aches. 

One of the factors that has led to theoverlook.ing of 
this elementary commonsense has been the development of self-
interest pressure groups which, of course, have utilized the 
thought control system as well as.the government to scream 
about needs in every direction and to put forward, I feel, 
goals that will be achieved for.their benefit and others 
at the expense of the citizens and the taxpayers. The result 
is that :i=,he prevailing opinion with respect to the program 
and the policies of most governni.ents is that it is based on 

) 

at least 75 or 80 per cent self..:interest pressure proposals 
and about 25 per cent the public interest. The idea of needs -
I hear all these representations about services we must give, 
the government must do this and must do that - we have all 
these needs - every time I have looked into it, I have found 
out that.the pressure came mainly from the people who wanted 
to get the money to spend. There has been no way that has 
been properly set up·yetby·which the real opinion of the 
people can be sought on meeting the needs, except some of 
this hokus-pokus that is invblved in electionso which is a 
very rough and unsatisfactory method of exercising intelligence. 

Now true grewth is only from the bottom up: that is in 
the national economy as well as anything else. The putting 
forward of these illusions and delusions in the name of need 
is an effort, of course,· to promote growth frorri the top down. 
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It can't be done. We haven I t, reflected that yet .in either 
.our thinking or 01-1r mctnagemerit of politics and government. 
You can I t run a country, if you are going to try and exploit 
science and technology on the pasis of. ignoring knowledge 
because the basis of. knowledge is science and technology, 
and yet that is what we are doing; probably an 18th century 
approach. 

As to the f isca.l capabilities of municipalities, I 

feel that there is no crisis of the cities. There is just 
a crisis of those who would lik.e to do things that will cost 
more than they can exact from the people that they are for 
the time being able to levy upon. You have your basic services, 
of course; but after that, the eris.is is due mainly to the 
fact that·the people that are managing things are not 

. . 

capable of figuring out a way to differentiate the.essential 
from the· non'.'"'essential and f.inance -it without. getting 
subsidies for their ignorance from·somewhere else • 

MR. WILENTZ: .. Mr. Jones, . yQ\.lt time is up but I am going 
to give you one or two 
questions there are. 

Then·we will have whatever 

MR. JONES: So I feel there al'.'e great possibilities in 
working out the economic thinking that should be based on 
a rational municipal system. But I don°t see any signs of 
it anywhere because most of them are now chasing the butter-
flies of big. money somewhere else and it can't be done. 

As to·the housing problem, I spent a year as staff 
director of the Joint Ce>mmittee on Housing in the Senate 
and House in Washington and I· can tell you that the housing 
problem is not at all what it is represented to be. The 
housing problem is primarily a problem c1reated by the fact 
that the subsidy of privilege granted to the labor monopolies 
has caused them to price housing out.of the market. Until 
they get back to.that, they will keep looking·for suckers to 
finance the subsidy they get and, of coure;e, they will lose 
their opportunity and t_heir market .steadily while they are 
doing it. 
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As to·edUcation 0 of course, that: is the b.isic cause 
of 'the situation. The people· that started to put this 
socialist'ic 'approach over onus iri the 1930 1 s admitted that 
they were doing so and they have' primarily brought it about 
by infectin~ur thinking with the': propaganda that all that 
is the matter with education can be cured by more money. 
Also I would say to you that having studied and spent a great 
deal of time and money on the income tax, .there are grounds 
for believing that an income · tax ·is -not a: sound idea. You 
cannot i:naintaina going-concern economy with an income tax. 
We haven°t found it out,· so that is part of your problem. 
Thank you. 

··· MR. WILENTZ: Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. Do 
any members.of the Task Force have any questions they would 
like to address to Mr. Jones? 

MR. FRANK: Miss Unsel who testified a little.earlier 
stated in her written statement that.she· believes, I guess, 
that··police6 fire protection, water supply,•isanita,t,!t6nf ;roads 
and basic education - and the ·word 11basic 11 is in front of 
10 educationi0 - were rightfully responsibilities of the local 

·government. ·And Mr~ Meholick who was testifying on behalf 
' , . ' 

of a city of no :more than 100,000, which would not appear to 
have a housing problem or at least not appear to have any 
large welfare.budget to meet, seems to indicate they have a 
problem meeting their c'o~ts solely fer these types of services. 
And, indeed, I am familiar with a '6ouplk o:f other cities that 
in their effort to meet.solely those costs are unable to 
meet those costs with their present property tax. What is 
your recommendation? 'I'o cut the co~t of these services or 
that they increase the property taxes or what iSyour advice? 

MIL JONES: 'Well, :my· advice 1,s to start with the most 
seriou.s infection you have which is the extremely inflated 
education. The principle reason that justifies compulsory 
financing of,public school education through taxation is 
that it is sup,posed to prepare the individual to be a 
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responsible,,· participating citi:zen<.in a constitutional· 
republic ba:sed -on se1f~government,: private enterprise; 
and individual :tesJ?onsibility~ >That -is the basis of -it~ 
We have under thief sociali~tic ·dream of - making everyone 
equally intelligent' and. geed --dep~rted • from that. So the 

\ . . . 

result is'that we-are carrying on in the name of education 
an awful lot of activity that'Wi'.Ll not stand analysis. 

'I. spent- "ii great deal of time· 'studying that for a 
corporation -which pays $55 mil~ion a year in taxes ''.for 
local education an¢i we· found--out that we have to come back 
and re.design 'the_ program 0£ education· s,o that we_ can justify 
that part which is :financed·on a compulsory basis arid also 
fit' it - to the economic resourc-es :or possibilities df the -
community~- · W~ can~ot go on -dha:Sing idealistic butterflies 
with it.- If we do,-. We have this· sa.m~ problem. So the thing 
to do with -- education is -to reconsider the curriculum and 

'the program of education and center it arourid the fa'ct .that 
more than half of t;.he population is -- only educable t6 the 
point of . some ki.nd .of . vocational preparation so that they - -
can· sustain- thefuse-iv~t ili: sot:i~tY'a'rid,· t:h¢n. ii~ljust -_-_t.he·· fest•·· 
of the education-so that it~ill'graduallygive us a leader~ 

-ship that will _net·-cons'.idet it_ their job to exploit _the people. 
The cost of 'education• in New Jersey in my opinion 

. . ' . 
might be cut at least 50 per cent. I wouldn't say that -
arbitrarily. · I have given some attention to this in the case 
of :local school boards, · particularly in· P:ririceton. While they 
are still up in the stratosphere :irt their idealistic dreams, 
the experience there plus irl' a great many cities ·under the 

-large corporations:is thatw~ have both feet fi:i:-mly'planted 
in mid-air as far as the program of edu.cation is concerned. 

. . .. 

MR._ FRANK. One factual> question - -I didn't under-
stand what you said about.a $55' million.corporation. 

MR. JONES: l was- a full~ti~ consillt;ant to the President 
of the United States ·Steel Corporation for six years. One 
of the questions w~ had .to consider was:'. How do we justify 
$110 million .. 1n taxes· paid,-. out _of which· $55 million went to 
State and local people and tha~ ~as to the .schools'? We found 



out .that ther~ were .a g~ea_t many things t,,ha.t were q~estionable. 
But fer a corporation. l_i.ke that t.o take .1;.he i:t?,itiative. in 
doing. something about ·. it would merely subjec.t them· to fire 

,,,,,, ' ,·Ii' 
from everydirect.ion.and,pr9bably not contribute anything 
because it would be ahea.d of its time~ • So we I-lad to put it . . . . 

aside •. But the problent s_ti.11 existe and." every c.orporation that 
' ' 

is paying out local taxes.woulq_have_an·awfully hard time 
justifying what_ they are paying -eut -to the stockhol_ders 
if they had to justify it •. 

In other. words, wha.t de. you get'? · What are t,h,e . results? 
.. What do they .cost? What is the reason fo;c: puttil;).g up. the 
money. If you. apply commonsense criteria to it, you s_oon 
find that the· $65 -billion we are. $PEmding this ;year. fer 
educatiori is a frightful waste. 

MR; W:ILENTZ: Any f1,1rther questi.ons, Mr. Frank? .. 
. MR. FRA;NK,: No. 

MR. WILEN'fZ: .. Professe.r. Reeck? 
MR. REOCK: Mr .• Jone.s, _I _believ.e. r understoed you te 

say th,at ·the real pr0duct of State,and local government is 
only 50, to _60 ·per cent of,,_-"."'."".°.:.· .. · 

.. MR. JONES: I can't.· he.ar :yeu. 
MR. REOCK: s:orry. . -I be,lieve I heard yeu say that 

the real produclt, of State and local government is only 50 
' ' 

to 60 per-cent of the+evel of expenditures by State anq. 
local government. Is that qerrect.? 

MR. JON,E:S:' I didn';t. say t.hat.~ 
MR.· REOCK: I 0 m sorry. 
MR •. JONES-: I said that the non-:r:>reduct4,ve qverhead 

expense of t~e ecenemy, which co~sists ef :the Federal, State 
and. local expenditures, is now· r~nning at >an annual rate .in 

' ' 

the' neighborhood of $350 billion alld ~s non ... productive ever-
head expense .from an accounting standpoint that- re_presents 

... 'J;)etween 50 and ~O. per, cent ef the real, product·, although 
there is a big _argument .en how yo4,. compute· the real. product. 
The· fantastic dream -representee. l;>y gross . national product 
,that was in the headlines yesterd~y; you see,, .is juist a -

,J 
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method of 
MR. 

I have no 

kidding 
REOCK: 
further 

the people. 
I'm sorry. I misunderstood your statement. 
questions. 

MR. WILENTZ: I would assume, Mr. Jones, that you 
favor the recent development of e~panding our vocational 
education::system in this State.· 

MR. JONES: I would redesign the whole program of 
education from the first to the twelfth grade so that i:t 
would prepare the individual to be a contributor and enjoy 
the fruits of the system of science and t,echnology, instead 
of all of the hoqus-pocus that is now going on. Because while 
they are nice people that are doing it, etc., th~y really• 
do not have a conception of .the need and then on that is super-
imposed these reforming enthusiasts of Teachers 1 College and 
Harvard who have led us way off on this detour. But we have 
to get back to where the majority of the people coming along 
are prepared to be responsible par,ticipating citizens and 
then, on top of tha-t., sift out those who are educable to 
become leaders who will not repeat the mistakes of their 
predecessors - and that's what we are·turning out now. 

MR. WILENTZ: If I recall your statement,; you traced 
Ce 
the present tendency to over-spen_d and over-tax to about 
1933. 

MR. JONES: That's when it began because the reaction 
to the extreme pressure of the depression, naturally from 
the standpoint of psychiatry, would produce this effort to 
compensate. Of course, the frustration that you are compens9't~ 
ing for was terrific. They found for ten years nothing 

· they tried could wo+k. · On.l,y when the war came along did 
they seem to get anywhere arid, of course, that is highly 
questionable. 

MR. WILENTZ: It started about with President Roosevelt, 
I take it. 

MR. JONES:· Well, that's the time, but he was only 
the leader of it. I can tell you this, in 1 34 or 0 35:, I 
was at a meeting with the wild men, so-called, of Teachers' 
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College up there, representing some of the.industries, and 
at a cocktci.il party at the· home of•· Pa.ui' Mort, who was one 
of this groUpo he confessed to me that they had.embarked 
on this program of social frontiersmen and they were going 
to try and go as far as they could ·with this idea that 
people are born equally intelligent and- good·and so on1 
and they were going to reform them by education •. The thing 
they were going to use to do it with was the propaganda line 
which they had already started; tnatis, that there is nothing 
the matter with public school.education that more money 
won 1 t cure. And that has worke.d like··a charm. 'They have gone 

through everything. 
MRo WILENTZ: Tharik you very :m:uch. •·Oh, I'm sorry - one 

more question. 
MR •. FRANK: · Wha:t is the source of the quotation or 

citation that people are born: equa:lly intelligent. Who said 
that, when,and where can I find.it?· 

MR. JONES: LeBon said that in.his explanation of the 
origin and threat of socialism, writing 100 years ago. 

MR. FRANK: . Who? 

MR. JONES: Gustave LeBori. 
MR. WILENTZ: Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. 
Mr~ George Smith is next. If you would step down here, 

we would be very happy to hear your. testimony. We are very 
glad that you could come here and very happy to stay and 
listen and we are not going to let our lunch interfere with 
your presentation. So just take your time. 

GEORGE L. S M I T H: Mr. Chairman, Mayor Sheehan 
and other members.of your Task E'orce: On behalf of the State 
Board of Education, I appreciate this opportunity to present 
the unanimous views of our Board. As a matter of fact, as r, 
witness you laboring here, I think all citizens of the State 
should feel indebted to men like you who are devoting your 
time to fi~ding new arid hopefully better means of financin9 
the ne.eds of the municipali:ties of tpe State. 

Nowhere are these needs more apparent than in the area 
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of education. 
In his special message to the Legislature on April 9, 

1970, Governor Cahill stated that none of the critical 
problems facing the state "poses a greater challenge than 
the problem of revitalizing our education system. 11 

11All of our cities, 1•' sai.d the Governor, "are faced 
with incredibly difficult financial problems which.only 
exacerbate the.demoralization of teachers, students and 
parents. It is one of the ironies of our time that as the 
public demands - and is entitleci to.:.. greater performance 
from ou.r system of education, the public treasury seems less 
able to provide means for the fulfillment of these demands." 

As a direct result of the Governor's message last 
April, the New Jersey Legislature .acted quickly to approve a 
new state school aid formula which, over a, five-year period, 
will raise the· level of state support for local schools from 
the existing 28 per cent to the current national average of 
40 per cent. . With full funding to· that extent, the new 
incentive-equalization aid formula will mean an additional 
$200 million a year in aid to local school districts. This· 
action of the Legislature was whollY commendable. However, 
in all fairness .I cannot be completely sanguine about the 
ultimate effect.of the new formula upon the declining resources 
of our school districts. Although the•incentive-aid formula 
will doubtless be Of great help to many district., perhaps 
most of them, there are a number of factors that should dis-
courage any impression that this legislation alone will solve 
all of our education cost problems. 

The costs of education are continuing to rise at a 
rate much higher than originally contemplated by the State 
School Aid Study Commission. Inflation is a primary source 
of this unexpected increase in costs. But other factors, such' 
as the loss of tax ratables in our major cities, higher 
interest rates on school construction bonds, and demands of 
the public for greater school services,· are contributing to a 
general financial crisis in our schools. 
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Coupled with increasing expenditures is the rising resistance of local 

property taxpayers toward paying _a gro}Ving share of public school costs. Last 

year, for instance, voters rejected 164 school op·e:rating budgets in New.Jersey--

an all-time high. The number of budget clefea~s has been increasing every year, 

and it would be futile to predict a reversal of this trend until substantial relief 

can be afforded to the taxpayer in the form of much greater state aid to education. 

It may be of value at this point to demonstrate how actual school 

expenditur~s have been rising in ~ecent y~ars and to what degree we can anticipate 

a further increase in the years ahead. 

In 1967, total day school expenditures paid for' by local taxes were $774 

million .. In 1968, they totaled $882 million, and in 1969, they exceeded $1 billion. 

The total local, state and federal school expenditure in New Jersey in 196?, 

including capital outl~y, was $1. 375 billion. In recent years, school costs have 

been rising at a rate of nearly 10 per cent a year. Should this trend continue, our most 

optimistic forecast for the next 10 years is that in. i979, the total annual expenditure 
. . . / 

for education in New Jersey; including local, .state and federal shares, will be 

approximately $3. 5 'billion. Under the new state aid formula, approximately 

$1. 4 billion of this amount would be accounted for by state aid. But an additional 

$1.1 billion would have to be raised through local tax sources on top of the present 

$1 billion. In my opinion, this gigantic burden on the local taxpayer camiot reason-

ably be imposed. 
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In fact~. it i~ cl~at: from. th-~ soberirtg'figures !have jui.t c1ted that local 

property tax relief cannot b~ expected frofu a state aid funding level of 40 per cent. 

A state level of over 60 per cent would be required for iocal districts to remain 

. a:t the present school tax.level over the next fo ye,,irs, and1 '.of course, much· 

higher levels would be required if local school taxes were to be reduced by any 

appreciable measure. 

Accordingly, it is the opiniori of the State Board of Edttcation that 

New Jersey should begin h6w to explore the possibility of full, or· nearly full, 

state funding of local public schobls. ·, 'I_'he Board dqes not believe that funding' 

at the level of 90 per cent oi' higher will in any way impede loca:lcontrol of 
. ' . ' . . -. . . 

education in areas that h~ve bee~ traditionally accorded to the school districts.' .·.· 

Nonetheless, we believe that the local]>µr_den should be sufficient t~ assure 

budget control and local {ncentiye i1:1 e\7ery district. 

In all projections ·such as the one I have just ~de there is always a 
' ' 

certain dan:ger of overstatement. Tl~ete is no certainty that inflationary· 

pressures will continue, or that population ttcnds are p-uararitecd: 

It is possible, for· instance, that a r_educed birthrate could lessen educa llonal - - . ·: .- . . . . . 

needs somewhat over the next 10 years, although this is improbable. Acc~rding 
• : ;", i I • - ' 

to the Bureau of the Census, the elementary school population; in 1979 will have 
' . . _::·. ... ·. .·,· : . .' . _·. . .. 

declin~d by 5 per cent .. However·, seconda:ry school enrollments willbeUl per cent 

higher than 1969. Non~public school .enrollments are also expected to decline by 

7 per cent over. the next 10 yeai'~,- which will further add to the public school 

. burden. 
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Another factor which could have a favorable effect on school costs is 

the movement toward a 12-month school year. For the most part:, this 

development wonld tend to cut capital outlay, but it is not likely to have 

a measurable effect on operating expenses--it} fact, it could result in greater 

expenses because of anticipated demands for higher salaries from teachers. 

Any savings from a 12-month school year are also likely to be offset · 

by the growing applicatfon of technology in educa.tion. More and more schools 

are being required--:-by the demanc;ls o~ commerce and industry and by the public-at.-

large""'-to train,young people in such sophisticated skills as computer programming, 

bio-medical tec.hnology, oceanography and mechanics--all of which require highly 

skilled teachers .and advanced and costly classroom equipment. 

There is only one other hope for assistance, and that is from the Federal 

government. Federal aid to education has been rising st:eadily since 1966. 

However, last year the total.Federal contributfon to New Jersey elementary 

and secondary schools was only about $40 million, all of which was in categorical 

aid which cannot be applied to local tax reduction. 

Even if Federal aid were given to the states in the form of block grants 

or r~venue sharing, as has been suggested by the Nixon administration, the 

prospect: of additional Fede.ral spending over the next 10 years in an amC>unt 

which would have an appreciable effect on the state or local tax burden :i,s 

still far from certain. 
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Although I have included capital outlay and other e>-.'Penditures in .the . 

projection which I have cit~d, I would like to outline .a few of the individual 

trends which the State Board of Education and the Commissioner of Education 

predict could have a stronginfluence on the level ofsta te funding in the next 

10 years . 

These are: 

1. Capital outlay--During the past school year, New Jersey school 

districts spent $141 million for new classrooms. It is estimated that the 

total cost of c a1struction per pupil, including furnishings, equipment, 

fees and land, is $3,000. Even if this figure were to hold for the next 

10 years, which is doubtful in view of inflationary pressure, the need 

for new class.rooms alone in the next IQ years--based on an increase of 

25,000 students per year--would .be $750 million. Experience indicates 

that :replacement of suhSta.ndard or outdated classrooi;ns has been on a par with 

construction for increased enrollments. Thus, the total minimum 

capital outlay in the next dec~de can be estimated atapproximately 

$1; 5 billion, excluding increases due to inflation. The recent commendable 

action of the Legislature in approving emergency b~ilding aid totaling 

$180 million should have a measurable effect in reducing this burden. 

Parenthetically I would suggest that consideration should 
be given to enlarging t~e scope ~f that special aid so that it 
could be available to other than the districts that are in 
desperate financial aid, which is the present limitation. 
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2. Vaca tional education--Governor Cahill and the State Doard 

of Education have placed top prio:dty upon a major expansion of the 

state's ·vocational education program in order that vocational-technical 

training will be available for up to 50 per cent of the state's secondary 

school 'students by 1980. TI1e 50 per cent goal would result in an additional 

annual operating cost of $116 million and a capital outlay of $150 million 

by 1980. A~ additional $130 million would be required for vocational 

education in post-secondary technical institutes and community colleges, 

according to the State Advisory Coundl on Vocational Education. 

3. Transportation--Although the annual increas~ in transportation 

costs - that is bussing the students within the present 

prescribed limits - can be estimated at a fairly constant 

rate (7 per cent), there are several measures now before 

the Legislature which could have a profound effect on 

state expenditures. One of these (S 279) would require almost 

total tra~~portation of school children and would cost upwards of $70 

million a year. Another bill (A-61), which reduces allowable mileage, 

would cost approximately $53 million. Such proposals should be viewed 

with caution. 

4. · Special education--Cost of education services :for hanc;licapped 

children has been rising at a rate or 5 per cent ayear. However, as more 
/ 

. . 
children who are in need of special education are identified, this rate of 

· increase could be escalated sharply. It has been estimated that inNe,~r 

Jersey, fewer than 30 per cent of the state's handicapped children are 
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receiving special education services to which they are entitled by law. 

It .is est:imatcd that an additional $40 miliion in state aid for atypical 
. •·. ·. ·•.· ' ~- . : . . . ·, . 

pupils would be required if each child in need of such seryice were to receive it. 
. . ' . ' ., ' . 

5. Early childhood ~ducation--In his spe6al me~sage to the 

Legislature, Governor Cahill said he was hopeful that the legisfature 

will approve special state aid for pre-school children. At present, . . / . 

virtually the only pre-school education. in New Jersey is conducted 

either _through the federal Ileadstart program or in private day care 

centers. The Governor cited research studi~s which show significant 

gains in the achi~vement of children ~ho have been brought into the 

educational prbcess at an _early age. He also noted that the greatest 

need_ for pre-school educational programs is in our cities and poor 

rural areas, which are least able to pay a reasonable share of the costs. 

It is· estimated by the Department of Education that up to 80, 000 

children in New Jersey should be receiving early childhood education. 

The addition of this number of children to our public school enrollment 

would entail an annual cost of $120 million. 

There are numerous other areas where cost increases cart be expected 

in the years ahead, such as greater participation in the school lunch program, 

improved school health services and full fundfrtg of the· stateis library aid 
,, ' 

prograrn, but these do not significantly weigh upon the majbr e>-.--penditures 

which I have already outlined. 
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Finally, allow me to exphasize that the State B~rd of 
' ' '.. . ... ' ', ' ' ·,. 

Education and the Commissioner of Education recogniz,e their 
responsibility to strive for the wise and the most objec.tive 

use of educational funds without impair_ing the ever present 

need to improve the quality of education. Two current examples 

are the consideration of a 12-monthschool year, to which I 

have referred,· and school district reorganization, a very 

controversial subject at the moment~ 

In April of 1969, T1w State Committee to Study the Next Steps Toward 

Regionalization and Consolidation of School Districts in NewJersey recommended 
. ' . ' . 

to the State Board of Education a plan which would reduce, through mandated 

regionalization, the number of school districts in New JeJ:"Sey by toughly one--third. 
' ' 

' ' 

It was the consensus of the committee report that many of our schooldistricts 
' . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

are too small to be.run efficiently and should be consolidated into I<-12 districts. 

This report proved 'to ·be p~litically.unpalatable. to man/New Jers~yresidants .· 

because it was widely misinterpreted. However, the movement toward regionali-

zation on a statewide ba'sis is not dead. Just recently, the Governor's Management 

Study Commission revived the issu_e by stating most emphatically that recotnmenda-

tions for state..:initiated regionalization should be submitted £or legislative action' 

as soon as possible. Noting that in the United States there has been a "generally 
. . . . . . . . . , 

beneficial reduction in school. districts from 127, 649 in 1932 to 23, 33S in 1966, the 
' . -

' -· . 

Management StudyComtnission stated that in New Jersey " •• , too many small, 

inefficient, substandard curriculum school districts still exist. 11 (:)ther major 

groups, such as the New Jersey Taxpayers Associa~on and the League of Women 
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Voters, also are continuing to press for schoot district 
reorganization. 

"It makes no sense, 11 says the Taxpayers Association, 
"to pour additional state funds into small districts which 
have too limited resources to provide a thorough and efficient 
educational program for its students.II The State League of 
Women Voters, following its October, 1970, board meeting, 
stated that the League 11 supports reorganization of school 
districts in New Jersey as a means of promoting quality 
education and providing efficient and economical operation. 
Reorganization should be acc·omplished through mandated state 
policy which permits maximum participation by the local 
community." 

Again, Mr. Chairman, Mayor Sheehan, and gentlemen, I 
appreciate this opportunity to help in your deliberations if 
I can. 

MR. WILENTZ: Mr. Smith, we appreciate your being here 
very much and taking your valuable time and I am sure some 
of the members of the Task Force would like to ask you some 
questions. 

MAYOR SHEEHAN: Mr. Smith, in regard to the State 
Board of Education in the allocation, if you will, of the 
cost of education, the policies of the State in determining 
what costs will be the burden of the local municipality, · 
first, in regard to the Bateman Commission Report, if in 
your judgment it is insufficient and 

MR. SMITH~ If in my judgment it is what? 
MAYOR SHEEHAN: -- the amount of aid is insufficient 

It is not going to be anywhere·. near the 60 per cent or the 90 
per cent that you think might .well be an ultimate goal. 
And it has turned out to be even less than that in the first 
year. Are there policies that the State Board of Education 
could implement, if you will~ to rediStribute some of the 
costs? I am thinking in terms of things like the tenure, 
the fact that school boards negotiate with teachers a·nd the 
local municipality does not have any say, if you will, until 
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it has all been decided., the. current policies which result 
in a financial buraen. Whe:re is ,the relief or what.suggestions 

w quld yqu have for relief t.6 come? • 
. MR. SMITH: You .are asking .a lot of loaq,ed questions. 

T11,ere is no. questi,on at. all that the recent: legislation 
whicho as I recal•l, has as its goal to raise New Jersey 
from, its pathetically ~ow 2~. per. cent of Sta~e aid, to 40,·· 
is.insufficient on.the face of it. :My own personal view·is 

· rat.he~ st~ong c:m this •.• I have _o:bserved ;among families, ···' 
whether they have children or note looking at their local tax bill,· 
tha·t 70 per cent of the total .municipal tax it:l th~ instances 
I saw was f9r school. pµrposes. · In discussing this• with 
Clyde.Leibo•he said in some·~ases it runs as.high.cis .. 80 per 
cent. This is unconscionable. I hopeo among other things, 
the_ Ta~ Policy Committee arid you .. in your Task· Force ':~ill.•; 
devote yourself. to finding a. way not only to halt, but to 
reduce ,the amount of local .. taxes, be~ause it has gotten t.9 
a point, as I indicated, operating budgets are so often.·. 
rej·~cted •. Of course, i:t is tru~ that one of the troubles 
is•tl:iat 'too .~ewpeople.turn: out when theFeis a vote on 
.the. questiotf of the. school l;>udget. Nonetheless,. the burden 
has become impossible .. , 

On your question ')rlith re~are, to tenure - this· is a · 
very touchy question - there.isn't any ~oubt at.all-that there 
are many ins.tances whe·r.e thrqugh .indifference or lack· of 

' ' 

knowledge or to9, muc.h casua~· co~sideration, tenµre is granted 
and the.municipality,aridthe. State.are stuck for li,fe with 

• L • • 

a teacher who should..neverhave rece.;i.ved tenure. I don°t 
see how a change iil the. tenur~ law ...: ana I would trdnk it 
\o\ToUlcl, be unf~ir, t()_coq~icier C!Qmplete. discontinuance of tenure -
would. :materially .-reduce .expenses. · r think it :might improve 
th~ qµality_ ,af educati9n. .. . · . 

As to i?UggeS!t:lohs, really I think,. ~o giv:e you an over-
all blanket. statement,.we ar.e facing.the fact that there seems 

. •' '~ ' : •' . .- . ' ' . . ' . . . . 

to' be "'"'. and it is pleasant to, ,observe - more willingness at 
the. Federal level·:.to consider the need for the sharing of 
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its vast revenues.• I think this Federal income from such 
sources is over two-thirds and. this comes right from the 
people in our municipalities and in this State. I think 
that we must all strive for - and I ca,n see no better goal. 
for getting the aid that not only the municipalities but the 
State needs than to get a greater share of. the vast.millions 
that pour into Washington. 

I have skipped around •. I don°t know whether I have 
answered your questions. 

MRo WILENTZ: Mr. Weathersby? 
MR. WEATHERSBY: I am sure there must be references on 

this, sir, but I was wondering.- this figurt= of Federal aid.to 
education for New Jersey - the per capita basis is a very low 
figure relatively. I wonder why. 1'1a.ybe I can be answered by 
being referred to a proper study. 

MR. SMITH: Do you,want to speak to that [referring 
to Mr. Leib]? Mr. Leib is the expert here. 

MRo CLYDE LEIB: It is true. New Jersey is not 
anywhere near where it should be in receiving Federal aid on 
a per capita basis~ But the u. S. Dffice of Education 
doesn 1 t allocate its money on a per capita basis, but on the 
basis of what they consider to be true wealth. New Jersey 
is very high in that area. Even though we are 7th or 8th 
in population, we are somewhere between 15th and 20th·in the 
amount of money received for elementary and secondary education. 
But that is a Federal determination over which we have no 
control. 

MR. SMITH: -- as yet. I think Mr. Leib 9 s point is 
a very important one. In fact, we have had,pointed out to 
us in many way that we get far, less .in the way of return of 
the funds that we in this State send down to Washington than is 
true ·of other states in the Union. 

MR. LEIB: · If I could .jus,t add one thing about Federal 
aid to education ,.. .that ,is, the bulk of that money goes to 
Appalachia and sout,hern states, that is, Title I allocations, 
for the most part, aside from the major states such as New Jersey, 
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New.York, Michigan and.Pennsylvania. If you look at a 
breakdown., you would. see what appears to be a disproportionate 
amount Of money. goes into the southern and Appalachian· states 
from Title I.which is the.major source of funds to State 
education. 

• MR o WILENTZ: Thank you. . Mr. Frank? 
MR~ FRANK: Mr. Smith, in your statement here you said 

that the report as to the regionaJ.;ization of the school 
districts proved to be unpalatable because it was misinter= 
preted. 

MR.· SMITH: Yes. 
MR. FRANK: . I am not quite sure = what was . the 

background of the misinterpretation? 
MR. SMITH: I think from rn:y observation., erroneously 

and I think probably in some cases unfairly, this was 
construed.as a device to bring about bussing across 
district lines, with particular.reference to Newark and the 
adjoining municipalities in Essex County. I don°t feel hurt 
by this . It is a hard thing to get across the purpose and 

· to· av.aid the speculation that. sometimes give xise to strange 
·.conclusions. The principal opposition "".' I think this was 
your experience too, Clyde = was that people. said, 00This is 
simplya device on the.part of the Board or the Commissioner 
or·some'J;:>ody t:.o bus children across municipal lines for 
equalization purposes, 0' which .was not the· idea at all. 

MR. FRANK: · But it would expand a school district. 
MR. SMITH: Yes, enlarge a school district. 

·MR. LEIB: Very small. 
MR; SMITH: Yes, very small~· It wouldn't ei;icompass all 

of Essex County or anything.like that. The purpose fundamentally 
is to provide a more adequateeducational program and more 

. . 

curricula than are present in.many of our small districts.· 
· In fact, we have some .districts that have no children at all 
to speak of. , The other is to attain efficiency both in 
respect to saving money and the ability to,employ better people 
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- ' if the area is large enough 'to support it. 
MRo FRANK: Do you see an opportunity there for a· cost 

reduction of any substance? 
MR. SMITH: Do you remember the figures? 
MR. LEIB: The Management Study Comrnissioq, Report has 

figures in it. I bould cite those to you. 
MR o SMITH: I don° t think they wpuld be gigantic, but 

I think it would be very worthwhile. lt wouldn°t solve the 
problem. It would be one of the many things which you are 
going to have to work on to achieve the ultimate objective. 

MR. WILENTZ: Some of the figures you gave us, J.11.Ir. 
Smith! are ones that we have heard before in other hearings 
that this Task Force has had. But they are so astronomical 
that it take a while really to see what it means. I just 
want to recap what you have said. to see· if I understand what 
it means. You discussed the iact that educational costs are 
going up even faster than had been predicted and that the 
Bateman formula, for instance,·the 40 per cent takeover, will 
clearly not give enough relief to the municipalities. You · 
mentioned the possibility of a. 60 per cent level· and then 
at another point you said that we ought to consider something 
that approaches full funding, perhaps something like 90 
per cent. We are now talking, as of this moment, 90 per cent 
of about one billion_dollars arid over a·ten-year period,- I 
don°t think there is anyone who thinks ttiat that one billion 
isn°t going to go up unless something very, very radically 
different from present directions takes place. There is also, 
r assume, _ in your thinking the additional burden of the 
capital e·xpenditures, which you estimated to be about one 
and one-half billion over ten years. Assuming 90 per cent 
of that gets taken over, which you haven 1 t suggested nor have 
you suggested it the oth~r way - you·just suggested it for 
our consideration--: you have two and one-half billion dollars, 
you have about $400 million increase in vocational-education 
costs. And just tq get some perspective of the kind of dollars 
we are talking about, if the'state attempted to take 90 per cent 
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of that over ·..,. I am not suggesting it should .or shouldn ° t and 
I don°t think you are either - but we are talking about 
three billion dollars, 90 per cent of which is $2.7 billion, 

. . 

all in an effort to allow the municipalities to continue to 
fun·ction without either ··giving up education or without being 
totally crushed in their real estate tax base. 

What I want you to comment on is not the direct 
agreement that the' State should take 90 per cent of these 

. . ' ' 

costs over, but am I talking about the right kind of dollars 
here? Is thi.s the dimension of the financial problem in 
education? Because if it is, I think the public ought to 
know it. 

MRo SMITH: As a matter of fact, in the preparation of 
the statement, I felt that we were bringing very bad news 
td you and. yet it would be wrong to hide anything and not 
place it before you and the Committee and the public for 
consideration of what to do ana how to do it. 

Let me take the iast part of your question first. 
I referred. to=- What is the. statute, the special aid 
to school districts and capital expenses? What is the 
number of that? 

·MR. WILENTZ: The Emergency Construction Bill? 
MR. SMITH~ This came about really very interestingly 

ana I have.no license for this except a personal opinion= and 
I mentioned increasing the scope of this. This came abouto 

. . . . 

to oversimplify it perhaps, because the State Boara launched 
upon a program of visiting various types of schools, not for 
ten minutes, but spending all day. It.happened by coincidence 
that we were in Newark.one ·day.and I think within two weeks 
we happened to be· in Jackson Township. In b·oth of these 
places, the debt limit had been exceeded~ Th,e mon~y was not 
availab-le. Yet the need fo~ classrooms was perfectly obvious. 
In fact, in Jackson Township, r·was. particularly impressed 
because the children were leaV'in~ their homes. as early as 
six o0 clock in the morning to fit into the split session 
program. Out of that, we were able to devise this program, 

I 
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which has proved to be so far a very .practical program for 
those municipalities fiscally unable to meet these needs. 
This was by the State taking over the debt serviceo We 
proposed $180 million, I think, three or four years agoo 
This was reduced, and I think wisely, to try it out, to 
$90 million - $90 million worth of construction - and the 
debt service - I have forgotten exactly - but it represented 
two and one-half or three million dollars for the Stateo 
I think the bill has now been raised to a hundred even. 
This has been very important. Without even discussing the 
practicability, I see a way in this to avoid the State putting 
up a billion and a half dollars for capital needs and rather 
rely on a modification of this particular program. 

On the other question as to operating costs, I have 
been on the State Board of Education for 12 years and it 
has been shattering to us, as a matter of fact, to observe 
the obvious increase that comes about whether you like it or 
not as the school population continues to grow. And, of course, 
in particularly the last four or five years, the inflationary 
effect has been almost staggering. I have no remedy, if:: .. 
inflation continues, which I hope it does not, and I have 
some hopes it will not. But I think when we talk about 
dollars on the one hand, the preparation of our children to 
take their place in life, properly prepared, is a great deal 
more important than the dollars involved. Yet, as you say, 
the total of all of the hard facts that I have placed here 
before you, which you have heard before, just can't be ignored. 

MR. WILENTZ: That, I think, is the point. I wouldn°t 
be concerned about bringing us bad news. The real concern 
we ought to have is that no one gives us the news at all. I 
think my recollection is the Bateman-Tanzman Report would 
have cost at one point somewhe;re around $150 to $180 million 
a year. It was financed at a level of about $30 million, 
if I am not mistaken, and most of the concern has been about 
the gap between its present financing and the amount that 
it was thought to cost. 
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What we are learning today is that that is, while not 
a drop .in the bucke.t, it c9mes. close to it and .that if -you 
project educational/ needs a;s presently understqod over .a 

•· . . - .. ' . . . . ' '· 

ten-year period - _,and no. one has been able to suggest any 
substantial.reduction in cost that I have heard, thus far -
you are talking about o depending upon the . leve_l of State 

·takeover, something bet:ween $:1.5 billion and $2. 7 billion. 
And I am not suggesting that.is within or beyond the capacity 
of the State. But I think it is s.omething that our Tax. 
Committee has to know and I think it is something the.public 
ought to know too. 

MR. SMITH g ·• I offer this suggestion:-~ that is, "1:.hat 
whatever the new State tax_ may be,. , if tl'te local taxpayer 
were_ rel_ieved sufficiently of his,. present 70 per c;:ent 
of °local costs or 80 per -cent, as Clyde said, his willingness 
to accept a State tax in lieu o:f; local tax, might be rather 

. . . . .· . 

gratifying .. _On the.other _handu should we call uponthe local 
citizen_ to continue to carry a very s~zable pa.rt of -the. -
i;;chool cost load and on top of that to increase his·payments 
to the State, I .think you would have something that would 

. be·. completely impossible. 
MR. WILENTZ.,: Do you see anything to 0be gained by 

way of costs or in any oth_er fashion by changing the present 
method of teac:h·e_r: negotiation f-rom a local district negotiation 
to a statewide negotiation? Do you have:any views on that? 

MR. SMITH:. None I want to express now •. It is true, 
as in so many other cases, that the skill in negotiations 
varies from municipality to municipality and that in some 
cases concessions are: ;inao:e that are __ -prebably not warranted -

· and are nonetheless the base for. sim,ilar demands in other 
districts.. I think consideration- has to be; given to that, yes. 

MR. WILENTZ: Professor~Reock,. do you have any questions? 
MR. REOCK:. -Just one, I think.. I thi_nk othis was an 

excellent statement and should pe very _useful to the.Task 
Force_. I would like to preface the question really .with a 
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. . : · .. 

review of' some· rece,nt history as -I ha..ve seen it. Going 
back to the last subst.antia'1, increase in state aid~ not the 
change in the formUl«:/iht]i~a.~t year with a small increase; but 
back to the' mid 8 60 Is, .· the;e; wits ... ,,.~ome hope at that. time that ' 
the· additional mon·ey from the State ·'at that: time would result 

' . 

in some property. tax reduction or at lea·st. in stabilization. 
Arid, in fact, the figures· :t have· seen indicate that for ·one 
year, there was some· p.roperty tax relief, largely because the 
State aid was made available after the local budgets we·J;'e 
adopted. But then :if yo;1 · look at the·· :figures · for·· subsequent 
years, you find that thelevel of expenditure and the level 
of property·tax rates jumpedr~ght back·up·to what might 
have been a projected·curve of previous years.·· In other 
words, the second year, the increase was double the'arinu.al 
increase •. 

In your statement you suggest going up to··.60 pe:i:- ·cent 
. .· - . . 

or even as high·as .90 per cent State support for local school 
budgets, but suggest that budget controls stay .·at the local 
level. I wonder whether·leaving as little as 10 per cent 
of the budget. at the local level really would be an effective 
budget control ~r whet.he~ ther~ are other devices that·would 
have to be cohsidei::ed really as strings to the'increased· 
State aid program in order toprovide some budget control. 

MR., SMITH: . I atn not sure 10 per cent would be eriough. 
Let me go back, if yciu have the· time, --- .· 

MR. REOCK: Certain.J,.y. 
MR. SMITH: I. have a 'great respect for the people who 

serve in municipal governments. I do not believe that every 
municipality is being operated on the most·effd.cientbasis.· 

' . 

· But nonetheless it 'is true that coincident with the largess 
of $90 million a few years ago, every municipality as well 
as every citiz~n was fac·ing this spiralling, ·which has been 

·· perfectly staggering iri its e·ffect. 'I don at know enough 
. . . : . . 

really about the facts t6 . s a:y if there was a more 'ef_ficient 
operation. in a municipality :whether there· might have been :·· 
a continuation.· of tax reduction~·· · l think· nonetheless this is 
important. 



.on the point you last raise, .r can imagine nothing more 
serious than to have complete ind if f ere nee . on the pa.rt of 
the local government or the lecal people as to how much is 

;_l,,:.J,::,,·, 

being spent for schools. While the statement. says 90 :Qi~.r cent 
or even full, I personally would be. opposed to full •. I am· 
not sure I am completely satisfied that 90.pE;lr cent is the 
right figure. The participation in providing money by the 
municipality should be enough so that they are more likely, 
if· not. certain, to exercise a. control, a wise review, ;'if. you . 
will, of the school expenditures" T share your·view...., I am 
not at a11·sure that.90 per cent would not be too much, that 
the municipality must have more than 10 per cent!' to gain 
its keen interest in the amount of money that is beingspent 
in a school district. 

MR. REOCK: Twas just wondering whether there were 
any other devices that might be applied to change the· 
present situation in terms of where.the control resides. 

MR. SMITH: No, . I don° t know of anything that I could 
suggest as a panacea. 
never=ending problem. 

It .is a never-ending question, a 
But ·there is no doubt whatever that 

when you are getting something for nothing, yeu have no .. 
interest at all in what it costs qr where the money comes 
from. There must remain in the municipality a sufficient 
interest to assure the wise expenditure of all school funds 
from the State or local level. 

MRS • SHEEHAN: Mr. Smith, when you say this control-
should remain in the municipality# by what means? Is this. 
an election ef the citizens or the governing bocly or the 
local school boarcl? 

MRo SMITH~ No, the budget·would be prepared, as I 
see it, in the municipality. And your governing body is 
going to do as you do now, you are going to review that sit-
uation and it is going to be presented to the State. What 
I am saying.is that the municipality, including the governing 
body, should have a sufficient stake in this so that it would 
review this e if not with expertise, at leas.t with sound 
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judgment. I cannot ree anyone sitting in 'I'rentori and determining 
precisely how much should be s1-,'.erit' for each item in five 
hundred odd school distr!dts • 

. MRS. SHEEHAN:. What I don It understand though is,. 
basically the governing body now does not really have any 
control --

MRo SMITH: It varies. 
MRSo SHEEHAN: [Continuing] -- and are you suggesting that 

the same kind of control that.now exists 
MR. SMITH : No' I thirik it should be improvea·.. You 

know the procedure where the operating budget is rejected 
. . 

by the public and finally you get into a contest and where 
there is an appeal to the board, without exception when the 
board has before it the question how much of the 'demand of 
the local board of education is right and how much is wrong, 
almost invariably there are things that are sought by the.local 
board which a:te not granted and are refused as not being 
essential to the educational processes. 

MR. WILENTZ: Any further questions? [No response.] 
Mr. Smith, thank you again very much for the benefit of your 
experience. 

We may have t.wo further witnesses this afternoon, 
Kennedy Shaw and Professor Ylvisaker. I am not sure if they 
will be here. We are going to adjourn now for lunch and 
resume at 2 :30. 

[ Recess for Lunch.] 

Afternoon Session 
MR. WILENTZ: Professor Ylvisaker, we would be 

happy to have your testimony now. 

PAUL N. Y L VIS AKER: Mr. Chairman, I am 
grateful for the opportunity to testify. I have to apologize 
for the fact, as you probably know, I have lost my capacity 
to read in the.last few months and, therefore, I am submitting 
a written statement which· you can read a:1:> your leisure. 
There is always a silver lining to every cloud. It means 
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that you don I t have to hear me. for an awful lcmg time read 
my prosea [See page 116 for Mr. Ylvis~ker 0 s prepared statement.] 

What I.am saying in that document is what I have said 
a number of times publicly·recently~ I have tried to summarize 
it as quickly as I can. 

First, I think your Commission and Task Force are 
·coming at a very opportune time, not simply in the State 0 s 
history but in.the Nation°s history. We have been struggling 
to accommodate to a jerry-built revenue system for a long 
time. It just isn°t working. The Nation, the Federal govern-
ment, is taking the major part of the best source of governmental 
revenue, which is the income tax. The states are beginning to 
buy in and to pass income taxes. 
so far has not decided to do it. 

But as we know, New Jersey 
It is one of the dozen or 

so states that still has not taken the plunge into what the 
politician would call very cold water. 

There is no question in my mind that the State cannot 
continue any longer ducking the responsibility for adopting 
what is the best form of governmental revenue right now.· 
We are being penalized within the State for not having done 

• ' ' • 1, 

this and the people who are attempting, I thinku the almost 
impossible job of running our oldE!r cc:>mmunities, as a matter 
of·fact running all our communities, are suffering for want 
of the State 0 s decision to take.that step. 

The very simple thing about the income tax which we 
all know is that you don°t hav~ ~o change the rate while 
the tax proceeds grow. I am not quite sure why it is that 
our political figures stick so long to the saies and property 
tax as the major source of income because politically it is 
a very tough form to work with. It is not only reg±'essi'1'e.-
the studies have showno for example, in Newark that the poor 
renters are paying in property tax more .as a percentage of 
their income tJ,,,an myself and triend.s- iri suburhs.·.I.ike Cranbury. 
It is a regressive form of tax, .but more than tllat every year 
in order to increase the reven,ue from it you haye to increase 
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the rate and you have to face the irate taxpayer each year 
with that increase. 

The Federal government has played some very interesting 
games in the last generation. It adopted the income tax and 
whether we know it or not, or realize it, the Federal govern-
ment has successively reduced the rate of the ·Federal income 
tax since World War II. The exceptions which we remember, 
of course, are the surtaxes of the Korean and Vietnam Wars .. 
But the long-term policy of the Federal government, which 
makes it understandable why the Congress arid the President 
are so reluctant to get into the urban business, has been 
to reduce the income tax rate. Yet the proceeds have grown" 
What the Federal government has done is not participate to 
the degree a nation should in the 11 gutsy" cost of governmento 
In welfare costs, they do not take their proportionate share,· 
Also in sewage, water infrastructure costs, they are practically 
not visibleo They have a·lot of grant programs which give 
people the illusion of great Federal activity. But I am 
sure, as Mayor Sheehan knows, there is really not much money 
behind the games that are played with the grants' processo 

I am arguing, therefore, that the Federal government 
has taken the major form of governmental revenue, the best 
form,. and preserved it for its own use, successfully and 
politically. It has found it a good tax. The state has not 
had this tax and as a result has let local governments fend 
for themselves. In a sense the local government structure in 
New Jersey is very much like this nation was from 1783 to 1789, 
a loose kind of congeries of competitive jurisdictions, 
trying to make it, 11-underneath kind of loose Articles of Con-
federation. It was interesting at that time that George 
Washington and his friends ·realized that you had to strengthen 
the central government and provlde some kind of an economic 
unity so that the competitive aspects of the 13 states would 
not be suffered from. 

The State of New Jersey has let its municipalities 
go on their own, as a result of which it has been "beggar 
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thy neighbor 1» for. a very l.ong time. Ana any community which 
has gone over the hill in age and where its property is beginning 
to become obsolescent is suffering an impossible political 
ball game.. What happens, as we· know, is the revenue 
diminishes as the needs increase. 

The country has also successfully migrated·its surplus 
population, Blacks from the .south, Porto Ricans from the 
Porto Rican Islands, .Mexican Americans, and the Spanish-
speaking people, into our central •cities and there they have 
accumulated a rate of dependency which is largely on the back 
of 'those municipalities trying to struggle to pay for it 
out of their property tax revenues. It is really an impossible 
job for a mayor of an older city to·handle the circumstance. 
As we have seen happen in Newark and some of our older cities, a 
kind of cynicism develops which leads quickly to corruption. 
You don°t have enough resources to take care of the general 
welfare. Therefore, there is a tremendous tendency to take 
care of your own and your friends by some iniquitous methods. 
This is what we have seena calloused cynicism, begin to 
develop in some of these older communities.. We are lucky 
to have the quality of mayors like Mayor Sheehan who are 
willing to take on the financial odds in cases like that. 
But it is not merely the over-central cities that suffer 
from this kind of inaction.on a broad base tax. It is our 
newer( communities as well. 

When we dealt with .the Meadowlands, I shall never 
forget the mayor of one of those .small communities coming 
in to testify, saying that he took his kids out to do his 
muskrat trapping·out in the meadows and he wished he could 
keep his territory, his municipal territory, virgin and pure 
from this kind of development. But the property tax system 
which said that he had to g.et 90 to 100 per cent of his revenue 
from it forced him to go shagging after industry and to make 
deals with industry which allowed pollution. Very quickly 
as a mayor he was doing what he didn°t want to ao as a human 
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being and a father, which was desecrate the land of the 
meadows. I can 1 t forget that testimony and I have seen.it· 
happen in community after community in this State where the 
mayor, forced to take care of his own. problems on ti.is; property-
tax base, then has to chase after .it where he finds it. Tre 
result is that this State now, like many other parts of the 
nation,. is not doing many of the jobs that it should. Environ-
mentally, we are riot doing the job. In terms.· of housing, 
we are in a disastrous situation which the legislatures are 
now beginning to feel through the pressures for rent control 
that are upon them~ The tenants are organizing and we are 

·seeing the real estate interests and the home-building interests 
also economically suffering~· One of the reasons - and there 
are a number of reasons obviously like shor:t and tight money -
but one of the major reason.s is that a house with more than 
two kids at any income level costs the community more than 
it gets in property taxes. 

Then we get the business of going to the factory and 
letting the neighbor take care of all of the housing. When 
a community, like Parsippany-Troy Hills, gets deluged with 
housing, then it is in a posit.i6r1 which the property·tax is 
not going to solve •. 

We are also penalizing our homeowners. When, for 
example, the Mayor of Newark, facE=d with a $60 million 
deficit is asked to balance his budget, the first thought is, 
go to the property tax. But the property tax in Newark at 
8.44 would have to go to 13 point something if it were to 
sustain that $60 m;i.llion deficit. You can't do it because in 
the older communities if you levy one or two more mills on 
the property tax, then what happens? You get abandonments. 
You lose more revenue than you actually gain from it • 

We also are dividing our society in the State of New 
Jersey because of the property tax system. We are beginning 
to see the tremendous discrepancy between the cross section of 
incomes of a place like Newark and of other places. The most 
radical example on the other side, I suppose,is Teterboro, 
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which has managed, I think shamefully, to exist using 
municipal powers without any real social responsibilities 
whatsoevero I am intrigued by the fact if there is any 
community that believes in bussingu it seems to be Teterboro, 
and I say that with some sense of irony. 

There are no magic answers in this But I 
would hope your committeeu simultaneously with what is going 
on at the Federal government as well, would begin thinking of 
major changes. The Federal government is now talking about 
revenue sharing and it is very clear that they are going to 
ask the states to meet certain conditions if revenue sharing 
should proceedo One condition which I would strongly urge and 
I know is seriously being considered is that no state should 
get any revenue sharing from the Federal government that has 
not put its own financial house in order, that has not made 
a tax effort which is pretty clearly in most cases going to 
be an income tax, showing that it has done its job before 
it begins relying on the Federal government to pull it out. 
Also I think they are going to ask as a condition that the 
states provide affirmative housing programs and indicate how 
they propose to go about meeting the housing needs of their 
populationo They are going to ask for the reformulation of 
the devices by which State aid is shared by municipalities 
and indicate some of these changes before revenue sharing 
will become effective or a state could avail itself of it. 

Precisely at this time you have the chance= and I know 
a lot of us also have to be in on the decision, the legislature 
and the rest= to make a statement to New Jersey that says, 
we will put our financial house in order. We will begin 
adding the kind of revenues that will make it possible for 
people to do the job without the 01beggar thy neighbor 0' impli= 
cations of the property taxo 

Now some of the other things that I said in the paper 
and I would argue strongly for are these: If we do move to 
an income tax in this State, I would hope that we strike a 
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bargain with the taxpayer. He.remembers.very clearly, as do 
our legislators, that when we enacted the sales tax and made 
the promise it would relieve the property tax, nothing of 
the kind happened. As a matter of fact, the sales tax was simply 
added, in effect, to the property tax and no relief was felt. 
I don I t think we ought to fool our taxpayers. There is no. 
question but what we need ·property. tax, sales tax and income 
tax in some mix. But there is one kind of bargain that could 
be struck, in which the State would say in effect, 11We will 
take off the property tax· the cost of schools and we wi11· 
finance the school system on a State basis out of the proceeds 
of the income tax.'.' So in year one, the property owner sees 
he ·is going to have relief of his property tax. The advantage 
of that is obvious~. The State.of Michigan is moving with 
Governor Milliken kind'of precariotisly in the lead in saying 
that education is really a State responsibility and to guarantee 
to the citizens of.the State, no matter what areas they live 
in~ whether they have real estate ratables or not, their 
kids are going.to.get an even break in the state school system. 

It is very c:J.ear too that I think we ought to move to 
centralize the welfare costs •. The State has already moved to 
take over three-quarters of the welfare costs in the State. 
There are some loopholes and gaps still remaining. I would 
argue very strongly as an interim step the State assume all 
welfare costs in the State and then that we all band together 
and ask the Federal government to assume welfare costs 
Ultimately entirely as a national issue. There is no question 
that the dependency of this country, now localized and put 
on the backs of individual mayors, is really a national 
respons;\bility and can best be handled as a national system. 

't 
Similiarly with health, President Nixon very shortly 

will be putting before the country in eff~ct the beginning 
of a national health insurance scheme, which begins to 
nationalize the health responsibilities of this country. 
If we begin moving up the basic costs of health, welfare and 
education, begin relieving the mayors and the municipal_leaders 
of the inequities of the property tax, it is pretty clear 
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that we are going to ha.ve effective, decentralizat'ion as well. 
Because then remaining wi.11 be certain hardware costs that 
appropriately dan be borne at local levels. Although here·too 
I would enter some suggestions vh ich may or may not be 
acceptable to many people. I would guess probably a number 
of our hardware costs ought to be centralized. I would like 
to see the State, for example, deve:J:;'op a State water and sewage 
system, utility corridors, in effe}:,;, in which water and 

-,;,. . 

sewage and other .. grants would buil1:l toward a State delivery of . 
\, 

the,se capacities rather thari by irfdividual municipalities. 
\. 

I would also like to see the1 counties in this State 
begin assuming by contract, as Los Angeles County has done, 
a number of municipal functions, particularly of those 
municipalities that are too small really to 'give efficient 
delivery of some of these hardware services. We can debate 
which of them might appropriately be brought to the county 
levelo but it is clear we ought to move in that direction. 

I guess I am saying then in effect what is pretty ob~ious. 
If it is obviouso it is pretty tough political medicineu I 
know. It-· is very hard in this society to gain votes by going 
out £Or taxes. But I do think the State has reached the 
point where we can°t play games anymore, where.we are going 
to have to roll up our sleeves and take it as a State income 
tax for reasons which I have cited to relieve the property 
taxo to begin lifting certain of these burdens off municipaliti,es, 
and theri to be free, I think, to perfect what all of· us do 
want, which is citizen control of certain things which make 
sense at the local level. Access to teachers~ to police and 
to our officials should be increased at the local level. 
And I don°t think it is inconsistent to begin centralizing costs 
and in some cases the administration of these services,while 
decentralizing and making more accessible the officials who 
run these programs. 

The A, T and T system is exactly this. It has nationalized 
its revenue and capital systems. It is a national communication 
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system with compatible technology.. . Yet at the same time, 
all one has to do ·is dial· 8 and yo\1 get into the complaint 
system. They have.also effectively·decel'ltralized the 
management of many of the~e services. I donrt think it is 
inconsistent to.inoye simultane~usly_in two directions.· But 
if· I werf: to state a_general principle, it would be that 
financing o:I; these ,things be proba,bl,y on a·higher basis, 

. . : . . . 
and access and complaint on a lower basis~ 

I would be very happy, Mr. Ch,a.i.rman, to answer questions .. 
I am sure that some of what r have said is not very palatable, . . ' : 

yet I must say from what experience I have had, somebody 
has got to say: it pretty soon.· 

MR. WILENTZ: Thank y'oll v~ry,.very much, Professor. 
I am sure there will be questions •. · I don It know whether to 
call you Commissioner, Professo~, Paul or what. 

MR. YLVISAKER: . The ~tµd~pt$ call, me Paul·~ 
MR .• WILENTZ:·· I dori'.t know whether it is palatable 

or nott it is good to hear wh~t has got to be said. I 
wonder if Mayor Sheehan has any questions? 

·-l"!Rs•.··. SHEEifAN~· .,:When'you->ta.1i abou-t:·the•··income tax,· you 
includeci the idea 1:hat there ·wou.ld be ~ome mix of sales tax, 
property tax and incQme tax.· Would. .you .consider the possibility 
that there could be as part of your bargain a substitution· 
of perhaps the income.tax in lieu of.the sales tax or do 
you feel that thec:ornpination of the three is really necessary? . . 

· MR. YLVISAKER: There is. no question but that you could 
substitute. However, we do have machinery in place for the 
sales tax. We have also begun to adapt the .sales tax in 
mariy different ways s? it is less regressive than _it has .been. _ 
Speaking from the governmental side and for future governors 
and legislators, r would probal:>ly say, keep in force what 
you have.,... don't give up_ 11 pe>thing, 1; but,try to alleviate the 
burden on the less happy of '!:hose taxes~ Relieve the burden 
first on the property tax~ Relieve t,he burden i:;econd on the 
sales tax. But keep your·income tax as the major one. 



Incidentally, Mayor Sheehctn,. if I could. indicate one 
other way in which the central cities need that income taX -
at present,, if you recall - well, you have the problem.in 
New Brunswick of State facilities and publ.ic facilities which 
locate in your territory and you have to serve them with 
police and all the rest= colleges more and more with police. 
The irony of that. is, it is good ~or your city to have th9se 
services; that is, it is a good thing to have the economic 
activity going on.· The merchants like the fact that they 
get a payroll. The problem .is that. the Federal government, 
is the only one who benefits from.the location of those· 

.services in your community because they tax the income from 
the people who teach there, who work there and the rest. You 
get.nothing. You only get costs. 

The ·same thing with the Medic.al School when we tried 
to place it in Newark. The mayor then, whoever the mayor 
.might have been, had to think twice. Because while it meant 
in'the case of the Medical Schoel the fourth largest payroll 
in Newarka it was a cost to the city. And what made sense 
for the people made no sense to the municipallty. It went 
in there. But it would make a lot more sense if that payroll· 
were·taxed for municipal and State purposes. 

What we are coming to by the device of trying t0 help 
Newark out in its extremes is something that none of us 
like as a general solution, not even Mayor Whalen of Jersey 
City. You let Newark have a payroll tax. It 1 s all it can 
exist on right now. It has to have it. But it is a poor 
substitute for a State tax because it leads to competitive 

·. disadvantage of precisely the city that needs that service. 
If I were a businessman with a 2 per .cent levy on my business 

" . .. ' " 

in.Newark, I would think very seriously of getting out • 
. MRS. SHEEHAN: We discussed that a little bit this 

morning. Mayor Holland was here from Trent.cm. It could be 
a worry and a. proplem. 

MR •. WILENTZ; Any further questions?. Mr. Weathersby? 
MR. WEATHERSBY~ I would like to ask a theoretical 
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question" Leaving alone all political practicalities, do you-
think in the long run it would be better t:o,move toward a 
Federal· income tax ,a:1orie with proper return to the· states 
and simplify it in .that t'ashion? 

MRo YLVISAKER: I am a little ·1ee.ry of a system in 
which you .have to in effect wait for the other guy to·allocate 
you your share at his discretion. I think we could consolidate 
the administration!of that tax; that is; you could fill out 
a single form or just a,dd' a io per cent factor of what you 
are paying the Federal government. ·But I would like to :s~e 
the State free to determine its own rate and to be able to 
say, 11This is our ~hare. We are not coming to you for a share 
of revenue that you might give us this year because·you·like 
us and next year not give us because you don° t. '' 

MR. WEATHERSBY: It could be brought together in one 
process? 

MR. YLVISAKER: In terms of administration, yes. And 
you might consider very carefully what is happening in 
Maryland. In talking to the Brookings people, Joe Pecknian, 

. . . 

who :Ls one of :the really able guys in this field - Jc,e is 
preaching now that-· probably all stat.es ought.- to adopt the 
Maryland Plan. Roughiy_,_· as I understand it, it fs·that the 
state enacted an income tax. requiring each municipality to 
add a 25 per cent levy for its. own·,purposes. This mandated then 
relief for- the property tax and also got the local politicians 
out of the box of whether they would or they wouldn't. They 
had to.1. Then they· were given the option of moving from 
25 to a 50 per cent override. They started at 25 per cent. 
Nearly all of them have now moved up to 50 per cent. 

I made a recent check in behalf of Newark of other 
states where they have gone to payroli or municipal .income taxes 
or state income taxes. The experience is all universally 
favorable. While ri.obody ever solves. the revenue problem, 
they are finding it a good deal less painful now that they 
have moved away from the property tax. 

MR~ · WILENTZ : -· Mr. Frank? 
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MR. FRANK~ Mr" Smith, who is President of the. State 
Board of Education, said this morning or rather at Noon 
that the local municipality should still retain a reasonable or 
some share of the cost of the school system- I think he 
said 10 per ce:htu but he wasn°t holding it to any fixed 
amount - basically on the theory there would be more of a 
sense of urgency or concern or responsibility or hard look 
at the budget of the schoo.l system than if there was no 
responsibility at a.11 by the l0cal municipality. Indeed 
my guess is that Au T and T has some kind of a profit center 
concept, pursuant to which they make everybody responsible 
for some charges and they have to account for it. Wouldn°t 
you think there should be. some device retained such as that? 

MR. YLVISAKER: I like the general principleu but I 
am not so sure I would agree with his technical answer to it. 
Let 0 s start with this: The State of Michigan began its 
assumption of local school costs with the idea that they 
would pin it heavily oh local tax effort. Then they dis= 
covered that the wealthier communities usually do pay more 
for education because they value it,apparently by their culture.; 
What happens if you leave .the municipalities with some share 
of the cost or with the option to spend more, you get back 
into the old competitive system where the wealthier bid away 
the teaching resources from the poorer communities. It is 
a subtle little problem that I think you have to watch pretty 
carefully. 

The second thing that I would say wou.ld be, I am not 
sure·that financial control is more important than performance 
control of a school system. Let me indicate what I mean. 
We a~e. seeing., of course, a. lot of concern over how much 
we are spending in the schools. Sometimes I think that 
substitutes for the controls which I would like to seev which 
is holding teachers responsible for performance. You know, 
are the kids reading, after a given period of time, at a 
proper rate? Are they being able to handle the basic skills? 
The neighbor,hood forms of control more recently I think have 
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been more directed at that, which I regard as the proper 
kind of supervision than probably at the financial side" 

I am sympathetic to the fact that you ao·need local 
responsibility. You don°t want to give it away, but there 
are some of the subtleties that I would raise. 

MR" FRANK~ What about the other subtlety that a 
particular communityuperhaps more wealthy than another,might 
feel that more should be spent· for education ,than P:t;"Ovided 
by some state formula? What problems do you see coming out 
of that? 

MR" YLVISAKER~ Precisely the one I mentioned,thatwhen 
they have the freedom to set it at their own level, they will 
bid away the resources from other places and you will get 
discrepancies in education~ 

MR" FRANK: Do you think their answer will be that 
they will enlarge :the.private school system in that area? 

MR a YLVISAKER They may do that" There is no way of 
locking that particular door" Americans always will have 
the right to educate their kids privately. I think that is 
properly joined to the thing that I said, that it is a concern. 
Interestingly enough, as I talked with the Black community 
where bussing has become such a tough, tight issue, with the 
disastrous results you saw in the feelings here in Trenton, 
the concern of the Black is not simply of the fact that he 
wants his kids to be in a mixed situation, probably less so. 
1i\That he is a:fraid of is if you let his schools go all Black, 
then the White dominant majority won°t spend money on them 
anymore in proper proportions. And the only way they are 
guaranteed that their k:ids are going to get equal education 
is to keep:_them with the Whites so that the Whites will 
continue to put an equal source of money in there" It is 
something that few of us realize in the Black attitudes" 
This is what I am really getting at, that we can°t let the 
educational system become the happenstantial result of who 
can pay fofi it and who can°t" 

MR" WILENTZ I take it tha,t what you are talking about 
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is a truly equal kind of educational system. In other 
w-0rds, the property owner in one municipality doesn°t bear 
more proportionately than another oecause no property bears 
any educational tax and education is paid for in accordance 
with some notion of ability to pay, based on an income tax. 
Then the money comes back through some kind of formula 
recognizing the varying needs of municipalities and you really 
don°t get to the question of worrying about local control of 
the budget because what they get back is the budget .. ~-

MR. YLVISAKER: That 0 s right. 
MR.·WILENTZ~ [continuing] -- and not one penny more 

to be raised by the municipality. 
One aspect of that concerns me. You are going to 

relieve the property tax and presumably at that point the 
municipality will have this refreshed ability to raise funds 
for other purposes. If everything goes well, funds will 
be raised for proper purposes and spent intelligently. · But 
it may not go well. And I am wondering whether or !:'lot with 
this truly astronomical amount of money that the State would 
have to -put in to finance 100 per cent of educaticm,,- figures 
in the neighborhood of three bi.llion dollars are what Mr. 
Smith mentioned as a possibility over ten years and he is 
not adding it up to ten years= that 0 s about where it would. 
be going= are you giving up the possibility of allowing the 
municipalities to retain a substantial amount of their 
educational costs and instead 0f, in effect, an untied grant, 

\ 

which is what this education money is in some respects, would 
you want to consider using some of that money for housing 
or for other kinds of grants to the municipalities with strings? 
In other words, the same old question: Are you not taking a 
vast amount of State moneyand when you pay the whole educational 
bill it is iri a sense without strings, although it can have 
strings in the educational field, but you are not. leaving 
yourself an awful lot of money for other kinds of incentives 
to municipalities? Suppose you saved $100 million of that 
one, two or two and one-half billion dollars and said we 
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"" 

want t.o use'thisfdr some kind·ofihducernerit for housing. 
, MR. YLVISAKER: . One of.· the biggest inducements 

to hou~ing Would :be. to take_ the school tax off the property tax 
very s.irnpiy becaus~ right now the· property tax amounts to . 
about a 20 per cent'. sales t~x on housing .. Housing i's the· 
thirig that We want :1the' most and really we are doing some 
strange things. We are penalizing with the.highest sales 
tax that,·we have th'.e very conurto_ciit:y that we want the most •. 
If you ·talk, as I know· you do, to· d.evelopers ,. in New Jersey 
when they·corne in a:pd take a took at the possibility of 
development, the numbe~s never come Out right,: one of the 
major reasons being the kind of prbperty t.axthat has·to be 
borne iri that development~· i \rould say just by removing that, . 
you would probably •do rnore •thaI'l $100 million in direct subsidies· 
to rciu~icipal goverrirnents f9:r h6Usipg . 

•. The other things . that are, required: to ease . the 
housing problem of :•the. State are not.· so much· money but certain 
forms of municlpaT;restrictions· ~hiCh are artificially '.induqed 
because of the· property tax. As I said, if you have to pay 

-. YJ.;.onuyrowu. ar .. ·.·~•citO_···mm?.:r.pu·:.,Un····J.:.ht·.··.· .. y·P.·. r.ltpief:r,•.::t.:.:Yo· .... •.'n:,_ .. ~.at·.•····xh,.>·,·:e?i'.:yO:·JtD;:.2,e:.\.dr:.·· .. ·o.-.·hn ... "a'.rnt.·:d·.'.··w··,· arit, ~amilies living 
u ~h:e s.dhools wer~ 

paid for·by.·the·sta.te ~nd off th.e,property tax, then that 
individual family isn't goi~gt6 be·a threat to you financially 
as it norrnallywou~dbe.· So r·see this.one thing. 

~he othe:i" thirig is· ye>ll would then begin to ease· 
off. some of the ganfos that are ·•pl~Yed through zoning and ... ' . ' . . . .. 

building restrfctiC>ns, etc •. We have seen municipality after 
rnti.nicipality ··go. tc;; lone:.., tv.tt)-, thzjee-acr~ zening •.. In my mun:...· 

. ic.ipality you can I t: build a fr6use tinder the · present building 
and other.· c:odes ·fot less than .$45 or· $50 theusand .'. That· is 
because' we are scai;:ed stiff of school kids corning in •.. 

so I would say that·one thing would begin unlocking 
a whole series of restrictions· that· ·have put us ·in the housirig 

I ••• 

birtd thab we are" irl. 
MiL ;WILENTZ: · ·Welild you think ef tying the State 

aid to ·~aucatiori; sirice 'it would ·pr:esuinably be the· greatest . 
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portion of State aid by far,- m.-uch, my.ch greater percentagewise 
than .it is now of. tota:l ~tate. aid•--. would .you co.nsider 

. conditions· u.nr.elated.· to education?. In other w:o:i;-ds,. would 
you use this as some'. kip.d of. carrot for other municipal 
improvements? 

· MR. YLVISA~;R: , Yes.,. I think so. There is going 
to be one problem •. · When yo'U star;t horse trading~. we all 
br.ing so much to the. table, you overl>urden the. bargain after 
a. while. •. We all. have'. oµr own kind .of ideas what. we OWJht to 
put in. But ope· of the things that I woul.d ce:'='tatnly put in as 
a · restriction on any ai.d. t.o. any municipality of the State is 
that if they.want the benefits of State productivity, they 
have to take an equal share of social responsibilities in 
the State and :they· hc:1.ve to. be .willfa1g to shoulder their share 
of the housing burdens of the, ?tate and. the .others. Then,. in 
thei:sam~,. way. I, suig.gested_. the states ought to be required .. ,. . . . . , 

to h.ave an. affirmative housing plan before they cut into 
I , • ·• ' . " 

the: federal .,kitty·, L:waul_cf,:t:ray_ municipalities in this State 
ought to show clearly .how they are meeting. the housing needs 

. of tn,eir people in the adjaC,ent populations before. they get the 
be,nefits ·. of the _State tax, 

MR. WILENTZ ~. ·. G~ttA,,.ng back to t;he. function. of 
this 'I'ax, Policy Committee, · I .assume that you· would. regard it 
as entirely proper, if not absolutely essential, that recom~ 
mendations concerning ma~ing our .. tax structure equitable and 
rati.onal be c.once,rned wit,n a lot more than simply. fiscal 
problems. 

MR •. YLVISAKER: , Yes-. r think if we are .. going to 
do some major ,th.i,.ngs .in the State - and it is .overdue that 

. . 
we do them - it ·has to start;. with -a 00 re-dq,_"_ of the revenue 
system. . · It is g.oing to .be ;tough. , 

· What I .would :like .also .to ,h;ave understood - I 
have given you k:i.nd ·of• the,, bare bone$ ,of the I:[lq.:jor •. skeleton 
of the changes that have to occur. There are a lot of ways 
of 1:.empering:t:~em. Since we.have had to.a,djust to the tax 
system as it is, you will find a l~t,of ineqt:tit,ies when you 



shift. In the act of shifting, there will be hardship cases. 
I would hope that much of your research right now would look 
into easing the transition, the shift from one to the next. 

Some other little ideas: You might look at the 
Wisconsin idea. There is no reason why we can°t do it even 
here. In Wisconsin, on the property tax, the elderly report 
at the end of the year how much property tax they have paid 
as against what their income is. If the property tax goes 
beyond a certain percentage of their income, they get a 
rebate. If they have no income and they are still paying 
proper~y tax, they get a grant from the state. It is a 

' --h 

negative property tax like a negative income tax. As I 
think we know, the problem of housing the elderly and property 
taxes"..j,,s particula.rly acute in this State. 

MR. WILENTZ: Do you have any position on the basic 
recommendations of the Musto Report concerning strengthening 
county government? 

MR. YLVISAKER: I have been terribly happy with 
that ,commission Report. I think it is one of the highest 
quality Commissions we have in any1cof the state legislatures. 
I like the outlines of it. They have in effect said that the 
county has the potential of being an efficient administrative 
unit_ for many purposes which are now decentralized below 
that level. And I suggested earlier that we use that Los Angeles 
tradition of beginning by contract to work with certain mun-
icipalities, not just riding in· rough-shod, but taking by 
contract some of the municipal services. 

Now let me make a very blunt statement. In this 
State the county has largely been a political orginization, 
not an administrative entity and it doesn have right now 
the competence to·take on administrative functions. Free-
holders don 1 t have legislative powers. They control only 
about forty some per cent of the employees and of the expenditures 
of the county. They are all under independent boards and 
commissions. The optional county charter plan that is now 
before the Legislature - I think it is S 513 - makes a lot 
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of sense. There is one little problem. I gather that 
some of the county people now in charge got a little·· nervous 
that only 10 per cent referendum can force a'change in the 
county government. I understand that kind of concern. But 
certainly we ought in this· State to begin building the county 
up with an administrative capacity. Let·me repeat again 
though, a lot of skepticism exists among the voters. That 
could be simply because they have seen the county.up to 
now playing political games and it ha.sn ° t d~veloped admin-
istrative competence. 

MR. WILENTZ: You served a fair amount of time in 
State government and I wondered if you had any idea, any 
ball park figure about the kind of revenues we are talking 
about. We were somewhat; not astounded b·ecause we had heard 
it before, but the educational costs go way, way beyond even 
what was discussed · in the Bateman Commission Report. If you 
have any comments about the kind of dollars we are talking 
about, I would· like to hear them. If you feel· there is no 
point in it, that is O.K. too. 

MR. YLVISAKER: First of all, le.t me make a 
theoretical comment and then go on to some practical results. 
I think we are ·going to have to be educated, citizens and 
legislators alike; · to the fact that from here on in we are 
in a very tough financial bind in government. The reasons 
are c;fui te simple. Government costs ate largely service costs 
and the costs of services in our society are escalating faster 
than the hardware costs. We have been able to manufacture 
at reduced costs or stable costs because we automate labor 
out. But in government services,· labor is the end product. 
It is the bureaucrat, the tax· collector, th.e doctor, the 
public health physician, that kind of thing. And those costs 
are now rising because those skills are in short supply 

·and they are becoming unionized. All these public service 
employees are exerting tremendou·s bargaining pressure on the 
wage bill.. So as you move into this~ you are going to find 
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in health, in edudat:.ion, in the welfare services, in all 
these field, escalating wc:1.ge }:)ills going faster than the 
general rise· in the population. · At some point we just 
can°t continue to pay each of those escalating.wage bills. 
You will get the confrontation :with the service workers. 
I don't like to predict.the futu:i;-e for the next decade, but 
here it is. Mayors, governors, legislators, are going to 
be up against some toµgh union situations. The teachers are 
one of the toughest union situations that you are going to 
run up against right now. Mayor Lindsay has discovered . . 

how rough the. san:i,.tation workers 0 situation is. As we 
unioniz~ further rind further, the police properly are asking 
for their share; the firemtn, to the.degree we begin 
professionalizing, will ask for theirs. 

This is whyin away.it is probably important that 
we begin to get the St.ate into these affairs more and more. 
Because, at:. some point, ·we are going to have to judge between 
apples and oranges. How much education can we buy as against 
how much health,.as against hew much welfare, as against how 
many bureauc:rats, i3.S a,gaipst:. al.I the. rest of these things? 
If you allow this· to happen in too localized a fashion, you 
won 9 t get a very effective result. A mayor can't stand up 
against some of the unions that are now facing him or he:i;-. 

I don°t predict any easy next decade. Quite the 
contrary, it is going to get rough·; But if we all understand 
what the ball· game is, then I think it is easier to contend 
with it. And,·as I say, .I would much rather that the Legis-
lature get into.the act so that it can make these judgments 
of how much of one as against how much of the other. 

MR. WILENTZ: You think perhaps the State should 
become the bargaining agent for the employers in the school 
districts at this point or soon? 

MR. YLVISAKER: ·.Well, let I s say that you obviously 
will be caught right in the middle; in serving both and hoping 
to do so eqm~.lly, you will be torn apart right down the middle, 
because, as we have seen in education,· the boards of education 
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against the teachers, · the legislators representing both "-
I don°t envy you in this position. 

MR.·· WILENTZ: But yo·u think it should be a state-
wide function? 

MR O YLVISAKER: Yes o 

MR~ WILENTZ: Professor Rebck? 
MR. YLVISAKERg May I add,by the way, that One of 

the.imperfections in the Urban Aid Bill, as you know, is 
that the formula is a very tricky formula. It has also been 
limited too much. There are a lot of other cities besides 
the big•six to be helped. I am ·now making Mayor Sheehan°s 
point for her. 

MR. WILENTZ: She only made it three or four times 
in the earlier session. 

MR. YLVISAKER: Not only that - I thought we played 
politics at the State level when that Urban Aid Bill went 
through and we mandated payroll increases in municipalities 
with no assurance that we would continue to support those· 
payroll increases. It was "law and order"" a year ago in the 
election campaigns ahd so we easily gave police and others 
raises. Many of them deserved it. It meant that the State 
intervened, gave the raise in effect and then walked out 
of it and left the mayors and the couhcils to continue to pay 
those bills. 

MR. WILENTZ: Professor Recek? 
MR. REOCK: No questions. 
MR. WILENTZ~ I almost hate to let you go, Paul, 

because I know there are so many more things you could· tell 
us about. We appreciate your coming here very, very much. 

MR. YLVISAKER: Thanks, and I really do wish you 
_,, well. I kriow how tough it is. There are·a lot 0£ us out 

there who are kind of rooting for you right now. 
MR O WILENTZ ' Thank you• 
We are fortunate to have Mayor Blatz here from 

Plainfield. Mayor, if you would take the witness· stand, we 
would like to hear from you. Thank you for waiting. 
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F R'A N K 
should 'just say~ , 11dittoi II to .Dr·. Y"lvisaker Or not.· It ·neve:r 
ceases to· amaze me: after three years of watching him that. 

. . ,-.. - . . \ 

he can ·come in an.cf expouhc:t .iri a very organized and articulate 
manner, -I think for' 24 ·6onsecutive · hours, without ·ever lo(jking 

, . 

at a note or pausing or ·~ayil1.g lier'' ·.or 11ah. 11 ---

I realiy find a.n a,,;ful lbt in common with what the 
good Doctor said so faz- as ·wri.at f wanted-_ t·o say~ so I will -

, . . 

try to be ~rief as I go th:rou·gh my not.es here and then subject 
rrrysel'f to any questions you might.have. 

I strongly fe,el that unless there Is major 
alteration in the sys~em ci,f f:iriancing municipal services in, 
the near future, a .cit,y .such as P~airl.field and many others 
just like us will not survive. Unless there is .a statewide 
revision of the ta~ing system, 'the annual 11Big Six" Urban 
Aid Bill will beco~e the tiBig 'I'enii and the 11Big Twenty" or . 
the 11 Big .Twenty-Fi'\te 11 : Urban Aid Biil. , 

_ I haven't c~ine here· to ask that the St.ate sUbsidize 
-all 6f our activit.iei's and a.lL o'f our· finances or undertake 
~he ~~sPon~lb:i.1itill it thir lotal; level Which --truly: belong 
at the lo~al l.evel'{ but rather that perhaps you can create 
a set of conditioris; a framework c6f reference, in which we 
can survive-.. 

, , 

Presently I feel 6ur. State sy·stem drags us in-
evitably toward f irtancial co·1ta.pse. ·. · · 

I ·a.onit even claim that '1:.cixes 'per se ·are too high 
compared to thewa.y people are:taxed in other countries in 
this world of oursJ but tha.t. they-are unfairly and dispro~ 
portionately high 1n ~ities like ol,lrs b'ecause the burden 
is not· evenly -dist;ibut:.ed thi6tigh~~t the·. State. As __ an 
example, the averag-e sal~s .price' 0£ -a home. in Plainfie,ld in 
1970 ·is $22,000. The re'al property tax there is _$1,1_18. 
In a-contiguous·neighb0rhood irf another county less than a 
mile away, the tax: would l::>e $480 .bn a $22, ()()0 home. I , submit 
that this -is unfair and t¢ ··a 'l~r'ge, extent why the Urban Aid 
Bill had · to come •trite' being in, :the first place. -- ·,, 
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cities of 
commerce, 

In short, the present t~x system makes the older _ 
. ., ,·· ·. 

New Jersey undesirable_ as locat.ions. for new 
'indus~ry a'na ,-h~usi~g a~d pla~~s' th~ 'qi ties at a 

. . . !. ' . . . . . 

disadvantage in the competition for the.growth_necessary 
for survival. 

I would like to review very briefly for you the economic 
history of the City of Plainfield. I don°t selfishly mean 
to talk j~s't about Pla,inf_ield - and I am sure Mayor Sheehan 
knows exactly-what a~ talki~g apout -, but, to furnish an -
example that is-typical of mapymiddle-siz:ed_ cities in 
this State today. 

For the last several decad~sw~· kept up our well-
established tradition of ~on~st, _non-partisan'goyernment. Our 

• :· • • • -.. • • •• • •• • > 

Sb, 000 residents live· in .an area, q~ six squa:i;;e miles and we 
are. the cultural and economic center for_a population of 
approxi~tel}l' today a. quarter of a million. ! 

'rn the past, our city government consisted mainly 
. '· . ; . . ' . ,. 

of traditional I+ousekeeping duties that were financed by an 
ampi~ supply of upper..'..incorne housing,' -~ g~od -downtown viable 

. . ' ,, .• ,, ' . ·. ··,. . . . 

busine~s dis~rict and a V~ri~ty c:,f .in<,'l~stry. ,_Today, be~t1use 
of the socio-;conornic problem~_ we hav~ enceu~~ered, - that 
picture ,has dras-t;.icaii'y cha.~ged. - The- city government n~w 

-, 

through charte:i::- chatige is a strong mayor-weak council form 
of governm~nt and we have_ bec9me forced by ecenomic necessity-
to involve ourselves in a myriad of new Federal and State 

. ·. . . . . 

programs, some of which have )10 centinu,i.ty. to the real needs 
of 'our ~ommunity, but they _~re mea:ns by _which we can bring 
dollars to our Cqmmunity ·and put citizens; if for no oth,er 

·' ' . . .. 
reason, to wc:>rk in income-earning positicms. 

In the _fu:t,1::1re, I ·cl~a:.i:-ly _expect '.more demands - to 
,_ 

fall heavily on local_ government. Very much unl.i.ke our -
' newer ~nd wealthier neighb1ors, -we have to plan urban renewal' 
progra~s for , large areas of ou; ci~i.' ' _We must. like"1ise - -

. . ; . . . ~. ': ' . . . . . _.. '·. . . . ·.• \ ., . : 

supply additional facilities fer ,a raw.~dly g_rowing _school 
. . . ·. . 

population. as well ·'as equipping 
increasingly' saphis~ic~~ed a~d, -. . . ,. t . 

,, 

our police a~d ~iremen, with_ 
("'' . •·" . ,., 

t_here:fore, much more expensive 
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equipme'nt. Other needs. just l 
to be met - pollution, mass transportat:.ion .and flood control. 
Our present.financial condition allows us no flexibility at 
all in dealing with large problems •. 

The growth in demand for municipal services is 
not unique to our community, btxt;:-·T .think what is unique 

. L 

and what the Doctor addressed h.(:mself to is that a large 
portion of ourres;idents.tod,aY~re members of a poorly-

. . ·.. . ... ·· .... · .. V 
educated, badly-trained, and sc:;icially-ill adapted lower middle . ' \,.·-. ·,. . 

.class. Thus, in.addition to oeing expected to meet the 
normal increase in the need for services, we are asked to 
service a rapidly increasing populace·who by their own very 
nature and makeup require.more services. This is the problem 
of the urban markup,bywhich we mean that the demand for 
governmental services is greater in cities that have more 
lower-income people. The real capsule of it is that poor 
people·are expensive. They require more educational programs, 
more job training, more health care, more social agency work, 
more police and £ire protection, and.more remedial services. 

Thf;:!re· is· no way th~· 1:10rmal · exp~nseia; coupled with 
those of the poor, can be paid for wherithere is no growth 

, , 

in the tax base of a comtnunit.y. The problem of Plainfield is 
that it is not growing; it can't grow, and it has no way to 
grow. We have 4 per cent vacant land .·.;. 6 square miies. 
In our own case, we have added nearly $1,200,000 in new tax-,, 
able property. in the last 5 years. This has brought us 
additional tax revenuesd:$14O,OOO. The demands for increased 
services during this same S.;.year period has added to our 

. . I 

municipal budget $7,200,000. 
The causes of our slow attrition are several, bµt 

, , , 

perhaps the most important,·and.the most impossible to.alter, 
is the accidei::itof·history which put Plainfield in its 
particular·· geographic location, as. a· separately' incorporated 
core of what is really now a large city, rather t.han in the 
midwest or in Florida where annexation "might: be pci'ssible. 
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Other causes are the national,, .and statewide 
demographic and economi:c shi:f;t:s which llq.ve, taken place during 
the last quarter of a century, , over ,:which we .have no GOntrol. · 
Our housing, our streets, our schoql,s,, save our new high 
school and libraryf our factories and our commercial facilities, 
which were prime before and during World War II.,are aging 
and then again are clearly less competitive and less desirable 
in a society th,at ls now enamored, with new roadside shopping 
malls, modern.industrial parks and new large expansive single"':' 
family residences on. largE;i plots of land. As .I said before, 
we are without land on which to erect new buiJ.dings, housing 
or factories. We .. have no major highway and thus are denied 
probably the thi.rd major asset that would keep the local 
economy viable. In, short, our resources are-gone, our costs 
are increasing, and we really have no place .to go for money 
or for a,:id but to this lo,catiqn right here., 

, We aren ° t asking yoµ to pick up the entire tab 
of our problems 6 but we need E.Omeqne to put a _rope down and 
a system of help that will allow us to addrE;iss ourselves· 
to the very seriqus problems. 

I am no;t here to request,any particuli;ir solution. 
Short of a new tc3.x, such, as a gradua,ted income tax·u we would 
at least ask your consideration for an equalized statewide 
property tax. If such a.system were instituted. today, 
it would result in a s,tatewide equalized rate of 3 .56 · per 
$100 valuation as against Plainfield 0 s present rate of 
5.40, thereby giving immediate relief to the extent of 
34 per cent to the property owner .in Plainfiela. 

I suggest the devising ef a formula of.distri-
bution that would take the urban markup,.a,s I referred to 
it before, into account since ,it will post cities such as 
ours more to deal wi:th the types of problems we have than 
it costs our surrounding and m<:>re, afflu.ent n.'eighbors. 

I am willing to even go te the exteht,since it is 
so prevalant, if our neighbo:i:-swl1o are affluent and are 
good neighbors, generally speaking, are not desirous of 
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aiding us in providing housing stock, and the value judgment 
becomes that a city such as. Plainfield must become a 
housing stock for the poor in the central Jersey area, of 
not shying away from that responsibility. I only ask that 
our neighbors contribute their fair dollar share in providing 
us with the Wherewithal to deal with this housing problem. 
We wili become the housing stock for the poor if that be 
the case, but give, us the wherewithal to do it a1:1,d pay a 
little more for the privilege of not .having to dirty your 
hands and deal w:ith .a housing crisis or low-income people. 

The problem is very compounded in the Plainfield 
area. As many of you know, South Plainfield, Piscataway., 
Berkeley Heights, Warren and Clark have all now beautiful 
new industrial parks within the last·five years. But there 
is no housing fort-he labor market for the thousands of 
workers who must work in those particular corporate golf 
courses. They are living in Plainfield and they are creating 
a great deal of additional municipal costs for us - educational, 
police, fire and other municipal services. 

In Conclusion, I would jµs.t again say that I 
really ditto in a way what br~ -Ylvisaker sai.d in his organized 
presentation before he got to the questions. · It is probably 
exactly what I would have liked·to have said and said as 
well as he did. If you have any questions., I will be glad 
to answer.them . 

. MRo WILENTZ: Mayor, thank you very much. Ordinarily 
one has to. see an individual with his or her own touching 
problems to feel personally touched. But I personally feel 
that your presentation was poignant and touching about the 
City of Plainfield~ 

Mayor Sheehan? 
MRS. SHEEHAN: No questions. 
MR. WILENTZ: bo you have any questions, Mr. Frank? 
MR. FRANK: If we had a State equalized rate of, 

say, 3.56, do you have any thoughts.on what would be the 
theory pursuant to. which the State would distribute bacl~ 
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to cities? Would you start with so many dollars per 
student and then perhaps so many·· dollars·· per person 
and then somehow weight itbecause of these factors of 
What was the term you used?· 

MRo BLATZ: The urban markup. 
MR. FRANK: =~ the urban markup? How would you 

put some figures on that? 
MRo BLATZ: As an attorney we always hate the 

hard questions like that. I was with you all the way, as you 
put it. r·think that you start with the school system and 
then you start perhaps on a per capita basis also. Then we 
must devise a factor for the urban markup. I might say 
that perhaps a way that we could find that-= I think many of 
you are aware of the law suit which Mr. Ruvoldt has started 
in Jersey Cityo which we have just recently joined and I 
believe Mayor Kramer 0 s community has joined. In that suit, 
Mr. Ruvoldt by way of computer, etc. has certa.inly come up 
with a lot of formulae that he feels·. could be applicable for, 
let 0 s say, compensatory education. In other works, take 
an area where. we ban- 0 t achieve a statewide equality of 
education just on a dollar basis because of the makeup of 
particular school districts or the districts within a com= 
munity. So, therefore, there has to be some compensatory 
money 0 some compensatory education made available to those 
students in a more disadvantaged situation. Could we not 
expand that formula that he uses or the thinking that goes 
into that formula and say in the same type of community you 
have that demand for more police service, more fire service, 
which also could be computed into a formula? It certa'ihJ,y 
would be no truly panacea-type formula that would be appli-
cable and help everyone. But I think we could devise a 
formula which would aid us. 

MR. FRANK: May I just add that I thought that 
both you and Professor Ylvisaker presented lucid ".and very 
perceptive testimony. 

MR. BLATZ: Thank you. I hope that you will be 
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able to do. ·something for us. 
MR O WILENTZ: Mayor,·· what is your reaction to 

Professor Ylvisaker-'·s suggestion that the State take over 
the entire education bill? 

MR. BLATZ: In general principle, I am almost 
totally for it. I think M.r. :Frank raised a very good point 
about some degree of local control because I envision to a 
point,wh,en Dr. Ylvisakergot to the end, that the State is 
going to take over the entire cost Of education.· And 
obviously, I think, you are going to have a statewide educational 
system, which means a statewide.teachers' ·union and. statewide 
principals' union and administrators 0 union. You are going 
to be confronted with the possibility of statewide strikes· 
rather than municipally-oriented strikes. 

MR. WILENTZ: · Assuming you got that strike problem 
out of the formula, how does it ......... 

MR. BLATZ: It·becornes more appealing to me, but 
I wonder how you are going to .. accomplish that. There is 
a need for some local control; but again going back to what. 
Dr. Yl.visak~r said} I t.hi,nk P~•rformance is the better 

. . 

criterion. Taxpayers are very sat:i.Sfied when they are 
satisfied with the performance of the educational system. 
Plainfield would be not as badly off as it is if ·our school 
system was not int.he throes of a great deal of instability 
now. People in Bernardsville pay high taxes but they are 
very satisfied with their public school system and they 
quietly pay their taxes. But in Plainfield, it is unstable 
and they complain abc;:mt it because maybe some. of the children 
are in parochial schools or·in private schools and they 
don't like.paying the dual educational bill. 

MR. WILENTZ: You indicated that short of a 
graduated income tax, you might want to have an equalized 
property tax. Would you prefer not to be short of a graduated 
income tax? 

MR. BLATZ:·· I think it is a much more equitable 
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MR. WILENTZ You mean, to have the. graduated 
income tax. You made some reference to the urban aid and 
the method of calculating that. What was your reaction to. 
urban aid programsof the past whicl:1 in dollar.figures.were 
much, much greater than what is presently referred to as 
urban aid? .What I am referrir1g to is the redistribution of 
10 per cent of the sales tax funds based upon a straight 
population calculation and increased school aid based on 
a straight.per pupil calculation without any weighing 
whatsoever of urban rnarkup. 

MR o. BLATZ: Of c<;mrse, I . feel there is an inequity 
in either type of distr.ib1:,1tion. You feel like the younger 
brother who sees. his older brother get al.l the candy at 
Christmas time and he doesn°t.get ciny. · We were c.lose and, 
of course, we lobbied very hard because there were several 
urban aid bills with different formulas, with different 
population makeµ,ps. But to me, that 'is such a short run. 
I think the Governor has definitely recognized that it is 
a patchwork type of rel.ief, that it doesn ° t really address. 
itself to th,e real .underlying problems. 

MR. WILENTZ: Would you regard.it as one.of the 
proper functions of the State.Ta~ Policy Committee to address 
itself directly to this question of housing? 

MR. BLATZ~ Very much so. It is all interrelated. 
If you just address yourself to the fiscal problE!m, the 
revenue problem, without addressing youri;;elf to the reper-, 
cussions of what yc:m are going to do with the money once 
you have it, then you are not ,really addressing yourself 
to the problem. The fiscal problE!m arises because of the 
other problems. 

MR. WILENTZ: And vice versa perhaps. Would you 
regard it as an cidequate solution if all we did was.to 
enable Plainfield to become the housing.stock for the poor 
or do you think it woqld be our obligation to figure out 
some ,way to have other municipalities share the ,housing 
burden? 
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MRo FRANK: It rnigbt be a rhetorical question .. 
MRo ·BLATZ:· That's a very nic.e. leading question. 

The id.eal end result, of .. course, is ton.ave your complete 
mix 'of the spectrum in 01,1r society, especially in this 
highly urbanized area of the northeast. We. are not, •in my 
opinion, going to survive in this country unless we can 
do that; that is, integrated not only racially but socio-
economically. I think tbe duty is there to try and do 
that. 

I have a very nice home in Plainfield and I like 
having a,nice home.and respect other people who want to 
have nice homes. But a.t the same time, I feel I can live 
in a community where there are lower income people and 
moderate income people and Chinese and Blacks. 

MR. WILENTZ: Any further questions? [No response.] 
Thank you very much, Mayor. 

MR. BLATZ: 'J;'hank you very much • 
MR. WILENTZ: We enjoyed your testimony and it 

was most helpful. 
Mr. Joseph Gannon.bas in~icated he would like 

to appear to t.estify. Mr. Gannon is the Executive Director 
of the Democratic .State committee and we are very happy to 
have you here. 

J O S E P H G A N N O N: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I 
sought an audience because I was a little bit alarmed up 
until you asked your last question. 

One of the great concerns that I have in terms 
of the solutions which your Task Force and the entire Com-
mission would offer wo1,1ld be the inevitable result of 
creating, if you will, economic concentration centers with 
the poor in one closely-knit area., albeit subsidized by 
the moneys of the more' affluent coming in from the suburban 
areas. 

As I listened.to the testimony of Mayor Blatz -
and incidentally he is my mayor, I having moved to Plainfield 
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about four months ago = it seemed to me that if. we were to 
present to the·· population in general the concept that we 
can throw off our s,ocial responsibilities by providing money 
ando as ·I term it, economic.concentration camps in centers 
like P'lainfielde I don° t think we would answer the solution 

. I 

to the State O s problems at all. I think ori the contrary 
we would probably build ever bigger ones, albeit that they 
were not fiscal ones, essentially. 

In that connection I have listened closely to most 
of the testimony you have heard today~ And it occurs to me 
somewhere along the line the Commission should favorably 
consider some form of incentives which will provide job 
opportunities to our less forttinate economic citizens and 
give them an oppo'rtunity to live in suburban· centers as 
well as urban ones. Specifically I think that when your 
Commission reports, I would hope that they would caution the 
Legislature to consider the subsidy of rail or other mass 
transit faciliti,es which would take advantage of not only 
bringing the affluent to the cities but conceivably bringing 
the less economic f.ortunate back out into the suburbs not 
only for job opportunities but also for recreational facilities 
as well. This we find, politically speaking, is one of 
the real great difficult.problems which we face. 

I think I have.given you the thrust of what I 

had to say relative.to the economic or socio"economic con-
clusions which were·offered to you .earlier this afternoon. 

· There is another area 1 something I would like to 
say relative to.education and :j.ts func:ling. As we·have heard 
here today, approximately 7Q cents of every tax dollar is 
being spent in that field. As we heard earlier'today too, 
it was suggested that possibly a pub;I.ic hearing relative 
to whether or not we are spending our.money properly in 
that area should be called and those who would be most 
accountable urged to testify. .I have a few thoughts relative 
to that. 
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First of all, the qu.estion of whether or not plant 
usage or capital investment is properly utilized seems to 
me not to be a decision of the educator himself. It 
occurs to me that we have a fantastic .field of waste here~ 
As my verr fundamental accounting· indicates, we perhaps 
utilize our school,plantsapproximately 30 per cent of the 
time. I arrive at this by virtue of the fact that our 
normal school year is 180 days, which is already less than 
hal·f of the calendar year, and I point out in addition to that 
that for the most part we are using them from approximately 
8:30 until 3:30 in the afternoon. so when I cite a figure 
of 30 per cent, I think I am being generous. I think that 
certainly something has to be done relative to this. This, 
of course, means taking on the education community establish-

. , 
ment. As a professional politician, such risks are not 
normal to me, but I think someone has got to stand up. We 
have to start questioning this kind of public expense, 
which isn't directly related to the educational end product. 

I am pleased to note in the same breath, of course, 
the recent movements in our professional .. educational circles 
dealing with accountability! There have been recent articles 
published and speeches made relative to the fact that many 
of our professi6na1 educators are ~eriously considering 
some kind and form .of over.-all testing services which would 
prove that we are in fact turning out a good school product. 
I think this is long overdue. This is something that~ 
think this Commission could quite righteously demand and 

· suggest in the strongest of terms. We cannot continue to 
fund to the tune of $800 per pupil on the average in the 
State our public s.chool system and. then turn around and 
have Assemblyman Richardson testify during last week that 
most of the chilcl.ren who graduate from the Newark school 
system are functionally illiterate. Something is very 
wrong. I think the time to call that to the public's 
attention is when we are talking about dollars. 

These two·specific thoughts which I wanted to 
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make, I suppose I have more than taken your time to make 
and I won I t go into any more deta,ils. , 

It just occurs·to me that there is an argument 
somewhere and somehow to force the redistribution of our 
population, using tax incentives, so that we get .away from 
this tremendous concentration between the first mountain 
of the Watchung Chain down to the Raritan and the same 
argument applies from Trenton in the northdown as far as 
Camden along the Delaware. Between these two corridors 
there is a large expanse of land which is virtually poorly 
populatedo at least so far as spreading the demand for 
the State, which I think can be·rectified primaTily through 

(', 

tax devices.which you gentlemen and you Mayor Sheehan are 
best equipped to suggest. 

MR. WILENTZ: Thank you very much, Mr. Gannon. 
Do any members of the Task Force, have ariy questions? 

MRo FRANK:·· The proposal which we have heard here 
today and have heard before about eliminating·tha:t portion 
of the.property tax of the local municipalities which is 
geared to service the school.costs .and having that assumed 
in effect by part of a new proposed income tax•- that 
doesn ° t necessarily contribute to or eliminate any of this 

· economic...,ethnic concentrations. Were you saying that in 
some way if you did that=---

MR.; GANNON~ I simply suggest that if you singularly 
address yourself to that one problem, that, for example, 
if you adopted Mayor Blatz 0 s proposal to provide in effect 
some kind of substitute for·what we are doing now, which 
would have the end result: of, let 0 s say, lifting some of 
the fiscal,burden, but also providing or almost dictating, 
economically dictating, that 'the poor shall continue to · 
live in one concentrated center,.you do not solve the 
problems of the State·. 

MR. FRANK: But the remedy for that may have 
nothing to do with the tax policy. 

MR. GANNON: In my judgment in real measure it 
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does. 
MR. FRANK: .. You think i.t qould be effected by 

a tax credit? 
MR. GANNON: I suggest to·you that the sources 

of that solution are also rooted in fiscal measures, that, 
for example, if you provide some method or manner in which 
it pays for a·commµnity to have a proportion of lower-income 
people in the community, then you also begin to solve the 
socio problem, which could be aggravated by simply saying, 
"O.K. We'll contributesome money from around the State and 
keep all.the poor in.Newark. 11 

MRo FRANK: What, in particular, would :make it 
advantageous for a. community to have less advantaged people? 

MR. GANNON: It .seems to me, for example, that there 
could be, in fact, .a ta:x: penalty for a community which by 
zoning design or by fiscal design in some.way or other decided 
to keep itself lily white and higher income. You could very 
well enact some kind of. legislation which would, in fact, be 
a penalty for that community.to do so. 

MR~oFRANK: We have heard the carrot ;__ 6r I 
.,, . . ' "····: ·.:··.' ' ',, 

guess what we have heard is partially a stick and what ha.s 
been suggested·is that every.municipality would have to 
have a certai:h·percentage of housing units for the elderly 
and perhaps low-cost housing units. Is that the type of 
thing? 

MR. GANNON: That is conceivable. But I think you. 
should even consider methods beyond the carrot. In other 
words, as opposed solely to incentives; there.might also 
be negative results, negative economic results, built into 
a tax formula which would increase their load if they were 
not willing to take upon themselves in their own community 
a certain percentage of lower income people . 

. MR. WILENTZ: Any further questions? [No response.] 
Mr. Gannon, thank you very, very much. We appreciate your 
coming here and giving us the benefit of your thoughts. 
Thanks a lot. 
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MRo WILENTZ: Any further witnesses? Jf not, 
we will conclude the hearing at this point. 

[Hearing Adjourned.] 
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PRESENTATION TO NEW JERSEY 
TAX POLICY COMMITTEE 

TASK FORCE E 

As Mayor of a community of approximately 100,000 population, with 

about 2/3 of its property taxpayers being small homeowners, who are 

already over-burdened by an almost confiscatory property tax, I beseech 

. you to recommend to the Governor and Legislature that our State's entire 

tax system must be reconstructed to alleviate the severe public finance 

crisis facing New Jersey municipalities -- urban and suburban alike. 

Your topic today is limited to the important sector of this 

immense problem which deals with service levels, costs and allocations, 

therefore,may I respectfully submit the following brief observations and 

recommendations for your consideration: 

(1) EDUC/,TION -- Educational costs in Woodbridge constitute 

we ar1.;: the: fourth largest school district in the State, the pexc.:eui:.age 

of our total schools revenue which comes from the State is only 15'½,, while 

the State average is close to 30%, doub_L";_ ours! 

I'm sorry to add, however, that our schools' costs problem, 
' 

although severe, is not unique. There are numerous municipalities with 

somewhat similar problems -- all of which stem from inadequate State Aid! 

'lb ere is E:~ valid reason why any of New .Tersuy' s school districts 

should. receive less than an absolute minimum of Li0% of their revenues from 

the State. This figure would still be below the national average,. ~hich 

is cloi;c to 50%! '.Llierefore, I recommend that the State, under a complete 

restructure of the tax system, assume its proper responsibility as placed 

upon it liy the New .Jersey Constitution (Article VIII, Section 4), llprovide, 

rg_1; __ t:i!~' _1!_1nj11_t~~-1:.~nce and SUPPORT of a thorough and efficient .system of 
• • '· • , w 4 - ,...,_ __ •• ••- w•"" •-•-••-~w•-.-.. ,-~-4-•.'"•""""'" -•• ••••-•-•••r•,~-•••••---•••••R••"'-''"-•'•••~-•~•••• .. •-.,-• •-, .--••-•--_, 

(tet:" yublic __ schools. 11 T1ie first recommendation in a report on State aid 

to local governments issued by the presti~ious Advisory Commis~ion on 
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Intergovernmental Relations (Report A-34, April (1969))stated the need 

for: " ••. assumption by the State of s~~~-tanHally.all ~~~~-respons!-.E,_-

very dire situation facing ou:r homeowner-taxpayers today, substan-

tial increase, at least to the minimal subsistence level of 40% of 

needed revenue, must be forthcoming from the Legislature immediately, 

even before the restructuring of the State's Tax System is completed! 

(2) FLOOD CONTROL -- Other than education, there are still 

other areas of public finance that I f~el should have their revenues 

derived from a much broader base than that presently manifested solely by 

the very unfair and regressive property tax. I refer to major capital 

expenditures beyond the existing financial capacities of municipalities, 

for. example, unlike most munic.ipalities, Woodbridge has attempted to 

correct the serious flood problem that 'has existed ,almost as long as the 

301 years of our Township's corporate existence. Yes, despite the fact 

that figures of more than 12 to 15 million dollars were esfimated to be 

needed to alleviate flooding, our town fathers have embarked on this ex-

pensive, but essential comprehensive flood control project. Of course, 

the bonds for this project (since it clearly can not be done as c;1. 11pay 

as you go" current expense budget item) will be adding tremendously to 

our municipal debt even though the project is being spread over a ten-to-

twelve year period so as to minimize the tax impact. 

Aslo, since many of the tributaries that cause flooding in our 
'·./ 

township also travel through other municipalities, our "gutsy" approa~h 

will not c.ompl.etely emiminate all our flooding until these other towns do 

likewise!· Thus, since we have been unique in trying to solve the problem 

alone (if our capital budget still allows), these other communities will 

not do so unless they receive help from the State. Therefore, I feel that 

municipal and intermunicipal flood control projects should receive 
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substantial state financial assistance (which should also be supplemented -

not replaced -- by Federal assistance). 

(3) REFUSE AND SEWJ\GE DISPOSAL -- Another service now performed 

municipally, that I feel canJand should be, shifted to appropriate inter-

municipal regional authorities, is that of refuse and sewage disposal. 

Again, because of the massive, almost incomprehensible sums needed to 

construct such facilities, municipalities, limited to property taxes for 

their revenue, are unable to properly provide for this crucial, ecological 

enigma. 

Therefore, without substantial aid from the broader-based tax 

capacities of the Federal and State governments, these new facilities, 

which are already long overdue, will continue to be delayed--thus creating 

more and more irrevocable damage to our environment, especially our urban 

rivers and waterways. This aid from "above" HUST be forthcoming as soon 

as possible! 

(4) Although there are other municipal services that may be 

brought before you as in need of State and Federal Aid, I feel, at least 

as far as my town is concerned, that if the State (in conjunction with 

Federal funding) would provide us with the cost of education, and substan-

tial aid (from 70% to 90%) towards massive, but necessary, capital expend--- . 

iture projects such as flood control and sewage-refuse disposal, then, 

the remaining municipal services -- at least for the decade of the 197O 1 s 

woµld be within the capacity of our local property taxpayers. (Of course, 

I have excluded welfare as a municipal cost because there appears to be 

no debate whatsoever remaining that the costs for this program should be 

100% Federally and State funded.) 

(5) "Home rule", in its presently limited state, would remain 

unchanged by my above recommendations. Except. for _some possible, minimal 
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review by Federal and State officials,. the subjects discussed· above would 

not need any shifts in control away from "home rule". 

Thank You for your kind consideration of my presentation. I hope 

that after you complete your deliberation on the subjects with which you 

are charged, your recommendations to.the Governor and Legislature will 

cause the nuch-needed, and long overdue, revision of our patch-quilt State 

tax structure so as to more.efficiently -- and most importantly, --

fairly, provide the revenues needed to fund the essential services of 

municipal government. 

Thank You again, 

Mayor,· Woodbridge Township 
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To New Jersey Tax Polley Committee 
Task Force E 
State House, Trenton, New Jersey 
December 16, 1970 

Statement of Mark M. Jones 
P. o. Box 268 
Prl nceton"· New Jersey 08540 

Servlc.e ·Levels. Costs, and Allocations 

I appreciate the opportunity to ,appear, as a citizen arid taxpayer of 

New Jersey, in the role of a self-appointed agent of the public interest. I 
think the time has come when we should be realistic a~out the reasons which 

led to the appointment of the Tax Polley Committee and its Task Forces. 

The chief reason is coercion resulting from the rise and domination of 

self- l nterest pressure groups over the past genera ti on and the half-baked 

economics whl.ch they have embraced and put over on government and the people. 
Self-interest pressure groups not only have built up a controlllrig 

position but have succeeded in slanting more and more legislation as well as 

pressuring its enforcement. This has moved us in a direction which prefers 

or pri vll eges perhaps 5 percent of the population at the expense of the 95 

percent, which ls ignored. It ls a case of domination by selfish interests 

and disregard of the public interest. 

This trend has had an important effect also by way of preventing the 

logical development of a governmental management system which is concerned 

with representing the public interest in an efficient and responsible manner. 
The disregard of fundamental economics and mathematics by selfish interests 

and their pressure upon government to do 11 kewise has brought about the 

greatest inflation in our history. It is our first inflation of the kind, 

and .it has occur~ed almost entirely in the public sector. Its seriousness 

may be indicated briefly by pointing out that since 1933 it has resulted in 

destruction of the purchasing power of our money to such an extent that the 
value of the dollar, compared with that of 1933, is now down in the vicinity 
of 16 or 17 cents. A primary question, therefore, is whether we are going 

on to complete destruction of the value of the dollar, as the French did. with 

the franc in 44 years beginning with i914, or whether we are going to stop the 

degeneration and re-establish a new and sound position. 

It ls from such a background of causation that I venture to refer briefly 

to several concrete fundamentals raiher than to attempt a theoretical and · 
technical analysis of a nebulous topic such as "Service Levels, Costs, and 
Allocations." 

The Problem 

The first proposi tl on that I subml t pertains to the bas le problem that 

confronts the Tax Polley Committee and· all of its Task Forces. The overall 

problem is not ~axatlon. It is excessive spending. The property tax is not 
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a key factor in the situation. The key factor in the property tax category 

is the increasingly excessive spending on public schools. Impartial estimates 

suggest that as much as half of t:he amounts now being expended on the public 

schools may be questionabie. 

Demands for Services 

My second proposition ls that so-called demands for services from gQv-

ernment, which are supposed to call for more and more spending and taxing, are 

synthetic and artificial, and have little relation to the real public interest. 

Few come from the peopie. Most come from self-interest pressure groups, 

organized to 'use government as a front behind which they prey upon citizens 

and taxpayers. The most pressure comes from political agencies and spenders 

employed in government. Most of them blatantly ignore the question ·that comes 

first - hpw a so-called need might be met by some private means rather than 

to put it over on government at the outset. 

Federal Taxation 

Federal taxation is another 1mportant factor in the. economic and tax 

problem of New Jersey. Its impact no l'onger can be disregarded. The public 

interest and a return to sound economy require that the State government con-

front this: question and ~tart a movement which wi 11 deal with it from the 

standpoint of the long-range interests of the people and the State. It is 

not a matter of resorting to a palliative in the name of revenue sharing, as 

ls being proposed by political spenders seeking more to spend. The Federal 

tax take -is now so excessive that it should not be called taxation. 

be more accurate to call it embezzlement or expropriation. 

The Accounting Principle 

It would 

The accounts of government usually are on what technically is called a 

cash basis. This ls the simplest form of accounting. It ls supposed to 

serve to keep track of the flow of revenue on the basis of cash receipts and 

cash.disbursements. However, a system predicated on it meets needs only when 

there ls no important amount of cash to be controlled and managed. The cash 

basis for government accounting was rendered obsolete long ago by the growth 

in amounts and in the volume of transactions. It is not possible really to 

face the basic situation in this respect in New Jersey unless we work out an 

accrual system of accounting. Until then, we will not be able prudently to 

keep track of and manage the enormous sums as well as properties now to be 

sustained in any reasonable way. 
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Results and Costs 

Government at almost every level is stl 11 only half-baked with respect 

to confronting the elementary requirements of responsibility and management 

in the handling of the affairs of the State. The principal reason for this 

is that no adequate provision is made for the assessment or measurement of 

results and costs. Until pro3ram-making begins with an assessff1ent of each 

project to be financed according to its results during the immediately precedirig 

fiscal period, together with an assessment of costs for the same period, there 

is no reasonable basis for determining whether the project should be continued. 

As a rule, a spending project should be considered for discontinuance once in 

each fiscal period either because of its possible failure to meet the need for 

which 1 t was established, or because it has succeeded in meeting the need and· 

is no longer necessary. 

Statistical System 

In the absence of a comprehensive picture of the existing statistical 

system for the New Jersey economy, one can only surmise about it. That it is. 

a hodgepodge of accumulations, rtot put together according to coherent principles, 

ls probably a proper inference. Such a hodgepodge leaves out of consideration 

proper measurement of value and the need for activ.ities carried on by State 

and 1 oca l governments as well as the impact of the act i vi ti es of these govern-

ments upon the citizens and taxpayers of the State. AlSo,, it does not provide 

the proper information about adjoining States and particularly the many pertinent 

factors f;lbout their competition with New Jersey. 

The Appropriations System 

The appropriation-making system of the State government also suggests 

more of an expediency hodgepodge aimed at keeping on keeping on.' It apparently 

begins in mid air and proceeds from the top down instead of from the bottom up. 

It results principally from the fact that the press and the politicians have 

joined together to condition public opinion to believe that the logical starting 

point in making up a spending program for government is with needs. This 

means, of course, every kind of need that can be conjured up by anyone who 

thinks he might be able to use the government for selfish purposes. We now 

hear a constant clamor about crises of·the cities and crises in spending for 

this or that program of government. All of which is phony. There are.no 

crises except in the minds of politicos who want to get more money to spend 

without justifying it. 

There ls only one logical basis on which to predicate spending by 
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government. That is to beglr with atrtounts reasonably available to spend on 

the nonproductl ve overhe.ad e~pense of_ the economy without subject! ng the tax-. . . . 

payers and citizens to u_ndue strain in maintaining their scale of: living. 

Government does not come: first. It. ls supposed to be for the people. 

The Image 

Finally, I $uggest that the image being projected by the State govern-

ment as to l ts attitude :wl th respect to the economics of a nonproductive --
. ·' . . 

overhead system, is of· the greatest importance. If each problem which crops 

up is to be discussed i.n terms of increasing spending and perhaps increasing 

taxes, it natur.ally tenqs toward further unsettlement· in the public mind and 

heightens the widespread belief that the wild. and baseless spending of recent 
_years will be continued~ On the other hand, if the public statements made by 

public officials with respect t:o such matters proceed from- the standpolnt of 
'-

prudence and responsibility, it w_ill soon resul_t in a_ different state of mind 

and less concern on the part of the public generally. At thEf present time, 

we are in what some call a recess 1 on ancl others ca 11 the early stages of a 
· depression. • This, of course, is primarily due to the psychology of the 

. - . . . . 

public as it reacts to reckless and unintelligent statements of political 

authorities. Most thoughtful persons are concerned about the signs of 
spreading revolt; among cith;ens and taxpayers with respect to excessive gov_ern-

ment spending and irrational taxing. 

"Government. is a trust, and the officers of the 
_ government ar_e trustees; and both the trust and the -
tr.ustees are :created forthe benefit of the people." 

•·Henry-Clay 
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TESTIMONY OF PAUL N. YLVISAKER 
BEFORE 

GOVERNOR' s T~c STUDY 'co11r11ss10N 

·_ November 24, 1970 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present my views 
to your commission. de, who are newly on _the ou,tside, don't envy you 
your task. You are at the center of the most critical issue £acing 
New Jersey. In the long list of thing_s thi,_~ state must do, tax reform 
has to be first; both in importance and·tinte. 

: : 

Right now, New. Jersey is fightin3 'its tax system -- t:hat is, if 

anything_as chaotic as our revenue-raisin[; .inethods can be called a 
''system. II ~•resurnably, we levy taxes to .raise the money needed to do 
the things people want government to do. But the result is ofi::en just 
the opposite. ¥i.any of the things we want to do, and should do, cannot 

,' -·, < :, I 

be done, simpl}' b_ecause they run head-on into the tax system that raises 
the money to do them. .!e are aU ·.familiar with the absurdities that 
result. In fact, we may be too familiar with them. :;e have learned to 
accept the unacceptable. 

How much i;ense is there·in a·tax systei:n that makes it financially 
undesirable for a municipality to be the· site 'of a park, or a college or 
a museum? Uhat logic is there in raisine money to pay for schools in 
a way that forces municipal governments into.the. demeaning business of 
putting up barriers against families ~ii.th children? Why should a factory 
that pollutes the air, water and landscape be looked at and chased after as 
a tax asset? ':-·Jhat kind of tax system is it that forces our _once thriving 
urban center into a virtual bankniptcy? ·>Jhy should we force municipalities 

' . 
into a merciless competi-::io!l that threatens to make losers of everyone? 
This is what we. do with our present ta,ces. And to top it· all, we accept 

these bad results in the n.::ime of a packag0 o:.: taxes that is regressive, 
inequitable, and hard tp adminiater. 
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i,jhile there are a lot of things wrong with New Jersey's taxes, 

anyone who has worked in or with local government knows that the worst 
of all is the property tax. No state is as hooked on the property tax 
as New Jersey is. >e are approaching two billion dollars a year in 
property tax collections. This would be an enormous burden if it were 
spread evenly across, the state's population. It is the equivalent:. of a 

20 per cent sales.tax on housing or a six per cent gross income tax, rto 
deductions and no exemptions. He would almost have to triple New York 
State's income tax rates to produce as much as the property tax extracts 
from our resident~. But even worse, the tax is not spread evenly. From 
one municipality to the next, the burden varies. Our Teterboros get off 
cheaply while our Newarks are given cruel and unusual punishment. And 
within municipalities, one taxpayer may be under-assessed while his 
neighbors, dow.n the block are being over-taxed. The property ta:K is a 
difficult tax to administer even {1ith ideal la-v;s and assessment agencies; 
New Jerseyi s are certainly short of the ideal. 

The pressure of the.property tax distorts development patterns 
in the state. In our older cities, private construction of housing has 
stopped. In the rest of the state, zoning designed to hold down property 
taxes helps to price most New Jersey families out of the housing market. 
Even if interest rates drop back to more tolerable levels and mortr;age 
financing becomes m-::ire available, the property tax will continue to 
stifle housing in this state unless there &r:e furidamental changes. It has 
become almost a cliche in New Jersey for people to warn that the property 

tax "is approaching confiscatory l':!vels. 11 "•hen you see the abandoned, 
vandalized buildings in Newark and our other old cities, you realize 
that they have passed the point where an additional levy will bring any 
additional revenue. It will only drive out the home-owners and tax-
payers who remain. 

It makes sense for some of our go•',-crnment services and planning 

to be done regionally, but t:1e local property tax makes. it impossible to 
do such sensible th:i.ngs. The, legal experts tell us that our state and 
federal courts are getting ready to throw .out many oi the zoning 
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practices which prevail now. This, too, would be sensible. But if it 
happens without fundamental changes in our property tax system, the 
results may be extremely painful for even those municipalities which 
until now have found sanctuary in exclusionary practices. 

The property tax is the major source of revenue for running our 
public schools. If it were a good source for this revenue, then maybe 
we could accept all the other evils the tax perpetrates. But we don't 
have even that consolation. You are all familiar with the statistics 
that show some munie.ipalities able to provide money for education with 
a moderate taJ: effort while others cannot provide minimal levels of 
education even with crushing tax rates •. This is unfair to thousands of 
our children, wasteful of ta}r money in the long run, .and some people 
think it is even olightly illegal, since our constitution says it is the 
state which has the duty of providing for a free public school system for 
all of our children. 

Finally, the property tax is a constant obstacle to doing 
many of the things that are necessary if we are to avoid the Kerner 
Commission's forecast that this nation is he~ded for racial and class 
division, "two societies, separate .and unequal. 11 

Thu.El. I think we need to reform the ground rules of our tax 
system, i£ we are to make any headway against our most serious problems. 
That reform has to start with the property ta:,;:. H we walk around that 
issue, then we head :farther into the ,:1uicksand of unjust, counter-
productive ta:~~ policies, 

,fe should seek a new tal~ oystem which is based on ability to 
pay, which reduces the competitLre scramble among municipalities, which 
grows as our economy grows, and \Jhich produces results we can live with, 

The first pr:i.nciµle 1 think we should foll.or;, ls that income 
taxation, not property ta:~ation, shculd be the keystnne of our tax 
system, A graduated income talc is the most equitable way to raise 
government revenue, It has the added advantage of producing revenue 
growth that outpaces the economy without increasing the rates. Increasing 
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affluence and inflation force continuous rises in sales and property 
tax rates. A graduated income· tax produces more revenue as affluence 
and inflation driverup government costs -- what the economists call 
"income elasticity.I' A study by the Brookings Institution recently 
pointed out that federal income tax rates have been reduced during the 
past two decades while producing vastly more money. What other tax could 
make that claim? 

!_would not like to see an income tax simply piled on to New 
Jersey's present -heap of taxes. I am not one of those who thinks that an 
income tax is good for the soul, whether you need the money or not. It 
has been pointed out that New York State has a tax system much like New 
Jersey's except that it imposes an income tax and provides a higher 
level of state aid to schools and municipalities. The.percentages are 
different in New York, but their prospects are no better than ours. 
The key mistake New York made is that it enacted a full array of taxes 

without doing anything significant about its property tar.. 

- I believe adoption of an income tax in New Jersey should be 
coupled with abolition of as much of the local property as possible. 
This would both sound policy and sound politics. Done properly, it 
would produce good results on housing, education and development patterns. 
It would also assure taxpayers that.for the first time, there would be 
visible property ta,c relief. 

The most sensible portion of the local property tax to abolish 
is the local school tax. It is the cause of most of our bad zoning, 
bad planning, municipal competition and unequal education. Our schools 
should be financed_by state taxes. I know an income tax would not 
provide enough money to replace the entire local school tax. But it 
could replace most of it. If we must still tax real estate to pay part 
o,f the school costs, then the state should levy that tax at a uniform, 
statewide rate. This is what Governor Millikan proposed in Michigan a_nd 
it has been endorsed by leading educators. It removes the motive for 
fiscal zoning and provides a mechanism for equal educational opportunity, 
regardless of where .a child lives. 
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Newark is New Jersey's prime city, the headquarters of principal 
firms, and the primary case of our failing fiscal system. Its critical 
financial position can no longer be ignored -- or callously dismissed 
as a case of municipal corruption. ·Anew mayor is making a new·start 
even offering to pay most of the costs by a local ta,c effort -- if only 
the State will allow him; He can't add to the property tax without 
losing his taxpayers. He is ready to risk a payroll tax.•·· t-1hat really 
makes sense would be ~fol'I the::State ~::+.• ,:aad, n6¢;::after the .. -s{lfety of 
next year's election -- to face up to the immediate necessity of a 
state income tax that would recognize the State's obligation not just 
to its principal city, but· to the hundreds of its other mur.icipalities 
who have been consigned.by our present tax structure to the moral and 
fiscal bankruptcy of beggering themselves and their neighbors. 

I am sure that state financing of local school costs could be done 
without taking away the local power to set school policy. 

Use of an income tax would provide the state with a mechanism 
to solve some d>f its other tax ineqµities. Instead of trying to make 
the sales tax equitable through exemptions an effort that is bound 

.to lead to special deals and ingustices we could eliminate the 
exemptions and pay rebates on the basis of income. In the same way, it 
would be poss.ible· to provide an equitabl~ housing rebate to elderly 
people. The $160 property tax deduction our elderly will get .next year 
does nothing for. those who rent their housing, an obvious injustice 
especially since their rent includes the property tax that the owners 
pass on to them. 

I hope your commission will look at the hodge podge of taxes 
which are collected by the state and returned to municipalities through 
a variety of miscellaneous formulas. These include the bank stock 
taJc and taxes on public utilities. We should see whether these taxes 
are being distributed ina way that is just a11d productive, or whether 
they include inequitable windfalls. 
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I believe that fundamental tax reform must do something about the 
critical condition of our central cities. iJith fe.w exceptions, they 
are in terrible financial shape and they are not improving. ~le all 
have become conscious of the situation in Newark in recent months. 

Abolition of the local school tax would provide some help for 
the central cities, .since it would reduce their local property tax 
burden. It might also set in motion long-term development trends that 

.would make the cities economically viable. But in the meantime, the 
central cities must get special help. 

One constructive step would be for the state to pick up, on an 
interim basis, the full cost of welfare in New Jersey. This would ease 
the property tax burden in the central cities and their suburbs. I don't 
advocate this as a long-term program. The federal government must take over 
financing all welfare in the nation. It calls the economic tune and 
it should pay the piper. New Jersey should take the lead in pushing for 
federal assumption ~f welfare costs, and I don't mean thro'1gh some 
feeble words and gestures. It should actively use every resource it has 
to get the federal government to do its proper job. 

In addition, we should reform and expand the urbanaid program 
that has been in existence for two unsatisfactory years. We are now 
distributing $12 million a year to the six largest cities according to 
a formula that reads like something from Alice in ·.vonderland. Far more 
money should be put into the program. Some of it could come from the 
$25 million which municipalities get as a return on the sales tax. The 
money should be paid to those municipalities, regardless of size, who 
tackle the state's most difficult social problems. -- those who provide 
housing for the poor and near-poor, who zone for people and. not against 
them,who take on the welfare burden, who provide sites for heavily used 
tax-exempt facilities, who accept regional responsibility, 
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Any municipality that takes on such urban responsibilities should 
qualify for aid and the formula payments should be large enough to make 
it worth their while. If our old urban centers continue to be the only 
municipalities that take on these social burdens, they will get the 
lion's share of· the urbanaid, and they will need and deserve it. If 
developing areas which foresee their urban futures decide to take on 
such problems in exchange for state urbanaid, we may open up housing 
and environmental choice for many people w~o now have no choice. 

I think we should press for the same principle in any federal 
revenue-sharing legislation. Otherwise, revenue-sharing could become 
simply another inadequate crutch for state and local governments. For 
those who look to federal revenue-sharing as a future pot of gold that 
will buy us out of our. financial problems, I would advise healthy 
skepticism. The amounts of money being talked about-- and it is only 
talk,~ so far -- will not do enough of a job. The revenue-sharing 
legislation lying dormant in Congress now would build up only after five 
years to an allocation to New Jersey not large enough .to cover a one-
year increase in our state and local budgets. And when such money should 
ever start flowing, I personally would lll;'gue that not a dime of it 
should come to any state that had not straightened out its revenu.e 
"ltstems and made the kind of a tax· effort that a shift to· an · income 
tax base and an equitable formula. of distribution among its own 
municipalities. 

· .I know I have put before you some suggestions that involve the 
most sensitive and controversial issues facing this state -- an income 
tax, constitutional change, welfare financing, educational financing, 
aid for central cities. Politically, many of these things would. be ·. 
tough.to do. But I believe the alternatives would be much worse. I 
respectfully urge you not to back away from what is politically 
uncomfortable when such great issues are at stake. You represent what 
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irery well may be New Jersey's last real chance to do something con-
structive about its tax system. Two hundred years ago, another group 
of Americans risked not only their civic and political comfort but 
their lives to make the kind of fundamental changes that were necessary 
for our society's continued welfare and survival. The time has come 
is a fact long overdue -- for another exercise in statesmanship and 
courage . 

Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman . 
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